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YOUN6 WILD WEST'S NERVE
-OR-

•

THE NINE .GOLDEN BULLETS
By AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER I.
CHEYENNE CUARLIE'S CLOSE CALL.

"String him up, boys!"
"Death to ther horse thief!"
"Git that rope over ther limb-quick!''
"Don't give him a chance to breathe another minute!"
"We'll show ther miserable coyote how we treat horse
thieves in Nugget Flats!"
"Gentlemen, you are making a big mistake. I am no horse
thief! I shot the real thief and was lcadin' ther horse here to
find an owner for him, when you fellers jumped upon me.
You are making a big mistake! . I am Cheyenne Charlie, an'
I belong over in Weston."
It was a drama typical of the Wild West that was being
enacted.
The scene was at the mouth of a deep gulch near a mushroom mining camp that fairly bristled with tents. It was
about four in the afternoon of an October day in the seventies.
Nugget Flats was less than a week old, and yet a horse thief
had already showed up and worked his game.
A fine gray horse belonging to Rugged Pete, the so-called
"mayor" of the town, had been stolen the night before, and
now a stranger to the few reckless inhabitants of the camp
had been found with the horse in his possession.
The man who was about to be hanged to pay the penalty
of the crime certainly did not look like a horse thief.
About thirty years of age, tall, well formed and as straight
as an arrow, he -stood there, his hands bound behind him and
the noose about his neck.
There was no look of fear upon the handsome face, but
there was one of deep concern, and the flash of his dark eyes
was almost proof enough to show that he was innocent.
As he spoke to the men they paused a moment to listen to
what he might have to say.
"You are not the sort of men to hang a fellow without giving him a chance to speak a few words in his own defense,"
came the words from beneath the dark, drooping mustache.

"I tell you that I am Cheyenne Charlie from Weston. I am a
partner with Young Wild West, the famous young scout, in
the Wild West Mining and Improvement Company. I would
sooner cut off my right hand than steal a horse. The man who
stole the horse opened fire on me as I was comin' around a
bend about half -a mile back here. I dropped him, an' then
caught ther horse an' come this way, thinkin' I might find
ther owner of him, 'cause I seen he was a fine beast an' could
tell by ther man's actions that he had stolen him. If you will
go up ther hill half a mile you'll find ther carcass of ther
thief. He's got a bullet in his heart an' one in his forehead.
Gentlemen, I ain't no horse thief!"
There were a few among that motley crowd of rough men
w!10 believed what the man said was true.
But the majority ruled, and there were more who did not
believe him than there were tho's e who did.
"Up with him, boys! . He's had enough ter say!" cried
Rugged Pete, who stood holding the returned horse by the
bridle rein. "Git that rope over ther limb. There! 'l'hat's it!
Now-one, two, three! Up he goes!"
The rope tightened about the _neck of Cheyenne Charlie,
and the next moment he was hauled upward.
His feet were not more than a foot from the ground when
a rifle cracked from a point above the group of miners and
the rope was severed in twain by an unerring bullet.
The intended victim dropped to the ground, not much the
worse for his brief experience of ·being hanged.
The miners stood gasping in amazement at each other for
the space of 'a second, and then from the hillside there came
the clattering of hoofs.
Before they had time to make a move a spirited sorrel horse
d(:shed among them, and, ~earing high in the air, threatened
to trample some of the miners under his· hoofs.
But the horse ~was not alone!
On his back was a handsome youth of probably nineteen,
whose long chestnut locks streamed over his shoulders and
whose symmetrical form really seemed to be a part of the
magnificent horse.
He held the bridle rein in his teeth, and in either hand was
a shining revolver ready to spit forth death-dealing bullets
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Already they felt certain that they had been about to hang
among the twenty men, the majority of whom were so anxioui,
the wrong man, and when they looked at the graceful figure
to hang the man they called a horse thief.
"Cut that man loose!" came from the lips of the new ar- on the sorrel horse they felt glad that they had not.
Some one would have gone under if they had, and each of
rival. "Cut him loose, or as sure as my name is Young Wild
,vest, I will send some of you into eternity so quick that you them figured that he might have been one of the unlucky ones.
Wild soon reached the spot where Charlie bad done battle
will never know what struck you!"
with the man.
A deep hush came over the assembled miners.
'l'he body was lying there just as it had dropped, and, pointThey looked at each other in silence, and not one of them
ing to it, he said:
offered. to draw his shooter.
"Is that the carcass of the man Jaggs?"
They felt that there was something about the young fellow
"Yep!" exclaimed the mayor of the camp. "That"s him.
who called himself Young vV':ild West that was mo.re than
Young Wild West, we made a mistake, an' I'm mighty glad,
ordinary.
Never before had they met oue whose words were as weighty for one, that you happened along in time."
"'l'hree cheers for Young Wild West!" yelled a small man in
as his were, and 11ever before had they felt how insignificant
crowd.
the
nerve.
genuine
real,
of
presence
the
they were in
He was one of the few who had believed Clleyenne Charlie
"Just in time, Wild!" C'xcla.imed Cheyenne Charlie. "They
when he said they were making a mistake in taking him for
were hanging me for a horse thief."
"I am glad that I was in time," was the reply. "I struck the thief, and bore the name of "The Dazzler."
The cheers were given with a will. 'l'he miners yelled till
the body of a man up on the mountainside, and thought it
must have been yon who laid him low. Then I followed your their voices were echoed from the surrounding hills.
Then they all shook hands with him, after which Rt~g<'d
I rail till I got to a place where I could see what was going
on. It was a -good distance, but I had to make the shot to save Pete turned to Cheyenne Chari le and said:
"Pard, you are the real feller to 'pologize ter. Put her thar!"
your life. Now, then, you fellows! Don't stand around as
The scout did not hesitate to shake hands with them, and
though you were petrified. Un.tie this man at once. He is no
one at a time they urged their horses up to him and grasped
horse thief. Hurry, now! I don't believe in delays."
"Right yer are, pard!" said Rugged Pete, and he stepped the palm of the man they hacl been so anxious to hang as a
forward and severed the rope that bound Charlie's hands be- horse thief.
"Now, then, boys, how about burying this carcass?" asked
hind him and then took tile noose from about his neck.
"lf the man ain't ther one as stole ther horse we don't want Wild.
"Drag ther remains of ther skung down here a bit and
to hang him, do we, boys-? " he added, casting a sweeping
chuck him over the precipice. That will be a good enough
glance around.
grave for him," said the mayor.
"No!" chorused the men.
"That's right!" exclaimed The Dazzler. "There ain't any"A sensible lot," nodded Young Wild West. "Now, then,
gentlemen, I would like to know how you came to make a mis- body alive as has seen ther bottom of that place yet. Jt are
take like this. Cheyenne Charlie is no more of a horse thief so deep that even ther vultures can't git to ther bottom of it."
The body of the horse thief was very quickly disposed of,
than any of you are. If he says he shot the man who stole
the horse you can just bet that he did. Now, then, the ques- and then Young Wild West and Cheyenne Charlie were invited
tion is, who did steal the oorse? ls there any one missing down to the camp,
They accepted the invitation, and riding in the front. rank
from your camp?"'
"Yes," answered one of the men. "A feller named Jaggs with Rugged Pete and The Dazzler, they entered Nugget
Flats for the first time.
went away this noon, but ther horse was taken last night."
"That might be, too. Jaggs might have taken the horse and
put him in some hiding-place last night. He could have done
that, you know, and then this morning he could have left the
CHAPTER II.
camp in what seemed an honest way and picked up the horse
and rode off. Did he leave on foot?"
TIM, TRE TERROR, ASD IUS GASC: .\RRl\'E,
"Yes," was tlle answer.
"Didn't it occur to you tha;t he was the thief?"
Young Wild West had just heard of the new mining camp
"Waal, yes, we sorter allowed that he was ther skunk, but called Nugget Flats, and on the afternoon of the day on which
when we found this man with ther horse we reckoned that our story opens he had started over to see the place, a<::com·
he was ther man we wanted,," said Rugged Pete, in a tone of panied by Cheyenne Charlie.
apology.
It was only about eight miles from ·westou, and lay be·'\Yell, just take a ride up the llill with us, and we will see tween the towns of Spondulicks and Devil Creek
if .Jaggs was the man Cheyenne Charlie shot. Come on, now!
They chose as straight a cut as they could, and when pretty
I want this tiling settled to your full satisfaction."
well over to the new camp they reached a fork on the moun'l'he men had their horses with them, since they had been tainside, each direction suggesting that it was the proper one
searching the surrounding 001mtry nearly all day for the thief, to take.
and without any demurring, they mounted.
After a short consultation they decided io each take a dif·
Cheyenne Charlie took possession of his own horse, and ferent course for Len minutes and then come back to the fork
tiler, the eavalcade started tip the mountainside, led by Young :md report.
Wild Wf'st.
Wild felt that the way into the camp would be found a great
Strange to say, there was not a man among them who ques- deal easier by doing t his.
They set Olll, and it was while he was riding the road that
tioned the rig-ht o( the nervy young scout in doing what he
nad just done. They had heard of him before and kne,; helter led slightly to the left that Ch eyenne Charlie came in contact
, with the horse thi ef and shot him, aff l"l' narrowly missing
than to express any doubt about what he said.
They rnde along ¥: ith him just as thou11,h :1ec<?ssity de- being killed himself.
The fellow admitted that · he had stolen the hors3 when he
manded tllat thPy should a;;:lll net because they wanted to be
• op ened fire on the scou:, so Charlie, .lJappening w catch sight
sure that the~ llad lJlade a ·oig mrntake.
'1

r
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of a number of men riding along as though in search of some men who had been in the tent salo,on, now led the way inside
and ordered drinks for the boys.
one, started to take the horse to them.
Not one declined the invitation, nor did any one say anyThey were easily half a mile distant, but he thought by meeting them he could also find the way to ugget Flats and then thing when Wild refused to drink whisky and took a glass or
water instead.
ride back and report to his partner.
Then Wild treated them all, after which some of the men
But what happened when the men came upon him the
went to the claims they had staked out and started in to work,
reader ]mows.
Young Wild West had been close enough to hear the shots and the rest hung around the tent to get more whisky.
Games of cards and dice were sum going in full blast, but
that were exchanged by his friend and the horse thief, and
he hastened to the scene, only to find Charlie missing and a neither of our friends took a hand in any of them.
As they meant to stay there over· night, they looked a1·ound
dea,d body there.
This naturally made him hasten along the trail, and he had for a place to pitch a camp.
They soon found one within a hundred yards of the group
r eached the scene of the hanging just in the nick of time.
Had the m'en refused to liberate Charlie when he told them of tents.
The spot was right against the steep side of a bluff and
to, Wild would certainly have opened fire on them, and he
about ten feet above the ground a ' ledge projected out a few
would have come pretty near to liberating Charlie himself.
It was his great shot from the hill above that had really feet.
"This is good enough," said Wild. "If a bad storm should
saved Charlie, but he lost no time in getting to his side after
come up we will be pretty well prmected here."
firing it.
"I guess ,ve had better cut down a few of the fir trees that
And by acting as he did Young Wild West had made himare so thick around here," observed Charlie. "They'll make
self a hero in the eyes of all but a few of the men.
There were two or three in that crowd who, , though they soft beds for us."
"That's right. You go ahead and cut the firs, and I will
w(•re afraid of him, hated him because he had made them do
get a supply of wood for our camp:fi'.re. The nights are getting
just ai, he liked.
But there was nothing strange about this. It is the same chilly, and a fire won't be out of phce."
Without any further talk the two started in to do the things
the world over. Fear and jealousy sometimes travel hand in
proposed, and in less than half an hour they had a real com·
hand.
Only half a dozen men had been left at the camp when the fortable-looking camp.
They had not come to Nugget Ji'lats empty-handed, either,
score of miners went out to hunt down the horse thief, and
these had quit work and were "liquoring up" at Downie's tent, for they had brought a small coffe-]Pot, a frying-pan and' some
eatables.
which was the place where whisky was sold.
Though both were fond of the ~;a.me that cot1ld be shot on
It would scarcely be a mining camp if whisky was not sold
almost every hand, they did not d,esire to live upon it alto·
in it.
Wh en they saw the mounted men approaching they came gether.
Bread and potatoes went good with ar.y' kind of meat,
out to learn the result of the hunt.
They saw that the mayor was riding the horse that had whether it was venison, bear or conrmon jerked beef.
bf'en stolen from him, so they knew something had happened. . It was a little before sundown whien Wild and Charlie began
"So you got him, eh, Pete?" called out the dispenser of the cooking their supper.
Their horses were tethered close by on the bank of a runstuff called whisky.
"YeL ! " replied the mayor. "It was Jaggs what took tiler ning brook where there was plenty of good, wholesome grass
the
horse, an' Jaggs is now where ther crows can't even pick him. and everything looked like genuirue contentment around
H e was a sneak, he was, an' it is too bad that he didn't die little camp.
The two scouts had just begun to sip their coffee when the
wit11 a rope around his neck."
"That are too bad," grunted Downie; shaking his head sound of approaching hoofs came to their ears.
Then a series of yells rang out and revolver shots began
sadly. "Ther fell er owed me nine dollars for whisky, which
to sound.
1 was fool enough to trust him for. Now that's gone!"
"Some new arrivals, I guess," saitll Young Wild West, rising
"Yes, that's gone where tiler woodbine twineth," spoke up
'rh e Daizl cr. "Gentlemen, let me introduce you to Young to his feet.
"I guess so," nodded his compru:tion. "That shootin' don't
Wiid West an' his partner, Cheyenne Charlie, from ·weston."
"You are gettin' mighty soon, Dazzle," said the mayor. "I sound as though there's any fighttn' goin' on; some gang is
al lo\,. th a t it's my place to do ther introducin'. Now, then, gents ridin' into town an' shootin' an' yellin' jest to show the naor Nugge t Flats, I want to make you all acquainted with tives what sort of stuff they are made of."
Wild smiled and nodded.
Young Wild West an' Cheyenne Charlie. They are from Wes"You have hit it exactly, Charlie/' he answered. "Ah! here
ton, an' they are right up to snuff."
"Glad to meet you, boys!" exclaimed Wild, as he threw him- they come!"
~Plf from the saddle in his easy-going way. "We thought we
About a dozen horsemen suddenJ.:y appeared around a bend,
,rni• ld ride over and see what kind of a place Nugget Flats riding at full speed for the hear't of the camp.
Found any pockets worth
~ a ~. You are doing well, I see.
A single glance sufficed our frie,nd.s to see that they were
an)·thing yet?"
all under the influence of bad whi::::ky.
They were yelling themselves hoarse and shooting their re"lm 0 or two," answered the whisky seller. "Things haln't
goin ' jE'st right yet. We expect a new delegation here to- volvers in the air as though cartri>cbges were plentiful and did
morrow, an' th en things will be warn.1. 'rhere's four big not cost a cent.
"Who-hoo! Whoo-he! Whoop!" yelled the man in the lead,
wagon loads of stnff, about forty m en an' a woman comin'
a regular giant of a fellow clad rn a suit of buckskin and
thl'Ol!gh.''
"That ·will make thin gs lively," Wild admitted, smiling at mounted on a big black horse. NLet her go, boys! This is
the earn est way in which the man spoke. "I guess we wlU Nugget Flats, an' we've got lw re a day ahead of time. Make
tilings hum, now! Our whisky ain't cost ns a cent, so far, an'
stay over till the new arrivals come."
Cheyenne Charlie, who had finished shaking hands with the it ain't a-goin' to this day an' nigh;t."
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"They are what some people call 'daredevils,' " said Wild.
'y,'ell, Charlie, I hope they will let us alone, because I don't
feel in the humor to stand much fooling to-night."
"Oh, I reckon they won't bother us," was the reply. "Gee'
There they go for Downie1s tent. You'll see it come down in
less than two minutes."
There was a rough canvp.s sign stretched from two poles In
front of the saloon which bore the words:
"JIM DOWNIE'S HOTEL.
"Whisky 50 cents a Drink.--No Trus.t."
'fhe reckless band of horsemen rode rigbt into the tent, or
as mmw of them as could get in did, and then, as Cheyenne
Charlie predicted, the tent came down in less than two minutes.
Young Wild West could not resist the temptation to walk
over and see how the thing would turn out, and quickly swallowing the last of his coffee, he said :
"Now is a chance to see what sort of people there are here.
If Downie takes that kind of treatment good-humoredly he
must be a regular angel in disguise."
The two hurried over and were just in time to see Downie
come crawling from under the tent, swearing like a· trooper.
He had drawn his revo lver, and the first thing our friends
knew he was shooting ri ght and left at the moving tent.
The men and horses who were beneath it gave it the appearance of a storm on the ocean in a scene in a fourth rate
theater.
"Come out of there, you drunken fools !" the proprietor of
the w1ecked place kept shouting. "You can't run my shebang,
and the quicker you stop tryin' to ther better it will be for all
of yer ! "
'fhe big leader of the horsemen, who had dismounted, very
deftly. picked up an empty barrel and let it go at the enraged
man.
It struck him on the side and bowled him over like a tenpin.
"Lay there, you crazy galoot!" he shouted. "If you don't
want to take a little fun, jest git up an' start in shootin' ag'in.
If you do !'ii let about six streaks of twilight through your
carcass in no time!"
Then he began slashing the t ent so his men could get out.
I Downie got up and took a seat on the barrel, but he did not
do a1iy more shooting just then. ·.
He had made his bluff and it had failed.
In about five minutes the men "\Vere out of the wreck of the
tent.
As luck would have it, Downie's bullets had only slightly
wounded one man and killed a horse.
"Where's th e pizen-faced gaioot as shot me?" the wounded
man. cried, glaring around in a drunken rage. "I'll make a
sieve of him in jest one minute an' a half!"
"There he is!" exclaimed the big man, pointing to Downie,
who was still seated on ,t he barrel.
Downie was no coward, even if he had taken a back seat
temporarily.
. He was on his fe:;t in irn instant, and when the wounded
man began to fire at him be returned the compliment.
He proved to be the best snot, for at the fourth report the
new arrival dropped with a bullet through his left breast.
"That settles him," said Downie, wiping the blood from his
ear, which had been grazed by one of the flying bullets.
''An' this settles you!" exclaimed the big leader, as he
raised his r evolver to fire.
But at that instant Young Wild West sprang forward and
knocked his arm upward.
·
"Don't you believe in fair play, stranger?" he asked, as the
weapon was discharged, sending the bullet high up in the air.

"Great rattlesnakes!" cried the man, who was really a giant
in stature. "What did you do that for, sonny?"
"I like to see fair play," was the cool r etort. "Your man
fired first, and because he got the worst of it is no reason that
you should take a band in the game. Did you come here to be
peaceable citizens, or did you just ride in to clean out the
camp?"
The ugly, scarred face of the fellow was the picture of
amazement as he looked at the youthful figure of Wild before
him.
"Who in thunder are you, boy?" he managed to blurt out.
"I go by the name of Young Wild West. Who might fOU
be'/"
"I'm Tim ther Terror, an' I bail from Roaring Creek,
!Jonny. Jest to show you what I kin do, I'll chuck you over
there on ther remains of Downie's Hotel!"
He made a grab for Wild as he said this, and then it was
that he was treated to one of th e greatest surprises of bis Ji[e.
He never, knew just how it happened, but the agile young
scout stooped suddenly, and catching the giant, who claimed
that he hailed from Roaring Creek, across bis hip, sent him,
heels up, into about the same spot that h ad been picked out
by the giant for him to land.
A simultaneous gasp of amazement went up from the
drunlten horsemen.
It beat anything they had ever seen before.
Tim the Terror, to be handled like that, by a mere boy! It
seemed impossible.
But there was no dream about it, for there stood the boy,
waiting for the giant to get up and show his hand.
Tim the Terror had landed pretty heavily, . and the breath
was taken from his body by the jolt.
He was not long in recovering, how ever, and when he did
get upon his feet he had his revolver ready for action.
"Drop that gun!" cried Wild, sternly. "Drop it, or I'll drop
you!"
At this juncture one of the gang raised his revolver to shoot
down Young Wild West from behind.
But he never pressed the trigger, for Cheyenne Charlie
divined his intention and shot him in his tracks.
That took all the fight out of the drunken crowd.
And it was well for them that they showed that they had
enough of it, for the whole camp had been aroused to action
and every man jack of them was covered by the miners, who
were only waiting for a chance to start in shooting.

CHAPTER III.
THE XIN!i COLDEN" BULLETS.

Tim the Terror had dropped his revolv er at Youug ·wild
West's command, and he stood there as t hough waiting for
further orders.
"Tim the 'ferror from Roaring Creek,'' said Wild·, "you are
what I call the biggest bluffer in the hills. Can you dance?"
"No, I can't dance, 'cause I never learned how," was the
sullen reply.
"Well, it is time you learn ed, then. Now, just trot out here
and try a few steps. I am going lo m'.ike you dance because
you called me 'sonny." You see, I object to being called that
name, as I consider that I am as mt;ch of a man as anything
that straddles a horse or fires a gun in thes e parts. Now,
then! Start her up and show us what you can do!"
'l'lle giant knew what was expected of him, but it was a very
humiliating thing for him to do.
However, a pair of fearless eyes were looking at him and
the muzzle of a revolver stared him in th e f:::.ce.

YOUNG WILD Yi'EST "S NERVE.
Already the miners wer e recovering from their anger, and
broad grins could be observed on every hand.
'.rhe signal to start was a shot from Wild's revolver.
The bullet bit the heel of the Terror's left boot and sent a
sort of electric shock through him.
Then h e began to dance, some of his own men roaring with
laughter at his ridiculous antics.
At intervals of about ten seconds Young Wild West's pistol
cracked, and when the sixth shot had been fired he told him
to stop.
The man did so, and when he examined his footwear he
found that thP. heels were pretty well gone.
Three shots had hit each of them, and that fact had been
the means of making the dancing livelier than it would otherw ise have been.
Wild stepped back to signify that be was through, and then·
Rugged Pete, the mayor, made himself heard.
"It seems to me that I heard you say that you had got here
a day ahead of time," he r emarked, looking at Tim the 'l'error.
"That's right," was the reply.
" Did you come through with the four wagons an' ther gang
of forty men an' one woman?"
"Yes, we are twelve of ther forty. We got tired of ther
slow way the outfit was comln', so we struck out at a livelier
gait a little after dinner time an' got here ahead of the rest."
"Well, I'm ther mayor of this camp, an' I want to tell yer
that you will be expected to sorter behave yourselves half
decent. On them grounds, I welcome yer here!"
'l'im the 'l'error nodded to Jet it be known that he understood, and then walked over to where one of his men was
holding his horse.
Taking the bridle rein, he did not bother to mount, but Jed
the animal over to a point against the bluff not over two hundred feet from the camp of Wild and Charlie.
It was getting dark now, and they at once started a fire and
set about making the place ·assume the form of a camp.
Our hero and his companion walked back and cleared away
the remnants of their supper.
Wild knew that the big leader of the gang had it in for him
strong, but he did not feel the least bit alarmed.
He was fully able to take care of him and that made him
confident.
All he had to do was to k eep a watch on him and look. out
for some act of treachery.
T he man would not be very apt to tackle him openly, ·of that
he wn,s sure.
There was just ten of them and eleven horses, as two men
and a horse hacl been killed since their arrival.
That they had bro ught nothing to eat with them was more
than evident, for they made no signs to do the least cooking.
After a while, when Downie got his "hotel" ready to· do business again, some of them went over to it and bought more
whisky.
They seemed to have plenty of money, and as they acted all
right, Downie was glad to selJ them his wet goods.
The result was that instead of eating supper, the men fil led
up on bad whisky, and very peaceably, considering circumstances, went to their camp and slept it off.
Wild and Charlie did not stray far from the spot they had
1
located upon that evening.
'.rhey were not sure that some one would not take a liking
to their horses, especially Spitfire, the sorrel stallion.
And during the night only ·one of them slept at a time.
Experience had told th em that it was n ot good policy to
trust.anybody, or, at least, not until they knew them t horoughly.
But their cum), was not disturb ed during the night.
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They were up bright and early the next morning, and
mounting their horses, they rode out to search for some game.
'l'hey had no trouble in finding what they wanted, and they
were just turning to go back when they came across Tim the
Terror and three of his men, who were out on the same errand as themselves.
The big man scowled fiercely when he saw Wild and made
a move as though he was going to (j.raw his revolver.
"Don't spoil a good mind," said our hero, as the fellow took
his h and away from his belt again and was about to ride off.
If you feel like having a shot or two at me, go ahead."
"I don't bear you no grudge," was the reply in a tone that
belied the words.
"I am glad of that, for I don't want to have any one an
enemy to me. I am pretty su re that there is not an honest
man of my acquaintance w40 is really down on me. I generally try to do the right thing with everybody, and if now and
then a fellow makes a mistake and takes me for a boy tenderfoot, it is not my fault if he gets the worst of it."
As Young Wild West said this lhe Terror turned and lo·oked
at h im from head to foot, as tho;.1gh he was not yet sure what
sor t of a looking person he was.
"You are ther best I ever struck," he said with a nod. "I've
tackled men a good deal bigger than I am-bad men, too, and
I have always come out first. You gave me ther surprise of
my life last night, an' I ain't afraid to admit it. I may ask
you to give me a lesson or two some time."
"All right. If you really mean that you wlll find me · ready
and willing."
"I do mean it, Young Wild West. I have been very sore on
yer ever since you took ther starch out of 1e last night. I
felt like sending a bullet through you just a minute or two
ago when you run afoul of. us sudden like. But I don't feel
that way any more, Young Wild West. What you have been
sayin' to me jest now makes me like you! "
With this the giant and his companions went off to con,
tinue their hunt.
"What do you th ink of that?" asked Cheyenne Charlie.
"Well, I must say that I believe the rrian meant just what
he said. His tone of voice was as sincer e a'S any I have ever
heard. Still, I am not going to put much faith in what he
said."
"No. I wouldn't, either, ff I was you.''
The two now rode back in to camp.
They had shot a young deer and fpur partridges, and the
latter they intended to have for breakfast.
·
'l'hey had not told their friends in Weston that they intended
to stay over night in the n ew mining camp, so they wer e not
surprised just as they sat down to broiled partridges and
coffee, to see Jim Dart and Jack Robedee show up.
'l'he n ewcomers, who were chums of Wild's, located their
camp the first thing and promptly rode up and dismounted.
"You a r e fi ne fellows, I must say," said Jim. "Arietta and
Anna, your girls, got to worrying so badly about you not showing up last night that we set out before daylight this morning
to look up up. And h ere you are, sitting before a fire eating
a breakfast that the smell of makes a fellow's mouth water.''
"Sit r ight down!" exclaimed Wild. "A partridge apiece
ought to be enough for us. If you are hungry, sit right down,
and when you get through eating we will tell you wli.at kept
us over ni ght."
Jim Dart said no more. He was as hungry as a bear, and so
was Robedee.
They had some bread with them, and this h elped to make
the meal go better.
When they were through eating and Jack had furnished
Charlie with a pipeful of tobacco, Jim looked expectantly at
·wild.
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"Well, I suppose you want to know what kept us over night,"
said the young scout. "It is easy to explain," and then he
told them all that happened.
"A narrow escape, Charlie, old fellow," observed Jack.
'"l'hey must have been fools to take you for a horse thief."
''l'll admit that I thought I was a goner," retorted the scout.
"But when I heard the crack of a rifle and felt myself drop
to th e ground I changed _my opinion. I knew it was Wild
who had fired the shot, and I knew he was going to save me.
You ought to have seen how he handled that crowd. I really
believe that if they had showed fight he would have )l_hot
about half of them an' had ther others on ther run in less than
<J. minute!"
"Hold on!" interrupted Wild. "Go it a little mild and it
1vill sound better."
"No, it won't. I am only tellin' what was what. They know
you well enough to believe what I say."
"l guess we do," nodded Dart.
"So ther real cause of yer stayin' over night here was to
wait an' see ther four wagons an' ther forty men an' one
woman come in?" said Jack.
"'!'hat's it!" answered Charlie.
"An' a dozen of 'em got here a day ahead of time an' made
things lively for a while?"
"Yes."

"Well, all I kin say is that we missed a whole lot of fun by
not coming with you yesterday afternoon."
"We won't be disappointed altogether," said Jim. "'fhe
biggest part of the outfit has_n 't .got here yet. There are four
wagons, twenty-eight. men and the woman due yet."
"That'_s right," laughed Wild. "According to what the Terror said, they ought, to fetch up here some time this forenoon."
"Well, we will wait till they come, and then we will all ride
back to Weston together," observed Jim.
A little later the four took a walk over to the "hotel" of
Nugget Flats.
'l'he mayor was there, and Wild introduced Jim and Jack.
"These fellows are our partners," he added. "They have
_been through a little of everything with me, and they are not
the kind of folks who show the white feather, no matter how
great the odds are against them. Cheyenne Charlie, Jim Dart
and Jack Robedee are my partners, not only in business, but
in about everything else. There are no three men living who
could titke their places in my heart!"
Young Wild West grew quite eloquent when he said this.
Tt was· the first time he had ever made such an announcement in public, and the three he referred to not only felt
plea:::ed but deeply grateful.
Tim the Terror came along just then, and, turning to Wild,
he said:
"I'd give a whole lot to hear you say that about me, Young
Wild West. Of course, I don' s'pose you ever will; but I'm
goin' to see to it that you never have occasion to say anything bad about me. You've made a man of me, you have!
I've been doin' a whole lot of talkin' to ther boys since we
met this mornin' on ther mountainside. Now, what do you
s'pose I've come here to Downie's for?"
"I don't know, unless it is to get a drink," answered Young
Wild West, failing to get a line on the big fellow.
"No! That ain't what I come here for, though I may get a
drink, too. I come over here to pay Downie a bill."
"You don't owe me anything," said the whisky seller in surprise.
"Yes, I do. Where do you s'pose we got ther whisky we
got drunk with yesterday afternoon? You had some comin' on
ther wagons, didn't yer'?"

out of one of ther barrels, an' h er e's fifty dollars to pay ther
bill!"
He laid the money on the rough board that answered for a
counter as he spoke, and Downie took it hesitatingly.
"Mebbe you didn't drink up that much," he ventured.
"Well, if we didn't we come putty near to it, anyhow. Take
it, an' say no more about it."
"Well, I'll stand treat, then. Step up, all hands!"
. Everybody took a little whisky but Wild and Jim.
They simply said they did not care for the stuff and ihat
settled it.
The Terror went back to his camp a few minutes later and
was seen to be talking very earnestly to his followers.
The result of the talk was that they all struck in and staked
out claims and went to work.
Just before noon the giant walked over to where our four
friends were sitting ben eath the shade of the tree.
"Young Wild West," said he, "I worked in a place where
they smelt gold an' silver once, an' while I was there I moulded
some bullets out of gold. There was only nine of them that
was perfect, so I chucked tiler rest back in ther pot. I've carried them nine golden bullets ever since, an' now I am goin'
to give 'em to you for luck."
He produced a greasy leather pouch as h e spoke and emptied
the contents in the palm of his hand.
Sure enough, there were nine bullets of gold there, and they
were just the size that were used in the regulation army r evolvers.
"If you really want to make me a present of them I will
take ~hem," said Wild. "I wm fit them in cartridges and keep
1
them for luck. It may M that I might use them, but if I do
it will only be on occasions of great importance."
"'l'ake ther nine golden bullets, an' welcome!"
CHAPTER IV.
.A. LIVELY THIE .A.T NUGGET FJ~ATS.

The eyes of Tim the Terror flashed with pride as he handed
his rather peculiar gift to Young Wild West.
Bullets were very plentiful in that part of the country and
were among the things that were very essential to man's success; but who had ever seen them made of gold?
Lead was the metal that was invariably used for that purpose, but here were nine bullets moulded of virgin gold!
Wild took the pouch, and aft er allowing his friends to have
a look at the bullets, dropped them back into the pouch and
placed it in his pocket.
The Terror appeared to be more than pleased, and when
the boy walked out of the tent he followed him.
'"fhere's worse men than I are comin' through with the
gang that's due here putty soon," he said. "There's a feller
among 'em what bears me a grudge, an' I s'pose we'll have it
out as soon as he gits here."
"What has he got a grudge against you for?" asked Wild.
"Well, you see, there was two separate gangs of us in ther
party. I was a sort of leader to ther men what come here with
me, and this other feller had a gang of ten men who put great
faith in him. It was ther other gang what reaily stole ther
whisky what belongs to this man here. After they had got it
we stole it from them an' then lit out to git here aheud of
'em."
"I see. It was quite a neat trick you played on them. Bnt
as you have settled with Downie the m...1,tte1· ought to be
dropped. "
"Yes, but them fellers will want to git S([uare en us for ther
trick, 'cause it dish ed 'em out of gittin' a bit of ther. stuff.
'l'her men in charge of ther wagons found out that ther wbisky
"Yes.''
"Well, we helped ourselves to what we wanted of ther stuff had been taken just ab0ut ther time tha,t we started. That
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makes it dead cert~.in that them fellers wouldn't have a show
to git any more."
"Unless they put up a fight for it."
"WelJ, they couldn't do a thing then. Them men in charge
of ther outfit would mow 'em down like grass. No! They'd
know better than to start a fight to git ther whisky. I'll bet
that there ain't a gill been taken out of tl}er barrels since we
left yesterday."
•
"What sort of a fellow is the leader of this gang?" Wild
asked, thinking that perhaps the Terror wanted him to take
a hand if it came to a fight.
"He's Big Franlt, from Deadwood. He may be a little
heavier than I be, but not quite so tall."
"Well, you are n·ot afraid of him, are you?"
"Me! Well, I guess not! Oh, I'll fight him a_ll right ther
minute he starts her up. But, say!"
"Well?"
"I'd give a whole lot to see him tackle you. I jist want to
see you surprise him, like yer did me. That would do me an
awful lot of good, Young Wild West!"
Wild smiled.
"Well, if he bothers me I will try and give him a little lesson," he answered. ·
This seemed to satisfy the big man, and he walked away.
Those of the men in Nugget Flats who possessed picks,
shovels and sieves were at work, and the rest were hanging
around, just killing time and waiting for the wagons to arrive.
A man with a speculative turn of mind was coming with
it to open a store at the Flats.
He was a relative of Downie, and he was bringing a good
stock with him, with orders left behind him for more.
Big Tim and his men had been depending upon this man to
buy their mining tools, and there were several others in the
camp waiting for his arrival on the same account.
It was just a little before noon when it was announced that
the outfit was in s;ight.
Then everybody guit work to give the new arrivals a welcome.
Eleven horsemen came in ahead of the rest, and W'ild knew
right away that they were the ones who had stolen the whisky
and then had it stolen from them.
Tim was ready for trouble, for he had his men grouped off
to one side and he stood in front of them, so he was bound to
be seen by the newcomers.
It was quite natl:.ral that the outfit should stop in front of
the tent occupied by Downie.
It was the only business place at the camp, ancl the sign
in front of it was sufficient to draw the crowd.
The advance guard very quickly "liquored up" and then
came out of the plt.ce and looked around.
Their leader was a big, stout man, weighing at least two
hundred and fifty pounds.
He pcssessed fully as many scars as did '.rim the Terror,
and, if possible, he was a great deal uglier in appearance.
He was not long in making himself heard, and when he
spoke there was no difficulty in hearing what he said, since
bis voice was as 1011d as a fog-horn.
"So this is Nugget Flats, hey?" he roared out. "Well, pards,
I am glad to be with you. An' so is these friends of mine
here. We are all peaceful an' quiet as Jong as we are let
alone, but cross us, and then look out! As I look around I
see that you have· got a gang of thieves here, an' I am sorry
to see that, for ther place looks very promisin'. ·,
This was, of course, intended for Big Tim and his men.
Everybody in the camp had heard the story of how the
whisky had bee!l stolen from the wagons, and they also were
aw.;,.re of the fact that it had been paid for.
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They expected to see the Terror resent the insult at once,
and he intended to, but did not get the chance.
Young Wild West got in ahead of him.
"See here, my friend," he said, as he coolly walked up to
the fellow. "Don't you know that you ought not to make such
remr.rks as that? A gang of thieves is a hard name for a lot of
honest men to be called, so I would advise you take that
back."
Big Frank looked at the boy for the space of a second, and
then broke into a laugh.
"Why, you young whipper-snapper, you!'! he cried. "I've a
notion to spank you!"
"Well, go ahe~d and do it, then. But I will bet you a hundred dollars that you will apologize for calling the people of
Nugget Flats a gang of thieves."
"An' I'll bet a hundred that I won't! There are ther thieves
right over there-Tim ther Terror, who hails from Roaring
Creek, an' ther gang he's got with him. They stole whisky
from ther wagons, an' then rode off with it an' got here ahead
of us."
"Big Frank, that's a lie!" cried Tim, making a step forward,
his hand on the butt of his revolver.
"Hold on!" thundered Young Wild West. "The first thing
on this program is a spanking. I am the one to be spanked,
and this big bluffer, who calls himself Big Frank, is the one
who is going to do the spanking. Put up your guns, now!"
Big Frank looked in amazement when he saw how readily
Wild was obeyed.
Half a dozen of the men had drawn their revolvers, and
they put them back in their belts at once.
He still had his hand on his revolver, though, and showed
every sign of being very angry.
"Let go of that!" said Wild. "You ain't afraid of me, are
you? You said you had a notion to spank me, so go ahead and
do it. 'I'll guarantee that no one will interfere while you are
trying it.''
This so enraged the man that he took his hand from his
belt and made a sudden grab for Young Wild West.
But the young scout was expecting just such a move on his
part, and he very cleverly stepped aside and slapped the fellow
across the mouth.
A shout of laughter went up at this, and almost blind with
rage, Big Frank threw himself forward and made another savage grab.

"I'll spank yer !" he howled. "I'll wring yot~r neck, too,
that's what I 'tl do!"
This time Wild lowered his head and darted between the
big fellow's legs.
Up went his muscular frame, and over his head went Eig
Frank! He landed heavily on his stom:i,ch, and the wind was
completely knocked out of him.
'l'hen, while Tim, the Terror, laughed until his jaws ached,
Y?ung Wild West calmly took a seat upon the prostrate form
and gave the big bluffer a dose of something that he had not
had since he was a little child!
He took care to strike in such a manner with the flat of his
hand that each blow sounded like the crack of a pistol.
It was certainly the greatest performance the crowd had
ever seen, and the laughter and applause that went up made
the welkin ring.
When our hero felt his victim make a move to throw him off
he made a leap and was out of harm's way in a flash.
Big Frank rolled over and made a grab for his shooter.
"Don't touch that!" commanded Wild. "If you do you will
die right where you are."
"He ain't flt to die jest yet," spoke up the mayor. "He
knows it, an' that's why he's so willin' to let go of the gun."
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There was a laugh at this, for Big Frank certainly did draw
his l).and away in a hurry.
"Now, get up," said Wild.
The man did so.
"We11, how did you like the spanking?"
Big Frank was just boiling over with rage, but there was
enough fear mixed in it to make him answer in a civil manner.
"Young feller, you surprise me," he answered. "If I ain't
axln' too many questions, I'd like to know who you are."
"Have you ever heard of Young1 Wild ·west?"
"Yes," and the big man gave a start.
"Well, that's my name."
"Well, I ain't sayin' that I'm glad I met you, but I am satisfied, Young Wild West."
"I am glad of that."
"So am I, Big Frank!"
It was Tim the Terror who said this.
"Wait a minute," interrupted Wild. "I said I would bet a
hundred dollars that this man would apologize for calling the
people of Nugget Flats a gang of thieves."
"I will," promptly spoke up Big Frank. "I didn't mean that
all ther men in this town was thieves; I meant that for Tim,
'her Terror, an' his gang. I say that yet!"
"You do, hey?"
'l'he two big, powerful men stood glaring at each other like
a pair of enraged lions.
· Each had his hand· on the butt of his revolver, and the
miners were stepping aside so as to be out of range when the
shooting began.
But again did Young Wild West interfere.
"Don't use your shooters or knives," he said. "You are both
•regular giants! Settle your dispute with your hands and feet.
I'll be referee."
Strange to say, this proposition was satisfactory to both of
them.
They took off their belts in double-quick time and handed
them to Young Wild West.
Everybody grinned but the close friends of the two men.
They were anxious as to how the battle would turn out.
"Before you start, gentlemen," spoke up Wild, "I would suggest that each of you should select a second. That is the way
they do it in the East when they hold a prize-fight, you know."
"That's it!" cried the "mayor," stepping up. "We may as
well have this thing done in ther right way. It is something
new to see a regular heavyweight fight in this 'part of ther
country, an' though it ain't goin' to be a prize-fight, it ought
to be run off in proper shape."
"Well, then," said Tim the Terror, "I'll take you for my
second, if you'll serve."
"Sartin I will."
"Then I'll take an outsider, too," and Big Frank beckoned
the Dazzler to come over.
The little man did not refuse.
"As I understand it," he remarked, "this is goin' to be a
rough-an'-tumble fight."
"That's right!'' exclaimed Young Wild West. "I am the
referee, and I'll see to it that no weapons will be used except
what nature has provided them with."
The two men began rolling up their sleevs, and the grinning
"1J.1iners looked on expectantly.
"Are you ready?" called out Young Wild West.
"Yes!" came the answer from both.
"Then sail in!"
The giants rushed at each other and clinched instantly.
Neither of them understood the least bit of the art of box-

For the first half minute it was nothing more than a wrestling match, and a very awkward one at that.
Then Tim kicked Frank hard on the shins.
The stout man uttered a yell of rage and pain and kicked
back.
It became a kicking match then, and the heavy boots began
to fly about so recklessly that with one accord the men broke
their hold.
"Use your fists," said the Dazzler to Big Frank.
"That's it! Use your'n, too!" cried Rugged Pete, the mayor,
touching the Terror on the arm.
As if it was the first time that they had thought of it, the
belligerents did use their fists.
They began to fire sledge-hammer blows at each other, and
soon both were bleeding from the nose.
Just as they were becoming pretty well tired out the Terror
let a savage left-hander go at his opponent, and it accidentally
caught him on the side of the jaw.
That ended the fight!
There was no one half so much surprised as was Tim when
he saw Big Frank drop senseless to the ground.
At this juncture a tall, raw-boned woman of uncertain age
came rushing to the spot.
"Who wants to fight?" she called out. "I am Solemn Sal,
an' I never stands any foolin' ! "
CHAPTER V.
SOLEMN SAL.

Young Wild West looked at the woman with no little interest.
Her restless, piercing eyes set far back in her head and her
long, scraggy hair, hanging over her shoulders, caused him
to form the opinion at once that she was not· altogether right
in the head.
She wore a well-worn skirt of buckskin that hung a trifle
below her knees and covered the tops of a pair of riding boots.
A belt that fairly bristled with weapons held the skirt about
a man's shirt of scarlet flannel, and her head was topped off
by a big sombrero with one side pinned up to the crown and
an eagle feather sticking in it.
Taking all in all, the woman certainly made a striking appearance.
After her introductory remarks she looked in silence ai the
unconscious form of Big Frank, and then turning to the Terror, calmly said:
"Did you put the galoot to sleep?"
"I reckon I did," was the reply.
"You did, hey'! Mebbe you think you could do it to me!"
and before any one could divine her intention she began shooting all around his head.
The men scattered in every direction. It seemed that they
were more afraid of a revolver in the hands of a woman than
they were if it had been in the hands of a man.
"Hey, there!" exclaimed Tim. "Go it a lettle easier, my dear
woman. I don't want to fight you."
"Oh! Don't you?" and there was a faint look of surprise on
the face of the woman as she ceased shooting.
"There's no one as wants to fight you, Sal," said the man
who had been in charge of the outfit which had just arrived,
as he took her gently by the arm. "Come away, now. You
know I told you I would help to find ther galoot as shot your
husband In ther back, but I don't think he are here, though.'
The look of eagerness that came upon the pinched face
when the man spoke to her died away as the last word left
his lips, and she allowed him to lead her back to the camp
that the new arrivals had started to make.
ing.
'l'hey meant to crush each other by main strength, it seemed. · "I always hate to see a person what's gone daft," said Jack
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Robedee, "especially a woman. It gives me ther shivers to
see how they act. I hope she never gits mad at me for anything."
"The way l take it," observed Wild, "is that her husband
got killed hy some coward, and that she went cra zy over it,
and is conlinually on the search for the slayer: It is a pity
that she can't find him."
"'l'hat's what I say," nodded Charlie. "If ther poor creeter
could git her revenge her reason might come back to her."
"I hardly think it would," spoke up Jim. "She is too .far
gone in the upper story. There is only one way to treat her,
and that is to humor her in everything she says. But as we
arc not going to stay here very Jong, it is not likely that we
will be bothered by her."
Big I•'rank had now come to his senses, and he was sitting
on the ground, looking about him in a dazed manner.
One of his followers came over and :2ssisted him to his feet.
He looked around as he got up, but without a word followed
th e man from the spot.
"I guess he is satisfied," remarked Wild. "He ought to be
if he is not, for that was a terrible blc1w Tim gave him."
Our friends now walked over to where Solemn Sal, as she
was called, was fixing up her camp.
She was the one woman who had come in with the outfit,
and in spite of her being partly out of her mind, she was well
provided with the common necessaries.
She had a good horse, cooking utensils, a couple of woolen
blankets, a rubber one and many other things that a man
wc,uld not think of bringing with him on such a journey.
The woman did not mind the staring crowd of men in the
least, but hummed an air as she put the things to rights.
·with the aid of two stakes which she drove in the ground,
she turned the rubber blanket into a tent, leaving one end
open and the other against a big rock. She then spread the
woolen blankets under this and turned her attention to building a fire.
The spot Solemn Sal had selected for her abiding place while
in Nugget Flats w·as well away from any of the rest.
When she began to cook her noonday meal Young Wild
West and his companions walked away.
The new storekeeper, who had not yet had a chance to pitch
his tent, was already doing a rushing business in the sale of
his goods, and as fast as the men got the tools they needed to
work with they went to their various claims and began to dig
for all they were worth.
Before night several had turned their attention to the building of Jog shanties, and this made it look as though they intended to stay awhile.
Already several fine nuggets had been taken from the earth
at only a depth of a few inches, and this was enough to make
the miners satisfied that there was plenty more to be found if
they dug a little deeper.
Our friends did not try their luck at mining there.
They intended to ride over to Weston before dark and leave
the new camp to hustle a long in its own way.
.Tust as they were thinking of starting Solemn Sal came
"·alking o,·er to them.
·'Gentlemen," said she, in a perfectly sane way, "won't you
let me tell your fortunes before you go? I make no charge,
but you kin give me what you like."
"I'll let you tell mine," Jack Robedee responded quickly.
"If you tell it good I'll give you a five-dollar gold piece."
'\Yilc.l and the other laughingly looked on as the woman took
Jack's hand.
"You have a tender heart," she began, as she looked at the
line,; of his palm. "That is a very good trait in you. You are
also hone1St and determined and you have a long life ahead of
you."
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"That's good!,. excla imed Jack.
"Don 't intermpt me," aud 8olemn Rnl shook her head ,yarningly.
"Yon han' been disappointed in lo,·e se1·eral times."' she continnecl. '·Hut e,1,cb time you got 0Ye1· it wry quirkly. Let me
see. Ah! ,\'Ou are i11 love at this Yery moment. The girl is
rather young- fur you, but you will mar1·y her. Her face is not
a yery pleasing one, but her heart is in the right place ancl
she fairly adores you--"
"That's Pnough !" cried Jack. his face as red as a beet.
"Here's your money; take it an' welcome."
Cheyenne Charlie burst into a roar of laughter. and Wild all(l
Jim ,ioineu in.
"I haYP told him the truth." 1sr1id Solemn Sal. "I will swear
to that. I kin read a JJ<'l'Son's palm right c\'er,I' time. There
i~ more that I could tell him. but Lie does not wnnt me to."
"I'Ye got enough," spoke up Jack. '"fry some of the rest."
But none of the rest cared to ha rn their fortunes told just
then.
Tllcy put the woman off by telling her that they \Yould gi\'c
her a chance some other time.
"Wild, an idea has just struck me!" exclaimed Jim Dart, as
Solemn Sal walked away.
"That's good, Jim. What is the idea?''
"Don't you tl.Jink tl.Je girls 01er in Vi'eston would enjoy ba1·ing their forlunes told?''
"They certainly would. But could \\'e induce Rolemn Sal to
ride oYer there?"
"No, I don't think "-e roul<l, but suppose Charlie and I riclt>
over to-night and bring them all oYer in the worning? It
would I.Je a uovelt:, for them to s1>end a c.lay in this place. any,-vay."
"Ry ,io,·e !" said Young " ' ilu West. "I belieYe your idea is
a good one, Jim. What c.lo you say, Charlie and Jack?"
"Just tiler thing," answered Charlie. "I know my wife,
Anna, would enjoy it, an' as there ain't no renegades or In.inns
around at present, there wouldn't be ther least danger in makin'
ther trip oYer here. I say ye to ther pro po ition-yes, by n ll
means."
"An' I say that whate,·er suits yon fellers, suits me," chimed
in llobedee.
That settled it right then and there.
Young Wild West and hi,: friend,: nlways had a quirk way
of Rettling matters withont argument. and five minutes later
Jim ancl Charlie 1Yere ready to mount their hor,:e:< and lea,·e
Xugget Flat·.
'\\' hen the t\l·o had gone. Wild started in to set the nine
goldru bnllets Tim the Terror had given him in cartridge:<. ~o
he conld use them. to . hoot with in case he wanted to.
He first had to remo1·e the lead bullets. but this \YHR an ea~y
thing for him to do, as be had often cloctorec.l up his own
cartridge·.
"They are size thirty-two," he said to Jack, "and they will
just flt that silver-mounted six-shooter o~ mine that I don't
carry in my belt."
"That's right. Who do you s'pose ""ill bf thPr flrl"t feller
what git,; one of them valuable l>nllets in hi,: c-nrcass?" Jack
ans,i-erecl.
"That is something that I cannot tell.''
"You might be able to tell if you had let tller old woman
tell your fortune."
·''[hat's so. Say! I think I know who the girl is i:;he rrferrecl to and said you would marry, .Jack."
"No. you cnn't. 'cause there ain't no such girl.''
"I am inclined to think there is. It strikes me that )fartha
Goff, one of the girls we saYed from old Crawling Snake's band
of redskins, is the party. I noticed that she often cast sheep':;
eyes at you."
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'Hobetlee lllnsbed, a11(1 tllcn iYild kuew he llacl hit the nail
right on the head.
·'It seems to me, Jack, t!Jat Solemn Sal to](l your fortnu e
prcttr strnigllt, if I kno,Y anything about it. 'l'his talk of yours
about women is all bosh, in my opinion. You are going to lie
married to :Martlm Goff some day, aud I ,vm bet au ounce of
gold on it!"
"W~u. rn take that bet!"
· Tl.le two shook hands, not because tbey wanted to make tile
bet more binding, but just because it was a way they both had.
Wild worked ::t1vay with the cartridges and 1:mllets for half
a1.1 llonr.
Then he had made the change to his full satisfactio11.
He loaded the sil,er-mounted re1•olve1· with six of the gold
bullets and placed the othe\• three in hiR po<•ket.
He did not carry this 1Jarticular rernlYer in his belt, but had
a pocket made in his shirt just to fit it.
'l'his lrn had caused to be done lately, thinking that perhaps
the next time he was surprised and c·a ptured· by enemies they
might 01·erlook it when disarming him.
U they were 11ot too particular this might work.
'\Vild put the handsome shooter in the po<·ket made for it and
said:
"I hope that every time I shoot one of t.llose bullets it will
be done iii a good cause; and I alsd want each of them to hit
the point that I aim at."
"You kin bet they \Yill come vutt.y .uear <loin' that," ,sahl
Jack. ·
CHAPTER VI.
NI!"1E VILLAINS, TRIED AND TRUE TO '£HEIR CALLING.

'.l.'he sun had not been up over three hours the next morning
when a party of seven rode down the mountain side and across
the mouth of the gulch that opened up in front of the new
mining town of ~ugget Flats.
'!'here were two males and five females in the party, and
they ,vere all in excellent spil'its, judging by their merry
laughter and conversation.
·: The males were Jim Dart and Cheyenne Charlie, and the
females consistecl of Ariiitta i\Iurclock, Eloise Gardner, Anna,
Martha Goff' . and Nellie Elton.
, Arietta was Young Wild West's girl, Eloise was Jim's, and
.A,nna was the wife of Che~•enne Charlie.
~Iartha and Nellie were two young girls wl;io had not been
in Weston very long. 'l'hey had been captured from a wagon
train by Indians and rescued by Wild and his friends, as some
of oul' readers know.
. Nellie Elton !Jad been a very forward gid and bad got Wild
into sel'ious trouble with his sweetheart by her making love
to him, but she had tamed clown wonderfully when she realized
her mistake and had remained that way ever since.
Still she was the life of the party; a11d her merry talk and
her perfect singing kept them all in a good humor on the way
oyer from v\'esto11.
Young Wild ·west and Jack Robedee were standing watchillg the erection of a shanty which the storekeeper was having built when the party entered the town.
Wild at once ran fol'war<.l. to meet them, Jack blushing like
a "schoolboy and followi11g more leisurely.
"So this is Nugget F1nts, is it'!" remarked Arietta, after the
usual greetings had been exchanged .
"Yes," answered Wilcl. "'What do you think of the place?"
"Oh! It is all right. Weston was no larger tlmn this once."
"Xo, nor as large," spoke up Anna.
"'l'hose are true words, all right," laughed Wild.
"Laying all joking aside," said Jim, "it strikes me that tbio:
ola.ce will some clay .in the near future be as big as Weston is
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'..low. It ha· all the chance.· to improve' 1·avidly. There is .
plenty of gold Iring about close to the surface, and if plenty
of ~old won't put a real I oom on the to,n1 I don't know 1Yliat
1\'ill.''

All were willing to agl'ee to this.
While the/ had been talking quite n nwnber of the miners
I.lad gathered around them at a respectful distance.
They were admiring tlle goocl looks of the ladies.
"This is what I calls a tre}1t, Youu" i'\'ilcl West," said the
mayor. "You ought to receive a vote of th:rnks, just for L>ringing thel' ladies over to ther flats. Ther looks of 'em is encugl1
to cheer uv the1· most do\\'uhearted man i.n tber whole wol'ld."
"'l"hat's rigl,t," re11Eecl Wild, good-natur,wly.
Then he conclncted the new anival · to tlle camp.
"The man who just spoke is Hugged Pete. the mayor of
Xugget l!'lats;' he explained. "Ile is a fine man ancl "'ill be a
great help to the town."
"How old is he?" inquired ~ ellie Elton.
"About forty, I should judge," Wild answered.
"Ile would be a fine-looking man if he wa,· to s!JaYe off th:\t
bearcl of his."
"She·s fell in love with tiler mayor, I guess," 1Yhi,;perecl .rac1,
Robeclee to Cheyenne Ullarlie.
"Looks like it," \\·as the reply ..
The new anivals had breakfasted before leaving Weston. so
thel'e wa. · no,Y nothing to do but -to fix up ~mitable qm!1'ters for
the ladies.
It di.cl 11ot take them a great while to <.l.o this, since Jim an<l
Chrtl.'lie had been thoughtful enough to bring nlong rubber
blankets to make te11ts ,vi.th.
While the work was going 011, Wilc1, Jack an<.l. Charlie llac1
con.-iclerable fu11 at Jack's expense.
'l'hey told the girls about him haYing JJf?s fortune told, anc1
even threw out hints to tbc1 effect that they had an iclea that
they knew who the girl in the case was.
Only 011e of the girls knew ll'ho they wl.'re referring to on
the start, and that was :\fartha Goff herse!tf.
'l'he fact of tile matter was that she <licl like Jack.
'TT'hen Nellie finally caught on she beg.-m to tease ~fo.rtha
at a great rate.
'.Plle girl did 110 encl of blushing, but took it good-naturedly.
Pretty soon Wild took a wall;: away from the camp, and
when he came back a few minutes later he ~vas accompanied by
Solemn Sn.l.
'.l'he woman certainly did look solemn en.ougb just the11, an<.l.
when tbey had been _introduced to her the girls told one another so.
"Now, then, here is a chance for all of you to get your fortunes told," said Wild. "Who is going to be the first?"
~o one ,Yanted to be tlJe first, so it was- finally settled that
if Young ·wuc1 iVest would have his palm read Arietta wonld
come in seconcl.
0~ course the roung ::;cont agreell to this.
'1.'he girls hacl been brought over from iVeston to lta,·e a
good time, and he meant that they should have it.
He gave hi1, left hancl to the woman ancl in slow and rocaf;mecl tunes she went on to tell him that lte had a long life
before him, that he would be very rich in the worlcl',; good.:,
tllat he "·oulcl marry before be reached his twenty-fiftll birtllday ancl tb:1t a number of children would be born to his faith ful and or0tty wife.
Of course she said a whole lot more-en-:.rngh to satif;J'y any1.>ody \\'ho belienid in that sort of l.Ju.foes:-;-but that was the
substance of it.
Then it came Arietta·s turn.
She, too, was to be very long-lived, and she was to marry a
dell young man who wonld never do anytb.ing else than trea t
her kindly and a lwa ys loYe her .
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This caused all bands to laugh, and Et turned a deep c1imson when she looked at Wild.
The next was Nellie Elton, and when So!Jemn Sal declared
that she would marry a man who was old enough to be her
falh r in a rnry short time, and that be would possess a
1-mooth-sha,·en face, Jack Robedee remarked that be guessed
lie woulcl go and tell the mayor to shave off his beard light
a,Ya:v.
Solemn Sal might have been lacking of something in her
head, but she was keen enough to take in all what the young
people were laughing and joking about, and when it came
Martha's time to ha,·e her palm read she knew pretty well what
the majority of them wanted her to say.
And she was not slow in saying it, either.
When she had gone through the first part of the "fortune"
~he drew the girl's hand a little closer to her eyes and gave
a start.
"Ah! What is this I see?" she exclaimed. "You a.re to. become a bride very soon, I see. Yes, th e happy event will take
place within two mon t bs. You--"
Martha attempted to draw her band away, but the woman
held fast to it.
''Wait!" said she. "I see more. The man you are to marry
is not far from you now. Aye! He is within a few feet of
you. Ile bas been disappointed in what be thought was love
many times before, bnt be never loved any one as he now
loYes you."
Cheyenne Charlie could not contain himself any longer, and
he burst into a roar of laughter.
And when he laughed all the rest save Jack and Martha
joined in.
That capped the climax of all the fun, and Wild tossed the
old woman a couple of gold pieces and told her that was all.
She walked away more than pleased, and leaving them about
the same.
But while all this fun was going on, let us see what was
taking place in another part of the town, or 'camp, as It yet
really was.
Big Frank was still smarting over the way he had been
treated at tbo..bands of Tim the Terror and Young Wild West.
West.
He had brooded over it the biggest part of the night, and
non· be bated Young Wild West to such an extent that he was
determined to kill him.
As be went about the place that morning he had no difficulty
in pickiug out several men there who did not like Wild's way
of doing things.
He got to ·be friends with a number of these in short order.
'l'wo or three of them were bis own followers, and the rest
wei·e picked from the Terror's crowd and the men who bad
been in the camp from the start.
A-, might be supposed, these men were villains.
They were not honest, like the majority who bacl come there,
but had come there for the purpose of making their living by
rohbing others.
These men, seven all told, were having a secret conversation when Jim Dart and Cheyenne Charlie rode in with the
women folk~.
"Ah! What clo you call this?" exclaimed Big Frank. "Look
at ther putty gals !"
"That·s two of Young Wild West's gang with 'em," said one
of the men. ""'hat do yer s'pose they are comin' over here
for?"
"Lookin· fer huslmncls, I re<:kon," and the big man grinned
and nodded in a knowing wa~-.
"Gee!" and then the seYen men looked at one another.
"It would !':ortet· make Young Wild West frel sick if some
o[ them females were liidnapped, woulcln·t it'?" and Big l!'rank
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shifted the chew of tobacco he bad inside his mouth from one
side to the other.
"It would be great, an' no mistake about that!" cried one of
the men, whose name was John Cole. ''I',·e been lookin' for
a wife these last several ~·ear s, an' cau·t say as I e,er se~n
one as suited me any better nor that one on tber ,vbite horse:•
He pointed to r·eme Elton, who certainly presented a very
jaunty appearance just then.
"An' that one who's swilin' so lovin' like at Young Wild ,Yest
would be my choice;' gruntecl Hig l!'rank, noddiug to1Yarcl
Arietta.
'.l'be· ot!Jers expressed their particular favorites, too, and us
there were not enough of the females to go around, they got
into an argument ,then and there.
I
But Big Frank oon stopped this.
"That won't do, boys." he said. "'.l'ber first thing to do Is to
get tber gals; then it will be time enough to . ettle ther marryin'
business. Now, if you people are willin' to take a solemn
oath never to tell a word of what we are talk.in' about now, or
that we may talk about, or do hereafter, I'll put a proposition
to yer."
The six men with him promptly agreed to do this.
Just as ther bad promised in as solemn manner as they
could two more men came walking that wa3·.
'.rbey were a couple of those who had been so anxiou. to hang
Cheyenne Charlie for a horse-thief, and they were bitterly
cursing Young Wild "'est and bis friends as they walked along.
The seven villains were seated in a little glen near the bank
of a running stream, and they ·could not be seen by the ap·
proacbing men and could bear just what was being said.
"Them two is all right, cap," said John Cole. "I know ju:,t
what they are, an' if there's room for 'em, they ought to be
in our gang."
"If you know 'em, go out an' have a talk with 'em;• wns the
quick reply. "I don't know as nine n·ould be too wany in our
gang. But any more I wouldn't tolerate. Go an' talk to ·em,
John."
Cole did saunter leisurely out of the glen, and hailing the
two men, soon engaged them in conversatiou.
'.l'he result was that they YCry quickly walked back to the
glen with him.
One of the other men knew tbem and greeted them warmly.
Then they were introduced to the r est.
Big Frank sized them up to his full satisfaction and at once
came to the conclusion that they were an right.
He told .John Cole to go aheacl and tell them what ther had
been called for, and Cole lost no time in doing so.
"Will we stick to you'/ ·well, I guess so!" exclaimed 0 11 <>.
"I'm willli1' . to do anything tbat will be ther means of
cuttin' that boy they call Young Wild West's tongue;' chimerl
in the other. "I'm satisfied that 1f be stay around tlwse
diggin·s long there won·t be no sho11· for any su<'h people a,;

us."
"Have you seen ther putty gals them fellows have brougl1t
over here?" asked Big Frauk.
"Ob, yes! ,ve seen them.'·
"Well, what do yer think of ther nine of us drawin' for
wives? S'pose we was to take fiye matches, five of 'em full
length an' tber other four with tber brimstones broke off, an'
draw fer ther gals? Ther fellow as was I ucky enough to draw
ther first match of full size would have first choice; an' so on.
till they was all dra,,n, Four of us would draw blanks, but
it would be a square shake, jest tJ1e same. I'm s·posecl to he
ther leader of this gang, but T'll go in tiler thing on an ekal
footln' with ther rest.''
'".[hat's ther hest thing ]'ye been asked to go into in ma.n.v a
long dny! ., exclaimed one of the two who had been called intt•
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the n. semblage. "Yer kin count me> inter this game, heart an'
soul.''
··:He. too," thP other hastened to affirm.
"Well, ho,\'s. I'm might,\' gla<l to lwnr you talk that ,Yay.
Ko,\', tl1Pr que~tion is. are yer willin' t take an oath to stick
by me in thii" here game?"
"Sn rtin ! " the men reJ)lied in a hreath.
"All right. ::-lo,,·. here's nine> nf us. all mr n of one mind. We
arc all opposed to Young \Yild \\"p,;t an· anr one as sticks up
for him. J est take a hol<l of hands an' form a circle around
me an' repeat after me what I'm going to sa~·.''
.The eight men did so. and then the big 1illain said:
"1Ye do promi~e an' swear that we \\"ill always do a our
leader. Big l!'rank, says. prol'idin' he use u right; au· that
we \\"ill put Young Wilc1 We. t out of tiler way .!:her fir:=;t good
chance that 1Ye get. We likewi~e agree to draw lot · for tiler
five wimmen that's come to ::\'ugget Flats an' be .-atistie<.l ther
war ther lottery turns out. 'l'her said fiye wimmen to he ther
wives of tiler ffre as is lucky enough to draw an' pick 'em out,
hy fair means or foul. which means that if ther wimmen object to marryin' titer ones as draws 'em they'll haYe to be
their \\"i\°e. anybo\\". 1Ye ah,9 promise an' s1vear to keep secret
e,·erytbing \\"e do fill' make tbis a permanent band of nine witll
Bi,g Frank as their leader, to make onr lb·in' at tiler expense
of others. To all of which ,ve pledge our.,ell·es to stick t@,
au· if any one of us fails he is to be put to death by any one
of ther nine ai:< finds out that he is a traitor."
The men repeated this oath after him in slo\\·, measured
to11e ·. and they all appeared to be terribly in earnest.

"I'res1mt !''
"l'ncle Heicl."
"llc>re !''
"Dick Rupert."
"IIE>re! ''
'·P.uclolph Hines."
"On deck!"
'·Rill Fisher.''
''I'm here eYery time, cap!"
''Will Hewitt."
"Ilere!"
"A~a \Yood."
"Pre. cut!"
"Big Frank. I'm here, of C'ourse, or I wouldn't be readin' off
tiler names," antl \\"ith that the captain of the nine villains tore
the leaf from the notebool, and thrust it in his pocket.
"Your name wa!i ther first on ther li -t, cap," spoke up Cole,
as ~ took the book handed to him.
"I !·now that, but it's proper to call yourself last, you know.
I kno\\' enough about etticat for that."
~ t thh; the men looked at each other ancl nodded approvingly.
They were of the opinion that Big Frank \\"as pretty well
Yer ·ed in the ,n1ys of tile \\"Orld.
And the fa ct was tllat tile man neYer felt so important in all
hi life.
.Just a· they \\'ere getting ready to disper e ,John Cole said :
"Cap, how about dra'i":in' lot · for ther wive;; fiye of us is goin'
to git?"
"\Yell, I s'po.:e it \\'OUld be a good idea to do that now." was
the reply.
"You said you was goin' ter do th r drawin' with nine little
CHAPTER nr.
sticks of difi'erent lengths, didn't you?"
INTO A TflAP.
"Yes, that's a square way, ain't it'!"
The nine villains \\"ere in high glee after the? !mu perfected I "Couldn't be an:v squarer.''
their orgariization and taken the oath of all c>giance.
"Xot much it couldn't!" chimed in one of ti.Jc other~.
Big Frank was the prouc1e t of the lot. for th€' oath he bad
"We'll get nine sticks an' break ·em off so·,; there ain't two
aclmini tered was . imilar to the one he bad heard in his early ther s'lme length. Then we'll draw ·em. There's nine of us to
da~·;;.
dra\\'. but only fiYe of us kin win . 'l'her fi\'C what gets l!Jcr
\'i;;ions of great 1Yealth floated before the eres of the man, longest stiC'ks win an' the other four don't.''
for he figured that after Young \Yi ld ,re,t and his friends had
"\\'ell, then," said Cole. "why can't we take nine matche.·,
been put out of the ,,·ay he would ha\'e plain :ailing and as ,vc .saicl fir,;t? \Ve kin break four of 'em off. an· leave ther
el'entually become one of the greatest bauc1it kings of the West. re t ,v~1ole. 'J'her ones what gits ther whole ones will lle tber
·'I tell you, boys!'' he said. '':\"ine is aa odtl number, an' lucky one:::. That would be ther best, I think, ·caus£' th!.'r
, ·c> are odd men. We are bound to win ont in this game. 'cause matche,· will all look alike, an' ther piec·es of stick· wouldn't,
sometbin' tells me we will. Xow, lei's git this organization of ma~·be."
om·n in a ship-shape order. i\"l!o in ther cro\\'d kin \\'rite a
'l'lli~ seri::necl to suit all hands. so Big Frank asked \\'ho had
good band?"
as many as nine matclles about them.
·
"I kin," replied the fellow called Jolln Cole. "I neYer learned
Tile fellow called Bill Fi her quickly produced a box of them.
a \Yhole lot, when I went to school, but I al\\·ays could ,nitc
Big ]!'rank picked out nine matche. and broke the ends from
putt~· good . for all tqat. I s·pose it come to me natural, like four or tllem so the men could see him.
such things generally does. \"\nat do y u 1Yant me to clo,
'·?\01Y, tllen, I'll fix 'em so·.- we )<in clraw. To show that I
Captain l!'rank ?"
am taking my chances IYith ther rest of you. I'll draw last."
''I want you to write all our names <.lo\\'n on a paper, so's
He walked over to a flat piece of rock, and \\'ith bi· back
\Ye'll ahrnyr; know who is who, an· I kin call 'em off an' git
turned. so the men coultl not see him, he placed the matches in
an a11s\\'er from each feller every time I do. If any one is unlucky enough to step off any time his name kin be crossed off, an e\'en row.
Tllen he placed another piece of flat stone on top of them,
an' then \Ye'll look for another man to fill bis place."
allow
the ends to project, and turned to his followers.
"Well, all right, then," and Cole produced a rather greasy
"Go ahead an' clra,,," he exclaimed. with a wave of his hand,
looking note-book and a pencil from his pocket.
Ile then took down all the names as they ,,ere giYen to him, as though it wa · a Yery important thing that wa.- taking place.
Cole stepped up and drew one of the full-sized matches.
after ll"hich he banded the book to Big Frank.
"Hooray!
·• he cried. "I'm goin' to be one what's goin' to get
"Koll". then." observed the big scoundrel, ''I'm goin' to call
off these names, an' I want each one to answer 'here,' or married !"
The next man walked over and drew one of the short ones.
'pi·esent,' a he sees fit."
"Confound it!" he cried in a disgusted manner. "I had my
Then he began :
heart ·et on one of the gals."
"John Cole."
The third got a long match, and he gave a yell of delight
"Here!"
1
and shook hands with Cole.
"Aleck Romer."
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The fourth villain drew a full-sizC'd one, also. and be, too,
was rtelighted at bis good luck.
Three of the the long matches w<'re drawn, anrl there were
now on lr two more left.
The fifth man to draw got a short one, as did the sixth.
'I'he se,·en lh drew a prize, and the eight h got a blank.
Big F rank grinned in a satisfied mannn.
There was only one match left, ancJ that ,~as a full-f:ized one.
''It "·ns a square deal, a n· no one kin . ay it wa n't,"' he
said. H>< he 11icked up the remaiuin;; match.
"'!'hat's right." C'himed in Cole.
"What do you know about it?"' demanded Asa 1Yood, who
was one of the unlucky ones.
".\ whole Jot," was the reply. "Don't you think it was a
square deal?"
"Oh, I gnp,:.-; it was square enough. bnt I don't know why
you· want to ha Ye so much to say about it.''
"\\"ell, I don't think you kin shut me up."
"I kin try_ though."
"1\'ell, go ahead an' try," and Cole pulled off his coat.
At thh; Big Frank seemed to be pleased.
"I don't want no ill feelin'fl among lily men."' he remarked.
"but :--e<'in's rou fellers are a little . ore on each other. go ahead
:rn· fight it out with your bare knuckle!:!. :\Iind you, now! No
shoolern Oi' knives allowed in this game."
At thi · I oth men cooled down a trifle.
But the r e:· t began to jeer them, so Cole said he was ready
to fight.
I," ;;poke up Wood.
"Ro
"Go ahead an' fight, then!'' cried their leader. "This is as
good a place as any. After ther fight is over we will all go
over to .nm Downie' tent an' have nine drinks apiece. Git
right in, now, an' may ther best man win!"
Wood led off by hitting Cole a resoundiu"' wllack ou the side
of hi s head.
Then Cole retaliated by giYing ois 01 ponent a stiff punch in
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"'First blood for John Cole!" cried the man named Hines.
Finding that his nose was reallr bleeding, Wood became enraged and grappled with his man.
Ile threw him down easily enough and began to bite hi · ear.
Big Frank now interfered.
"That will do," be said. "l'\ow. git up an· shake hands."
Both were satisfied to let it drop, so a moment later they
were shaking hands and telling each other that they bore no
grudge.
Tbe nine bad been in the little glen holding their little meeting, and they now separated and made for the tent where the
liquor was sold, singly and in two~.
They knew that to avoid suspicion they should not be een
going around together too much,
Big l<'ranl, was one of the first to walk into the tent.
Downie had no use for him. but when the villain laid down
the money and called for a drink, he was not the man to refuse him.
In a few minutes the whole nine were in the tent, and it
really appeared as if they had met there accidentally.
They hung about the place until they saw the party ride
out of the camp, and then they thought of how the drawing
had turned out.
But one thing that never came into the minds of any of
them was that they might not succeed in capturing the girls.
In that case the drawing would not amount to anything.
Big Frank thought it would be an easy thing to get away
with Young Wild W eRt and his three partners, and then the
rest would be easy enough.
But he did 'not know the sort of people he was bucking
against.

He should have had sense enough to let them alone, but he
di d not.
The spanking Young Wild West had given him ought to
have been enough to convince him that the young fellow wa~
capable of doing more.
Shortly after our friends rode out of the camp the nine men
left the tent, one or two at a time.
They met on the trail leading over the mountai n and started
to hunt up those they were so anxious to kill and capture.
"If they are bound for Weston we won't be able to catch
them,'' r emarked John Cole.
"I don't think they are bound there," r etorted Big Frank
"They don't look as though they was goin' home."
Just then the villains caught sight of a group of riden
ascending the mountain.
They instantly r ecognized them as being the ones they were
looking for.
True, our fr iends were almost a mile off, but they could be
seen and recognized, because there were four males and fivE
females in the party.
The nine villains had come out afoot, and they were now
in high glee.
"Come on, boys!" cried Big Frank. "'\Ve have got lo be
mighty careful. an' keep out of th eir sight. If they should
happen to catch sight of us sneakin' up on 'em it might h"
that they would begin to shoot."
"An' then some· of us would likely git hurt," remarked one
of the crowd, shrugging his shoulder s as he thought of the
possible consequences.
In a few minutes our friends were out of sight of the ,·ii·
lains, as they rounded a bend and were hidden from view by a
high, rocky point.
But this did not deter them from keeping on.
With Big Frank puffing like a porpoise and urging them on,
they pressed up the ascent for nearly half an hour.
.
Then they came to a halt and held a consultation.
"I wonder what has become of t hem?" observed one of them.
At that moment a silvery peal of laughter came to their ears.
"Ah!" exclaimed Cole. "They are close by."
He crept cautiously ahead as he finished speaking, and as he
reached an abrupt angle of rock' he came to a pause.
The r est did not move, but waited for him to say something.
The spying ·villain held up his hand for silence, and then,
after an interval of fully sixty seconds, he crawled back to
them.
"If I know anything, we've got our game into a trap," hE
observed. "Jest take a look, Frank, but be careful that they
don't see you."
The leader of the gang crept forward and took a good look.
He saw our friends seated and standing about in a very pieturesque place that was surrounded on three sides by cliffs,
and on the fourth by an abyss.
'l'he only way lhey could have got there with their horses
was by the rather narrow ledge that was rigl.Jt before him.
Big Frank crept back to his companions, much gratified at
what he had seen.
· "We've got 'em!" he exclaimed.
Then the other men wanted to have a look, so they did so,
one at a time.
"I don't know exactly what is the best thing to do," said Big
Frank.
"Shoot the men,'.' answered John Cole.
")'es, I know; but how are we goin' to do it without hittin'
ther gals?"
"We kin shoot the ones what are ther furthest from ther
women t!rst."
"An' then ther r est will be layin' for a shot at us."
"Well, we won't let 'em git a shot at us. We've got 'em ill
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The _space they were in was probably a hundred feet square.
Three sides of it were straight up-and-down walls of rock
and the other was a precipice.
The ledge they had followed led from this to the winding
trail beyond.
Our friends had come prepared to have a good time of it, as
we stated before.
Some dry brushwood was found and a fire started.
Then the odor of boiling coffee soon floated on the breeze.
Some salted venison cooking in frying-pans did not serve to
make their appetites any less, either, and with a supply of
good biscuits made a pretty fair meal.
Arietta and Anna insisted on doing the cooking, and they
were allowed to have their own way about it, though the
rest seemed as anxious to do it as they.
'l'here was a rich growth of grass on the flat piece of soil
they were resting on and this made excellent fodder for the
horses.
A spring trickled down the rocks, too, and that insured them
all the good water they wanted to drink.
After dinner Jack Robedee entertained them with some of
his yarns of his boyhood days in the East.
Young Wild West was sitting on a log with Et, and as she
arose to go toward the spring of ·water a rifle cracked and a
bullet flew dangerously close to his head.
Instantly every one of them were on their feet.
CHAPTER VIII.
They had not dreamed of such a -thing as being shot at.
"Get to cover!" cried Cheyenne Charlie.
'J'Trn k"IRS'l' GOLili!:N BULLET FINDS ITS BILLET.
There were enough rocks and boulders scattered' about for
against
Ali ··-- conscious that a vile plot had been formed
to do this, and they lost no time about it.
them
them, Young Wild West and his friends were making merry in
No more shots were fired, though our friends were anxious
the new town of Nugget Flats.
that there should be, as they wanted to find out just where
Wild and Jim went aut and shot a dozen partridges, and
the enemy was located.
when they came in with the birds they turned them over to
Wild was as cool as a cucumber.
thr girls -and told them to try thejr luck at cooking.
Though the shot had been a surprise to him, he was not
There were five of them to do it, so it goes without saying
a particle.
worried
that they prepared as firie a dinner as could be wished for.
it his duty to find' who fired it and then return the'
felt
He
After dinner they all mounted their horses and took a ride compliment.
around to see the country.
He had an idea of the direction from which it came and he
Wild had an idea that Weston could be seen from the mounth
tain nearest them, if they went high enough up, so he sug- kept his eye at way.
there was a heavy crash, and then our friends
soon
Pretty
it.
try
they
that
gested
were startled to see a portion of the ledge they had come over
they
as
and
supposed,
be
might
as
Every one was willing,
on go crashing downward.
had brought a little lunch with them, it made no difference
Every person in the party instantly realized what this
back.
got
th-ey
day
what time in the
meant.
There is some fine scenery in the Black Hills.
There was now absolutely no way of their leaving the little
fu tllol"e da3·s tllere were parts of them that the foot of white
they had thought to be so charming and picturesque.
spot
men had never trod, an.d when Wild and his party rode about
faces of the women follcs were as pale as death, and all
The
of
one
reached
they
path
two miles up the windi:::J.g, natural
showed signs of uneasiness except Young ·wild West.
men
the
those places.
to be about the queerest adventure I ever met
appears
"This
themreared
Gigantic rocks and quaintly wrought peaks
enemies of ours must have followed us
"Some
said.
he
with,"
selYe:s ou ever~· haud, lt",nd here and there were ravines, many
fact, it would seem that they have
the
being
that
_
and
here,
of [hem so deep that th,ey appeared to be bottomless.
It is now for us to find a way to
us.
want
they
where
us
got
But there was always a way to get around all the obstacles
us in and teach them a lesson
got
have
they
trap
the
of
out
get
at
were
they
hour
that confronted them, a:nd at the end of an
hurry."
a
in
forget
not
will
they
that
the spot they had start..ed to reach.
"'!'hat's the way to talk!" exclaim~d Jlm Dart, brightening
But when they got th-ere they found that they could not see
up as if by magic.
\\"eston. a(t<'r all.
"I'll guarantee that they won't have to try to for?:ct any
A mountain peak hid it from view.
"Here would be ;J. go,,d place ·to have some lunch," Arietta lesson if I kin draw bead on 'em," spoke up Cheyenne Charlie.
Before any one could say anything further Jack Robedee's
suggested.
·'That's it!" exclaimei.l Jack Robedee, who was making rapid rifle flew to his shoulder.
He fired the instant it go·t there, and a.<, the report rang
headway in his love affa.ir with Martha Goff.
They were now on a broad ledge, and fui·ther progress up- out a yell of derisive laughter came to their ears.
Then all hands saw what Jack had shot at.
ward was cut off by a perpendicular cliff that ran almost to
H was a man's hat on a stick protruding from bc'.lind a
the peak of the mount11.in itself.
'rhey had been com;pelled to use considerable caution to rock the other side of the broken ledge.
The hat was still there, and it tantalized Wile! to see it.
re:1ch that point, too, since they had followed a ledge that was
1 He quickly drew bead on it and fired.
)c:sl 1•. ide e:longh for o:ne horse to go at a time.

a trap; an' they can't neviar git out of that place, 0JllY by ther
one way."
"See here, John Cole, y,ou seem to have a good head on you,
a 11' yon want to go ahead in this thing; s'pose you sneak up
there an' take a shot at Young Wild West? If you down him
,it won't be so much trouible to down ther rest of 'em."
",All right," was the reply, and then the villain sneaked up
and fired a shot, only to miss.
This made the villaim: more set than ever to accomplish
what they had come there for, and they began to study out
another way.
At length it occurred to Big Frank to destroy the way for
onr friends to get out cxf the trap before they did anything
else.
"We might be able to cave in that piece over there," he said,
"an' if we kin a part of that ledge would go with it. Then
they couldn't git out nohow, an' it would only be a question
of a short time before we could pick off the men, an' then
lower ourselves down by_ our lariats an' pay attention to ther
wimmin."
It was much easier to do than they had anticipated, for the
simple loosening of a smaJl boulder sent a pile of dirt crashing
into the chasm, and then Young Wild West and his friends
were trapped!
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The bullet hit the stick tl,at held it and the hat dropped to
the ground about four feet from the boulder.
"Now, then," said the young scout grimly, "I want to see one
of them attempt to get that hat."
"It won't be worn by any one ag'in this day," spoke up
Charlie. "Of that I am sure."
His wife looked at him with a gleam of pride jn her eyes,
for she knew he was a good sliot.
For the next ten minutes a silence reigned.
Then a voice suddenly called out :
"Say! We've got the deadwood on you fellers over there.
Do you want to make terms with us, or do you want us to
stay here an' starve you out?"
"Just let us know who you are first, and then we may talk
With you," promptly answered Wild.
"Well, I am ther man called Big Frank-ther man you
spanked an' made a fool of before a whole crowd. There are
nine of us, an' we have sworn that unless you do jest what
we want you to we'll surely kill you!"
"Oh! It is you, Big Frank, is it? Just step out and Jet me
·See you."
"Not much I won't! I know your game all right. You'd
plug me ther very second I showed myself, now, wouldn't
yer?"
"Yes, that is just exactly what ;I. would do. And, let me tell
you, Big Frank, .that just so sur·e as .you are living now, just
so sure will I send a bullet through your breast before you are
twenty-four hours older! I have a presentiment to that effect,
so you want to look out!"
"Ha, ha, ha!" came the jeering laugh from behind the boulders, and our .friends could easily tell that all the villains had
joined their leader in giving it.
They remained silent after that, during which time our hero
was doing a whole lot of thinking ..
Presently he took the silv~r-mounted revolver from the
pocket in his shirt.
"I have just thought of something," he observed.
"There are nine men there who have sworn to kill us, and
I have nine golden bullets that were given me by Tim the
Terror yesterday. I did not knQw what to do with the bullets
then, but I do now."
"I know just what you mean," exclaimed Charlie; "but I
think you're a trifle selfish in the nurtter. If you're goin' to
shoot ther whole nine of 'em, where do me an' Jim an' Jack
come in?"
"I didn't say I expected to use up the entire nine golden
bullets on the nine scoundrels, but the fact of there being
nine of them made me think of the bullets, that's all."
"That's it!" said Jack. "I guess we'll stand a show if it
comes to shootin'."
"Well," resumed Young Wild ·west, as he examined the
silver-plated weapon to make sure that it was in perfect order,
"we have got a big job ahead of us. , If we should be able to
drive our enemies away, I can't see a way just yet how
we are to get away from this little prison-yard of ours. By
that piece of ledge tumbling down we are placed in a very bad
shape. I have no doubt but .that we will find some way to
get out after we have disposed of Big Frank and his gang,
though."
He spoke in such a confident way that the rest were greatly
encouraged.
'l'hen he sat down and did some more thinking.
In a few minutes Wild arose to his feet.
"I am going to see how close I can get to those fellows
without them seeing me," he observed. "You must keep a
sharp watch on them, and if any of them so much as show ·an
arm or leg, give it to them! They have sworn to kill us, and

that makes it our duty to put e1.em out of the way as fast as we
possibly can. Now, I am goimg to crawl around to the ledge,
so keep a -sharp watch, and yo·,1 may get a shot."
By hugging the cliff and dodging along behind boulders,
Wild felt that he could r each the ledge in safety.
Once there he would be out of range of the villains behind
the rocks ori the outside, sin,ce they wot.id be 1mable to see
him on account of a bend.
Jim, Charlie and Jack did not take their eyes off the spot
where their enemies were hidi:ng, as their daring young leader
started on his perilous undertaking.
But Arietta and the rest conld not help watching Wild.
So silent and care1'u! did he move that they were charmed.
"He must have an awful lot of patience to move so slow,"
whispered Martha. "It is l nit .,., short distance, b u t he will be
several minutes in getting t o that ledge at that rate."
"Do you really think we wrll get out of this ~cra:,::,e?" Eloise
whispered hopefully.
"I certainly do!" Et exclallned. "I know just what Wild is.
He never fails in an undertaking."
'rhe girl's confidence in her young and handsome lover was
certainly great.
Slowly the moments passed.
The young scout was gettin.g near~ and nearer to the ledge,
and if the villains had seen him they had evinced no signs
of the fact.
It must have been four mfnutes from the time he le(t his
companions that Wild reached the ' ledge, though it seemed
much longer to them.
He was now out of the sight of the nine villai-ns and he
could proceed with less cautLon.
With the silver-mounted revolver in l~is band, Wild crept
along the ledge.
As he neared the spot that would bring him in view of the
hiding-place of the nine sco,nndrels he dropped close to the
rock.
The next minute a gleam of satisfaction shot from his eyes
and the shining r evolver was leveled at something.
It was one of the men!
He .was the only one of the nine to be seen, and he was
doomed.
Crack!
As the whip-like report rang out lie threw up hi-s arms and
dropped.
One of the golden bullets 1:-.ad found its mark.
There was considerable eXJdtement among the villains when
they heard the report and sa\v one of their number drop.
'rhey could not tell, for the life of them, where the shot bad
come from.
The echoes from the surrounding rocks baffled them in locating the direction.
"That's number one!" mu.ttered Young Wild "West, as he
crouched close to the rock and waited.

CHAPTER IX,
DIG Fllll.NK'S G.<!..ilIE DOES XO'r \\"ORK.

Cheyenne Charlie and the rest could see Young Wild West
perfectly well from their hiding-place.
But they could not see the man he had shot, nor did they
really know that he had lessened the number of their foes to
eight.
Arietta was confident that he had, though, and a moment
later all hands thought the same way, flor a volley was fired
at them from behind the rocks outside.
\ 'l'he bullets merely flatted against the boulders and face 'of
the cliff, so they were but w,,sting their ammunition.
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'"fhat will do," replied Wild. "When we get out we will
cut down a coupl'l of trees and make a sort of a bridge to get
the horses over tho ledge. Can't leave them here, you know."
"That's right. 'l'hat one ou've got I've heard say is a very
ow send up ther
valuable critter. Here comes ther rope.
be best, I guess."
ladies i! r st; that
As the fellow said this th ere was something in his voice
that made our h ero suspicious that all was not right.
Could it be possible that they were being deceived?
He concluded to be cautious in the matter, so, much to the
surprise of his companions, he said:
"Upon second thought, I guess it would be better for you to
und ermine that big tree over there. If you do that it will fall
r ight across the ledge and then we can all vallc over and get
out."
When Cole heard this he turned and said something in a low
tone to the men with him, and then our h ero felt certain that
something was wrong.
A moment later a lariat was lowered from a bove.
"We guess it will be better to haul you up this way," came
from above. "Now, jest send ther gals up first."
"W e will do nothing of the kind," said Wild in a low tone to
his companions. "This is a job to steal the girls from us, as
sure as we are alive. Those men are no friends of ours, and
I'll bet a thousand they are the same gan g that have got us
trapped in here. Et, I'll make out that I am go ing to send you
up witll the lariat, and while ! am doing that the r est of you
move around behind the bould ers, so as to be out of reac11 of
their bullets."
Then h e loolred up at Cole and said:
"All right. We'll send the women folks up first."
J nst as Wild said this he caught a fleeting glimpse of the
evil face of Big Frank ns it was pulled quickly behind the
jutting wa!l of rock that ran up at that point.
· Our h ero was now thoroughly acquainted with the game the
men were t,rying to work, and he had resolved to take the first
trick.
As the end of the lariat came within his reach he caught
hold of it and made a move as though he was going to tie it
around Arietta's waist.
But instead of doing so he· gave a quick pull upon it, and
it slipped from the villain's hands and came tumbling down.
The girl knew exactly what to do, for as quick as a flash
she sprang behind a rock.
Crack!
For the third time that day the silver-mounted revolver
He got up and swiftly ran around to where his companions
spoke.
were.
Down came John Cole with a bullet of gold in his body.
"Help has got here, eh?" said Jim. "Well, Wild, you won't
'fhe r est of the villains on the cliff jumped back out of sight
get a chance to use the nine golden bullets on the men, after
without firing an answering shot.
all."
"I used two of them, anyway, and that is some satisfaction,"
They had played their game and lost!
was the reply.
And their number was now reduced to six.
"Good enough! Ah! the fire is dying out. I guess the new
"How do you expect to git out ?" asked Charlie, looking inarrivals have attended to ou1, foes. Yes, there they come!"
terested.
Four men suddenly appeared on the top of the cliff above
"See that jutting piece of rock up there?" and he pointed out
them.
the object in question. "That is right where I saw the face of
One of them was John Cole.
Big Frank a little before I shot the other fellow, and when I
"Hello, Young Wild West!" he called out. "So them fellers saw the face of the cowardly scoundrel I noticed the piece of
had you in a trap, did they? Well, it is lucky that r heard 'em oak sticking ·up at the same time. I rather think that one of
talkin' about follerin' you up ther mountain to kill you. There us will be able to throw a lariat over that."
is only four of us, but we soon cleaned 'em out, an' only had
"I rather think so myself!" exclaimed Jack. "Wild, do you
one man wounded a little. Can't you git out of there any know that I seen that myself, an' I seen Big Frank, too. I
way'?"
. was thinkin' we might git a rope over it an' git up there."
"Well, we have got to get rid of those men first. . It is likely
"No," replied Wild, as he carefully sized up the four men
they will go their full length before they give it up now.
that
he
ones
the
just
not
were
they
that
conclusion
the
and came to
l,very time they lose a man they get more bitter against us, I
would have taken to be his friends.
"Well, we'll lower a rope down, then, an' haul you up one at suppose."
"That's right," replied Jim. "We--"
a time,"

Meanwhile Young Wild West was lying low and waiting fer
another shot.
· Pretty soon the chance came.
One of the rascals unthinkingl y expo£ed himself from behind
a rock.
Once more the silver-mounted revolver spoke, and the second golden bullet h~d found the black h eart of a villain!
'l'his time Big Frank succeeded in locating the spot where
the shot came from.
But instead of making a rush for the ledge, he was taken
with a strange fear.
He bad lost two of his men in such a short time, and as yet
not one of the party they had trapped hid been touched.
He started in to think real hard, and in less than two minutes he had hit upon a scheme that he thought vas bound to
work.
"I'll tell you what we'll do, boys," he said. '"fhem people
can't git out of ther trap we-'ve got 'em in, so we'll sneak
back a little ways an' then all of a sudden begin to fire an'
yell. We'll make out that we've j est come fr~m _ ngget F!J.ts
and that we have wiped out Big Frank an' his gan 6 in short
order. We can do this providin' they don't catch a glimpse
of me, 'cause they know you are from th er Flats, anyhow."
"'l'hat is a good scheme, hanged if it ain't!" exclaimed John
Cole. "If it works we kin git ·eni to let us haul ther gals up
with lariats by makin' 'em think that they will come up
last. Then when we git ther gals we kin jest let a volley go
into 'em, an' that will settle ther business . . I'll do ther talkin'
to them after ther make-believe fight is over."
"You are jest the one to do it, John," said one of the others.
"You've got about as much nerve as ther next man."
After a little further talk it was decided to put their plan
into execution right away.
Without making any noise, they sneaked off to the left, so
they could not be seen by either Wild or his friends.
Then they suddenly rushed up shouting like a lot of wild
men and shooting their revolvers right and left.
But they did not come out so th ey could be seen by our
triends.
"Down with 'em, boys!" cried John Cole at the top of his
voice. "Big Frank an' his gang followed Young Wild West up
here to kill him, an' now he's gittin' a taste of his own medicine. Don't let one of 'em git away."
It all sounded so real that even Young "\'Vild West was de·
ceived.
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The crack of a rifle interrupted him, and Jack Robedee
brushed the side of his head.
The remainder of the villains had gone back to their first
position, evidently thinking they would have the best show of
watching our friends from that point.
Of conr:;c tllat meant that they woulll not get another shot
very ~oou.
They were now in such a po ition that they were shielded
from the ledge, as well as the point our friends were hiding in.
Young Wild \Vest kue,,. that the only way to get the best
of them was to work some game on them.
But this was a hard thing to do, since tiiey had such a small
scope to \\"Ork iu.
'·[ Im,·<' got an idea that a rope can be thrown over that
jutting piecl' or rock." he ><aitl. "\\"lthout the one who trie' it
getting in r:1 nge. They will have to move around toward the
ledge in orde r to get a .·hot back there, and I'll be on the ledge
to pick them off as fast as they expose themselves."
'Tll put a uoo><e ornr that rock," !=:aid Charlie. ·'If I don't do
it in tltrre trial.· I'll chew gras for my , upper!"
CHAPTER X.
ALL BUT ONE.

"I lik<' to hear :vou talk that way." said Young "'ild West,

a.· Cheyemw ha rli!/' ,-tarted to coil the jariat that lay near
the liocly or .John Cole.
'TH do it, sec if I do'n't !" and there was nothing but determination in the voice of the scout.
"Yery well. then. ,lust wait till I get around on the ledge.
I guess r had better put the other three golden bullets in my
ia;hooter fir,;t. for ,-omething tell!=: me tllat I ruight get a chance
to u ·e them all."
Out came the leather pouch, and in a very short time the
cartridges were placed in the chamber..
Then Wild started to work his way around the same as he
had done before.
He moved a little faster thi time, for he knew the outlaws
conld not get a good shot at him without exposing themselves.
Jim and .Tack were' just waiting to get a shot
So far ,,·nd bad done all the thinning-out, and they did not
like it much.
Wild reache>d the ledge without any difficulty.
'I'he outlaws were la~·ing Yery low now, evidently satisfied
that it would only be a question of time before they would
~yin.
They had moved a trifle to the right, and they were now in a
place that was "·ell sheltered.
Ruddenly one of the Yillains, who was keeping a sharper
lookout than the rest, saw Cheyenne Charlie step out into view.
He ,vas a pretty good shot, and he very quickly drew a bead
on the scout.
A report rang out, and be toppled over with a bullet in his
brain!
Young Wild .West had seen him just in time!
, The fourth one of the nine had gone to his last home, and
consternation reigned among the snrviYors of the gang.
They huddled clown beqind the rocks to await developments,
and our friend., elated at what had taken place so far, kept
right on at the good work they were doing.
•
.
At the second attempt Charlie threw the noose over the
jutting point. He te. ted it, and then finding it secure, began
to climb u1)ward .
Ile made hi: way up the rope with wonde1'ful quickness.
Neither of bis three friends dared look at him now.
Wild lay flat ou the ledge. and Jim and Jack crouched behind the rocks, their rifles leveled and their fingers on triggers,
.i:eady to shoot the first man who showed himself.
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Anna was anxiously watching ever~· moment of her husband, and when she saw him at length reach the top and clraw
himself up on solid ground, the igb of relief that cnme from
her lips let all but Wild know that Ire was safe. ·
And the lle.t part of it all 11·a · that not one of Big Frank's
gang was aware that Cheyenne Charlie had managed to get
out.
Once upon the top of the cliff Charlie started to get do\\"11
and around to where the villains were in hiding.
But .1ust a he started to do so a thought stmck him.
It was that a portion of the ledge was entirely hidden from
the men.
'l'hat being the case, he would haYe an excellent chnnce to
haul \Yild up.
No sooner thought of than he crept back aucl got the lariat
without evcen hi. friends below , eeing any more than his hand
as he i·em0,·ea' it from the rock.
Ile got around to a point above the. ledge iu . hort order.
'l'be thlng uow was to make \Yild see the rope "·hen he
lowered it dow1) behind him.
Down it came just behind the turn and within ten feet of
the boy.
But be was watching for a sign of the men in hiding, and l!P
did not see it.
Charlie began swinging it back and forth.
Ile managed to make the eud of it hit \\'ild on the foot
'l'hen he turned- and saw it.
Ile understood at once and promptly began crawling backward.
'.!'he next minute the ,·illains could not haYe ;seen him if the~,
I
ha(! ventured to peer arouud the rnck,;.
Om· hero quicl,ly hitched the rope beneath hi ::mus.
Ile knew who was above, though be could not .-~e !Jim.
A jerk on the rope told Charlie that he wa. ready. nnd then
up he went.
As soon as he could reach the top of the cliff he helped draw
himself over.
He put out his hand, ancl Charlie shook it in . ilence.
Then they moved in the direction of the . pot where the men
who were so an:!..'ious to kill them were.
"We will take them alive, if possible," Wild whispered. "If
it comes to a fight, let me empty my revolver first. I waut to
get rid of the golden bullet:, you know."
'I'hey lost no time in getting around to the near l"icinit:r of
the men.
Wild could gauge the distance pretty well, and soon they
reached a point where they could see the fiYe . remaining
scoundrels.
'l'hey were grouped together behind a pile of rocks, and one
of them wa craning his neck to try and get a ight of those the
other side of the ledge.
Wild led the way down a bank with noiseless tread.
Ten seconds later they were r ight upon them!
"Hands up, gentlemen!" exclaimed Young Wild ·west in a
bland manner. "The first man that moves will die!"
If ·e ver there was an astonished lot of men it was Big Fm uk
and his four followers.
'l'he big man himself at once gave in, and up went his hand;;.
But the others must have thought they had a chance for
their lives.
One of them made a move to bring his rifle to bear on Wild.
Then the sil'ver-mounted revolver spoke again, and one more
golden bullet sped on its errand of death.
Another made a move to engage the two iu a band-to-band
struggle, but he, too, dropped with a chunk of the preclous
metal lodged in his spine.
He made the sL\:th of the nine to go under!
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Rig Frank remained on bis kuec;; ll'itll bi,; hm1d.- above hi~
bead. but the other two ,;prang to their feet aml dartetl away.
One or them fired a :,;hot as he cli<l ,.;o, IJUt it \',as badly aimed
and did no damage.
l'rnck ! Crack !
Wild's revolver spoke twice in rapid succession.
.\nd both of tbc goluen bullets found their mark.
Eight of the nine ,illains bad been clowned, and there was
still one ot' the bullets of gold left.
The sun-irnr wa.· Big Fi-auk !JimseH, ancl he seemed to be
. ati:;fied to be taken a prisoner.
lle submitted to be bound with very bad grace.
"1'her jig is uri. Young Vi'i"ld West," he said humbly. "Yon
lun·e won ther game, but I don·t under;;taucl ho\\· yer got out
or tller trap we got rer 'in."
"lt is not necessary that ~·ou should,'' was the reply. "You
h:wen't a great whiie to li,·e, and you shouldn't ":orry over
finch trifles."
"It will be quite a job to bur:v all the;,e fellows,'' said
Cl!erenne Charlie. shrugging bi;; shoulders as he looked at the
hoclies lying about.
""·e will wait till ,ve get the rest of them out or the trnp,"
"'ild answered. '·The horses haYe got to come, too, you know."
'l'!Je tll'o set to work.
Th~' tree which Young Wild \,est bad told John Cole of was
close· b;t'. aud it was a fact that it would just answer the purpose 0t a bridge.
. WiU1 and Clrnrlie went at it right away, and in le;;,; than ten
)Hi1111tE1:· the root:,; gave way, ancl the tree fell with a cra,.;h
e.xnctly- wl.Jerc they ,vanted it to.
.\nd in falling it dislodged at least fifty tons of dirt nnd
pitces of rock above the ledge ancl sent it crashiug downward.
Then it was that Wild and Charlie ga,·e a simultaneou,; cry
of joy.
Another ledge had been formed wbic:h was even \\·ider than
the first hacl been.
It was now safe for both man and beast to cross it.
Thinkin!Z that Big Frank was perfectly safe where he was till
ther came back, the two hastened ,1cros,; nud ran to meet their
friend:<.
'l'he moment Jim aucl the rest sa w tllem coming they started
to meet them.
"They are all dead but one!" cried Wil.'3. ".\.nd there i. a
war to ;;et out now. Fetch along the horses."
··now about the body here?" asked .Tack.
''\Ye will to:<s it o,·er tile cliff. as 1m ,vill the rest of them,''
,1·as the replr. "Then we will loosen some more dirt and send
it clown upon them to bury them. 'l hat is the only \TUY ,1·e
rn n !lo it. since we ha Ye no shoYeb here.''
;fim a n<l .Tack dragged the bod~· of John Cole to the edge of
lhP clitr 11·bcre Wild nointed out, all(l without tlle least ceremon.r it 1Ya;.: 1m,:bed 01·er.
'l'bl'n the girls walked across the dn ngerous spot, followed by
\Yiltl and the re;;t leading the horse~.
Tl1e.1· forgot ,1boul Bip: Frank for tlle time being and began
to;.:~ing- the ca rcasseR of the villains over the cliff.
The rather grue~ome task w:rn ;.:oon done, and then Charlie
startrd a rock loo~c. and a small arnlanche of dirt· went down
on top of them.
Ilnt where was the suryil·or, Big ]!'rank?
.\~ Young 'Wild West looked for him in the place they bad
left him he found that he was not there!
.\n inve:;tigation showed the cords that had bouncl him lying
.
.
thPre on th e grou nd ·
Xear by \\'as a sharp rock stickrng a few inches from the
groun<l.

loose. nut we mu;;t c.itch him, hoy;;. lIC' is too cl:111gc1·011s a
cu,.;tomer to be left running a ronrnl loo,;('.''
'l'hey 11nd no id<'a whi<-h 11irection thl' Yillain took .. o they
startetl down the wintliHg moulllai11 vallt in the directiou of
::--:ugget l<'Lab:;.
They had not been on the way fiyc minutes before a re,olver
began to era ·k and the bullet:; flew nil around them.
'.!'Ile eagle e~·e of'. Young Wild West did not fail him this time,
for he caught sight of Big Frank bel11nd a bush not twenty
feet away .
1'p went the sil rnr-mounte<l rem! ver. nnd for the ninth time
that llny its sharp report rang out.
Hig Frank uttered a Rhar1i cry ancl fell back dead!
'''l'he la~t one!" exclaimed \\'ild.
'.l'ben be <llsmountecl and walked over to the fallen man.
'.l'h<' bullet ha<l passed clean through him ancl lodged in the
bark of the tree.
With the point of his kuife Young Wild West J)icked out the
golden hullet and placed it in his pocket.
"I will keep that as a reminder of the nine golden bullets,''
he said, rcmouuting bis bor,-,e.
Then they proceeded on to Xugget Fluts.
J t was pretty close to sunset when the pal'ty rode in.
The miners had just quit work for the clay and wet·e making for their yariou.· camps.
.\s they 1rn~sed tlte mayor's tent a good-looking man with a
clrau-shaYcn face st ppcd out and gl'ect d them .
It was Huggetl Pete!
He was attir1.'{l in a new suit typical of the border.
'·Hold on, Young "'ild We. ·t,'' he said, with reddening face.
"It got to my ears that a yom1g lady in your crowd said I
wonlu be a llamlsome man if my whiskers ,vas shaved off. Is
that a fact T'
"Yes," answered "'ild. "I did hear such a remark made.''
"Whi<:h gal was it?"
Wild nodded toward Nellie Elton, who was blushing like a.
rose. "Thrre she is," he said .
''\Yell, gal. is it a go'! Do I marry you?'' and the mayor
stepped forward ·and held out hi,:; hand:; for her to di mount.
Xellie made no reply, but she leaned for1Yard and a1lowed
the mayor to lift her to the ground.
"Hooray!" be yelled, and ti.Jen gave her a rousing ki,-;s.
' ·People oJ' Xugget Flats, there's goin' to be a \Yeddin', an' that
right away!"
Our friends were a little surprised to see ho,v readily the girl
took to tbe rough but hone t man.
Rugged Pete, whose real 1111me was Peter Miller, sent a man
to bunt up a preacher at once.
One was found with little difficulty.
In less than half an hom· frolll the time the mayor stepped
out to meet the returning party he and Nellie were man ancl
wife.
Young Wild took oce;asion to tell '.l'im the Terror how be
had disposed of the nine bullets of gold.
Our bero took the bullet he had tlug from the tree from his
])0cket, and holding it up, said :
"There i;:; the last one I used. It va ·sed through the heart
of yom· enemy, Big Frank, and lodged into a tree."
"I wish you woulcl give that back to me,'' the Terror said.
"~'ell, I had an idea of keeping it, but I never thought of
you. ITere it is!" The Terror took the bullet, and the matter
waR ended.
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"I see how he got loose." said Wild. "This is the Yery RJ)ot
we left him lring upon. He lrnd no trouble to saw the cords ·
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M11lual \\'e!Carc League for that. purpose. The shidcnts
1rnn• imprPs~rd ,rith the good discipline and nnrnerous
privilep.·<'s wliirl1 tbr men enjo_r_, and one collegian remarked: ·"Hing Sing i,-;n·t Ruch a bad place at that."' ,\
pariy of thirty-eight .from ihe Hud~on (ruild, Xew York,
)Jany a pro~pcctivc purchaser of a motor car would like in <:hargc of John L. Elliott, 011c of the chief worker~ in
to take a peep heloll' the chus·i.-when he Yiews the car the hthical Culture Society of Xew York, which condncta
in all its glor.v in the ·alesroom. A Chicago <lealer has I the guil<l, al~o YisitNl tile pri~oJJ. am\ 1rerc sho1rn about by
solYecl the prohl<'m b_v hanging one of the show cars 7 feet the illutua l Welfare Leagu e guide~.
_____ _
ahore the ground, ~upported by $trong stet>l cableE. The
Commander Yilkibkii the di~eoYrrcr oE Xic:"liolas TT.
height enables both salesman and. ·'proRpcct'' to walk beLand, set out la~t summer from Yladirn~tock on his third
neath the car ancl examine it from below.
attempt to mnkr the X orthe:1,t ] 'n~t->agc from the Paci.fie
"J>Jca. c accept 2f. cents for a peck of applrs 11·hjch I stole to the 1\tlantic. _\.l·corcljng to 11e11·,; recent]~- recei red, he
from your orchard in iJarys,ille, Ol1io, . ix years ago."' was wintered in T,1imn HaY, to the weRl of Cape Che]YuThis wa~ in a letter <'ontaining the coin. which "Ben jamin skin. H erc lie h'.,~ been in wirclr~~ t'.ommunicatio.n with
.F. Carmean, n. clr~· goods merc hant of this )Jar)'SYille, re- C'aptnin ifrerdrnp, who ,,1i!Pd from J•: uropean Ru,sia la,;t
ceived from a man in Columbus, who formerly resided in summer in ~carch or the rni ~,: ing RrnsRilo, and Ru~ ·,mov
iiarysYillc. Mr. Carmean returned the rnonc~', together exped ition$. and hn ,; rtl:-o ,rint,cr Nl on I.he coast <'l'f ' the
11Tith a fine necktie and a letter thanking tl1c man for his 'T'aimyr peninsula. A note in ~·nt urc states that YilJ.i.Hekii
honest·'·
propo. CR to Rend part of his rrrw Lo Swrd.rnp's RJ-tlp, in
order i.o ('l'Onomir.e hi~ s11pplie;:, witl1 a vie"· to th·c pos•
.
.
through the ice next summer.
Dwight E. Hewitt, an eccentnr farmer of \\est.on, sibililY of not 0<rcttin""
0
_ _ _ _ __
·
Conn., haviug a premonition of rlcath, rlug hi::. ow:n graYe ·
and ordered his tombstone. 1\'hcu inthment wa,: attemptR. F. Finn, tlrn original " H11cklchrrr\' Fi1111'' of Mark
ed it was found t],at. )[r. 1Ic11·itt had no! counted 911 thr
Tw,1;n ·:-- book~, ha;; ju~I eclt>hratc•d hi~ ninE>tieth birthda _y
size of i hr coffin c·a~c· arnl 1he graYc 11·a;, eight inc-he,; too
al hi--: n1nf'h on the .JkKcnzir flirc1·, near Portland, Ore.,
J11nl. The only 111-11' t.lw r-,1~k<'t r·o11ld he lo1n'rcd in tlic
and is ltak au<l l1carh-. Il e ha· a virid Tecollection of
grave waR endwi~c. Buri,tl wa,; <lclay d two ho111" until
:\[ark Twain. 1rilh wbom lie worked 011 a ili~~issippi steamgrarc <lig"t.:r::: (;Oldd lie found.
boat. b~tl ~ay~ Twain reallr clid11't gel rnm:h from himself
The Radium f11.;;t.itnlr, or London, in il,-: laf-t annual re- nf \dwt he wrolc ai,out TTuc·klrberry Finn except the ])8Jnc.
''\1' r c·allccl Clemen s Charley in those <la~· ," said Finn.
port state· that 'i'.J.6 cases were trenlcd dnring the past "Hr ancl I bot.h wflTkcd on the Steamer Shotwell, running
year, of which 1D arc reported <:urccl, .;o npparcDUY cmrd, out of Rt. LouiF. ] was nicknamed 'Huckleberry,' and
1
anc1 :J28 improrrd . while in 1 :JG 110 rc,~uH~ ha rJ hrrn notf'f1
Clemens Eeemcd to take a fancY to lhe name. Tom 'awycr
11p lo the date o[ 1rriting. Yarring result~ ,lrc rrcorc1ed
Certain wn :o rn _v chnm, bnt Twas well grown before Clemens knew
j, c·af'C'~ o( C'anecr, lmnol'~, nnd other di~ea~c~.
1
me."' :Finn has liYed 011 the :McKenzie River here for
e~~es of ~kin cli~coloration and wart~ have been treated
with markecl f'lll'C<'~E, while the !llo,l intractable case,; oE forty year,: past, and seldom· emerges from his retreat.

'Philippine cigars are now regularly exported to forty
conntrics, llic bulk of the sbipment.s, outside the exports
to thr. IJnited States, going to nearb~· Oriental lands. The
total exports la~t year were 15.3,000,000 cigars.

:-:pring c·atarrh hare hecu _c·urcrl.
South Dakota nffn:s f'<'lTIC' !J;8,000.1Ht0 1rnl'llt of State
lnncl.• for ;:,ale at pri<·e- rangi11g from llic minimnm of
!j;10 a11 acre to a;:, high n~ $210 J)f'l" acr for one r,n·or cl
ti-art, nncl from $ I 00 lo $ 12,1 Jor l1lflll)' ha tF. rrhe :lYCl'flQ't' 11ri1·e~ in mo~t of 1.he co1111tie~ range from ~40 to $!)0.
'l;!i(•' land will be s<,l(I nn terms of 011c~fourth cash at- time
of pnrehase: one-fourth in fhc years; one-fourth in ten
ycarc and one-fourth in fif teen y ar,:, with ,3 per cent. inkre~t on the dc·fcrrt>d pnYmt'nt;:,, but with the prfrile~c of
parmcnt in fnll :it anY time.
Vort,·-cio-bt ~lll(lent,: of ::-i:c1v York· u11il"er~it1·, with
\\' illiam r:m1kic of that i11~lih1lion, Yi,:itccl Hi~g HingPri~oll nnd made n tom ol' the plat·r 1ritl1 the prison
guiclcs, who al'c a committee of i11ma1.es appointed by the

The ,;11ffragc edit ion of the Phrtros-Reporter, wbich wa
cclitcd hy member~ of the Woman's Franchise League, was
clclaye1l a ·hort time, because of an advertisement for a
local brewery. The forms were all ready for the pressroom 1rhen }1iss Sagie Vellc Fenton, editor-in-chief of the
c(l it ion and owner and publisher of the Loganspo1·t Time~,
Log-r..n~port. Incl., a prohibition weekly, discoYcrecl the bee t'
'"ad "' whi<'h was a standing advertisement in tl1e paper.
" Hold. tho?c forms.'' cried Miss Fenton to the forema11 .
"That ad mu,t come out. It woulcl spoil all the work we
haYc alreacl~- accomplished." A consultation was held arnl
the ·'acl'" wa~ taken out. The women 11Till clear nearly $300
on the cclition. Those wbo sold paper~ on the street were
:\Ii~~c~ Fenton, Helen Kuppenheirner, "Bertha Ferguson,
TTclc1rn C'acl_l', ::\farguerite Richardson, Gladys Kerns a.nd
X ellic l\foloney.
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.The Fate of p Hip Funk
-OR-

LEFT IN THE LAND OF F!RE
By "PAWNEE JACK"
(A SERIAL STORY)
CHAPTER XI (continued)
Xeit11er of these OYereame Tom, howeYer.
After a hard struggle lie reached the sh ip and, landing
on the ledge upon which she had stranded, he made his
WA.\' Cautiou~ly O\'CT the Rlipper_l" ,eaweecl toward the rai],
where the dog barked a joyous welcome.
rierp Tom paused. To crawl over the cleck was about
a~ dan~erou a~ to swim out to the i:;hip, for it ,ms incline<l
almost at an angle of _forty-fl re degrees.
''ll~ 1Jo. mi~s !" shouted. Tom, his mice almost drowne tl
••
lhr; barking of the dog and the furious pounding of
by
1
tli0 ~urf. "Do you hear me"! Ning out as loud as :\'Ou
can, for I mu t ask a question or two ."
"I hear!'' was Lile faint response. The wind carried
Tom·s voice towarr1 her, "·bile it blew hers awa~-"I want a rope!" yelled Tom. "I want to run a line
aslwrc ! Tell me where I .can lay my hand on a line long
enough to reach!"
'l'Ji,. girl had to call back her answer three time. before
Tom t·otilcl hear.
"(Jd clown the i'rmvarJ l1alch ! You will find a coil of
new rope between decks!'' was what he finally umler·tood
her lo ,,\\'.
'l'h 'll came tlic tug of war.
Tl:c getting up to tl1c hatch was a terrible task. am1
tlm'<' t ime~ Tom was iumblecl ba<'k against the rail at the
ri,:k of knocking himself scnscle~s or breaking his legs.
.\ l la;t l1r manager! to reach it and to crawl do"·n the
ladd er.
Ther" \\'HS Jes~ trouble behvcen decks, for there were
po~b to hold on to, and Tom had no difficulty in finding
the ("()il of rope.
Il wa, ju t what he wanted, and the brave boy had
made nr his mind just what to do with it.
l·Ll\'i11!:!· p.:aineri a foothold where he cou ld work to advantage, Tom proccedr.d to carry out the plan which he had
been working iu his mind all along.
l w:teacl of trying to drag the rope on deck, where he
<'Oulcl not handle it. he shook it out where he was and
Tig-gcd up a sort of boatswain's chair at the further end.
In this he showed more skill than might haYe been expedecl, for, although he hall nerer been to sea before, the
boy was, as we have mentioned, brought up in a seaport
town . and Imm his earliest childl1ood he had been arouml
among ,hips aocl rnilor:,, learniug many things of this
sort.
_, _When at last he came up out o.f the .hatchway, Tom
1

had the right ('nd of the rope 1rilh him, anrl was all really
for Im, ine,s.
" ['m going to throw the line to you, miss!" he shouted.
"Do :mu think yon can make it fast to the wheel?''
" ['m ,:urc T <'all!" came the an:-.~vcr, Lut throwing the
hea,·y li11c proYed lo he ~omeLhing cn.icr ~aid than do11c .
'['om iriccl it again and again, but each time it fell
short.
"J had l)clter take it down on the lcclgc and throw it
up io her.'' he thought, and he was ju:,(t about to f:lidc
tlown the deck wli:;n the girl Rhowecl him another way.
Hhe culle<l out something to tlw dog.
The knowing :rn:mal understood and came over the deck
walking where 'rom could not possibly have done.
"'J'haf::: tl,c talk," exclaimed Tom. Ile extenc1ed the
rope to the dog, whr) raught it between his teeth and
dragged the encl O\'Cr to the wheel.
"Hoorny !'' shoutt'd Tom.· "Good for tlic rlog !"
He coulrl $ee Ucc1rirc waving his ha( on the bluff, "·hile
Jeff ~ecm cl to be executing a sort of war-dance at his
side.
'' _· cbbcr wa:;; n1ch a fcllet' as <lat ar' 'l'om ob ourn !" ,Tefl'
criecl. ":i\fa:-<s' neorge, did yo' cbhcr see clc beat ob it?
Why, he dune gono and make de very dog work fo' him,
dat's what be does."
"Tom·, all 1igbt," f:aid George; "no di,;counting that
boy. He'll rescue the girl before he gels through with it,
you'J1 -ee."
"You didn't think so, firf:t off, JiaF.' George."
''X o, 1 didn't; I\·e <'hangecl lll)' mind, though. See,
he's coming down now, and he has the rope wound around
l1im. Oh, he'll make a go of it, I'm sure he will!"
Tl1ey watched Tom breatbles. ly a he slid down the
deck.
'l'he ·next moment lie was on the ledges, the next and
he was in the water again. It was thrilling to watch the
boy strike out into the surf, which was now boiling like
a pot among the ledges, for the tide wa almost dead low.
Of cour,e the risk of being da lted to pieces was now
very great, but Tom came safely through all these dangers,
and in clue time ]anded under the bluff, came up and
joined George and Jeff.
"Tom, .rou're a wonder!" cried George. "Bully .for you,
boy! Make fast around this big slo11e. Perbaps you had
bett0r let me do it; I'm a little more Ltsecl to that sort
of thing than you."
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So Tom turned the rope over to George, and the girl
havi11g- made fast to the wheel, they soon had a strong
slack line from the wreck to the top of the bluff. ·
Tom was shivering all over. His face had fairly turned
blue with the colcl.
"This won't do," cried George, looking at him. "Hustle
about, ,T cff. See if you can't get some bits of dry driftwood under the rocks dcwn on the beach. We must make
a fire if we ca11 and giYe this boy a ~hance to dry his
clothe"."
"No, no! I can stand it," said Tom. "The job isn't
done yet. Is the slack line all right, George? Does it
work?"
"It does," sa.id George. "You have fixed it fine!"
'l'om had indeed maclr, a complete succct of it.
The "bo'sen's ch[l.ir," as· the arrangement of rope he had
made to nm over the main cable is called, seemed to be in
perfect working orcler. The girl had one guy rope to pull
it in by am1 George another to pull it out.
It was useless to try to make the girl hear, so Tom made
her understand by signs that all. was ready.
All the gii-1 had to do was to seat herself in the chair,
the bottom of which was formed of two stout ropes, and
let the boys pull her over onto the bluff.
But the girl had her own ideas about this.
Bala.ncing heneli' against tbe wheel, she lifted up the
great clog ancl threw him across the ropes of the chair.
The knowing animal seemed to understand what was
expcctea of him, and kept perfectly till in the chair.
''Uood for her!" cried George. "She's a brave little
dame all.<'! no 1m. take. ']'here isn't one woman in a thousarnl who w011ld11't be 011 the lookout for herself first!"
"Pull away!" cried Tom; "pull away!"
ln less than a minute the clog was on top of the bluff,
jumping al ont the boys and barking like mad.
Tl1c girl pulled the chair back again as soon as the dog
wa., Paielv Janc1ccl, a11d got in herself. '
"Here , she comes! Now then, · for the last th~ow !"
cri<'Cl George.
] Ic and Tom gave a strong pull together and landed the
girl safely on the bluff.
'

OHAP'rER XII.
THE DWARFS ATTACK THE WRECK.

Ten minutes later found George, Tom, J e:ff a.nd the girl
sitting around a good fire of burning driftwood down on
the beach, for ,Teff had hustled to good purpose, and, :finding plenty of wood in the crevices of the rocks, soon
started a cheerful blaze.
The girl as yet bacl said little about herself further than
to give her name ar; 8usie Hansen, mentioning that her
father was r1ead aucl had been captain of the wrecked
ship.
"Don't ask me any ql1estious for a few minutes," she
saicl. "Let me get over it all before I talk ."
She shuddered and turned her head away from the boys.
It was easy to see that something was preying upon her
mind.
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Tom wondered what all this could mean.
Miss Hansen had scarcely thanked him for his brave
act.
Of course he, as well as the others, was full of curiosity
to know what the mystery which seemed to hang over the
wreck could be.
The girl seemed to read their thoughts .
"Tom," she saic1, suddenly turning upon him-the bovs
had introduced themselves, of course-"I suppose you want
to know what all this means and how it happens that you
find me alone on the Olsen, steering through the straits?"
"That's what we do, miss," replied Torn.
"Don't be formal with me . I am Susie. I understand
only too well where I am. You say you have been left he1·e
in the land of fire, the most horrible country in the world .
I krn.1w all about it. You don't have to tell me of the
clangers which are hanging over our heads. I know as
well as you do that there isn't one chance in a thousand
that we four can ever escape from this place alive."
"That's all trne," said George, "but perhaps I sec a way
out. The tides run heavy here. I look to see . the ship
fl.oat when the tide is at the flood . Perhaps she 'ik not so
badly damaged after all."
'
"It may be so," replied Susie, "but the questio~ is if
you would dare to v@ture on board after hearin~ what I
have to tell. I tried to keep Tom from coming.
called
out the warning as loud as I could call_it, but the wind
blew my worn.s away, and I could not make you hea.r."
"Out with it," said George; "let's hear the worst at
once!"
·
"Vvl1en you know the worst," said Susie, looking at him
with her great solemn eyes, "you will shun me. I ought
to have stayecl there and died with the rest of them. That
is what I · should have clone. I ought never to have come
ashore."
George drew away with a shudder.
"I see," he replied. "It is fever or something worse."
"It was smallpox, and it carried off every man on
board," said Susie in the same solemn way. "I threw the
cook into the sea only yesterday. I am the last one left
alive out of a crew of twenty men, and my poor father
died first of all."
At the first mention of smallpox Jeff gave· a bowl and,
jumping up, ran away.
George sat in silence,, as did Tom.
Susie remained staring at the fire, saying at last:
"You can leave me if you wish. I do not care. I have
had so much trouble that I am only waiting my turn to
die. What makes me sorry is that I ma:y have been the
means of causing the death of this brave Tom here, who
risked his life to save mine, or of yours, George. I will
do anything you say."
"It can't 9e helped," replied George, gloomily. "I tell
you plump and plain, miss, I wish you bad never come,
but I don't see what good it would do for us to separate
now ."
"For my part I wouldn't if I could," said Tom. "I'm
not afraid. Anyhow I have been on board, so it can make
little difference now. When and where was she bound?"
(To be continued)
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
dived again. A few more seconds passed and then she ap· DHUG ADDIOTIOX l:Y THE UNITED STATES.
A.ccording to a rf'cent estimate of the U . S. Public peared, holding the child.
Misti Culin battled desperately with the current before
Health Service tiie 11umbc1· of persons in tbis rountry who

are viclims of 1 he drug habit is about 70,000, and the
mm1ber of do:;es of narc~tic drugs C'Onsumed by them annunlly is about s:rn,000,000. 'l'his estimate is based on figures eollec:ted in the State of Tennessee, where under a
l'Ccently enacted anti-narcotic law, 1,402 permits were
1,-~ued in six months to persons petitioning for the privilege or using narcotic <lrngs, anc1 the consumption of such
<lrugs amounted i.o 8,498,200 average <loses .

RARE SURGIC_\L FEAT.
Henry Zimmerman, twenty-two years old, has undergone
an unu~nal operation, known as ankylosis, at the City Hospital, St. Louis. Tendons and fiber taken from his right
thigh were transferred into his left arm. Zimmennan is a
window cleauer, and on Dec. 26 he fell from a wiuclow,
breakin~ his left arm and elbow . 'l'he bone knitted improperly anc1 the entire arm became straight and unbending. 'J1he muscles and tendons hardened and the arm app_eared as if it was made of stone.
· When he was placed ·upon the operating table under an
ann.'sthelic an opening was made in his right thigh and a
hmich of tendons were remoYed and laid eparately upon
the tabk. Ilis stiffened arm was then broken at the elbow
and a long incision made. A mass of hardened tendons
aud muscle was remoYecl and replaced with the pliant tendons from his thigh. The bone was then properly reset.
f4mgeons in charge of the operation believe it will prove
surcessful and that Zimmerman will have free use of his
arm within a few weeks. They say the freedom of m0Ye1;1ent of Zimmerman's leg will not be impaired.

S\YARTHMORE STUDENT SA YES CHILD.
,\ thrilling story of the re~cue of a seven-year-old girl
from drowning in the icy waters of Crum Creek, near
Hwarthmore, by a plucky girl student at Swtirthmore Collegl' . who bravecl the clangers of the s,wift current above
i he dam near Baltimore Pike to save the little girl's life,
bcu1me known recently.
I Ielen Cul in, a senior at Swarthmore, is the heroine.
'J'he ehilc1 whose life she saved is Mary Robinson, daughter
or 1Irs. :N"ita Robinson, of Swarthmore.
'l'he child was playing along the edge of the creek with
hrr mother seated near by , watching her, when she slipped
nml fell in the .-tream. The swift current was c·arrying
the el1ilcl toward the twenty-foot clam a short distance
t~1rnY when ·Miss Culin, who was canoeing with a classmat~, heard the mother's screams. By this time the child
had disappeared.
Pulling of!' her i,weater. "Mis;s Culiu leaped into the icy
current. Swimming to the pot where she hacl seen the
cl1ild, she di,,ed beneath the surface. Unable to finc1 the
l ittle girl, she came up an instant for breath, and then
C

reaC;hing the shore. Scrambling to safety ,·.-ith the unconscious girl, she sank to the ground exhausted.

WEAKNESS OF ZEPPELINS.
The wrecking of two Zeppelins during the past month
en-es to cmpha::;ize the weaknesses of these huge machine:-,
whiC;h in their proper place arc L,y no means to be despised.
In steady winds of quite respectable power a Zeppelin ean
holcl its own, but sqnall.;; have a!lrnys been fatal to this
type of aircraft, whether in the air or on the ground. It
must be remembered that the modern Zeppelin is about
five bundrec1 feet long and only forty-five deep at its maximum diameter, so that it takes hundreds oi men to hol<l it
on the ground if there iR any wind blowing. The framework is compoRecl of the lightest possible aluminum lattic·e
girders held together b:y aluminum nuts and bolts. After
:inythillg like a rough handling it is neee sary to spend
<lays, and eYen weeks, in overhauling this girder work,
strnightening out buckled tics and webs, and rc1:ilacing
bolts that have broken or sheared off owiug to the twisting and bending strains set up by the 'working' of the
sh ip as she plunges, for, owing to her tremendous length,
the leYerage, set up bebveeu one encl, which is ~truck by a
gust in one ,lirec:ticm, and the other encl, which i perhap!:>
being pushed ill another altogether, 'arc tremendous.
Also it must I.Jr remembered that when a Zeppelin. or
any other airl'lliip for that matter~ goes aloft its lifting
capacity is so adjusted that it is Yery little lighter than
the air it displaces. Consequently if it ru11s ·ncltlenly into
a storm of rain or snow the large surface of the envelope
is quit!kly loaded with so much water that the machine
becomes heaYier than air and begins to sink. Then it is
necessary to drop some of its load (generally water is carrincl a, bRllast) in order to lighten the ship, and at the
same time it is forced upwards by itR engine~, somewhat
a· · an aeroplane is eleYated. But if the Hqnall strikeR it
suddenly the load of water mn:v be deposited on the surface fa.~tcr than the ballast ean be let out, ancl then, as
when the T,-I. was wrel:kcc! in full 1·iew of the German flprt
in the Xorth ,'ea in 1913, the crew ha,; to start throwing
over boa rd ever,vthing. movable-guns, ammunition, horn h,:,
and eYen narigating instruments.
To add to the trouble, tbei::e ,mow, hail or rain Rtom1s
ai-e frequently prece<led by what arc known as "li,·c
s({ualk'. In these the cold air accompanying the storm
and the warmer air in the open sky form a kind of enormous "roller" of air, inside which the air cunents often
reach enormous f:peeds. J f one of the,;e squalls strikes a
long and delicate structure like a. Zeppelin all is oYcr witlt
it. The be~t it ran hope for is that it may be forc-cd to
the ground and smashed on trees, which is bctter'thau haring its hack broken in the air and the internal gm; !Jags
burst, so that it falls almo. t like a 8tone.
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THE ROB ROYS
-OR-

BOLD BOB, THE CAPTAIN OF THE TEAM
By DICK ELLISON
(A SERIAL STORY )
trast to her companion's deep contralto. "For I am . me
OR _\PTER II (con tinued )
"Y cs, but he ha. what neither you nor I possess, my he was always a sensible liorsc before to-night. But. really,
<1ea.r boy;"' was Wamba's cynical retort, "and that i;; a Bab, WP. must hurry, for papa will be wondering what has
handsome face am1 form; all the boy worship him; all become of us, and he will be so frightened. Mamma, too,
the girl. adore him, in spite of the fact that h is dotbing will be almo,,t in hysterics. lf King beg-ins to art 011cthe latest cut, nor his hat the ne,rnst st.de. half ~o badly aR Princ:e J shal I u c my whip on him, a
i~ nen~r
You cannot clcu:v hut that he is a handsome :fellow, anc1 thing I was neYer before forced to do . Go on, sir, what
in the world is the matter with you?"
one who wins friends wherever he goes.''
Roi.h panic,.; ·wci·c 1101r plunging ancl rearing. ~-nd tlwiy
"Oh, ye;;, he's J-,andFome enough a:; far a looks go,''
ancl Hcrn_r Selden·. sa ll ow faC'.e flu:-herl hotly. '·I newr fair ricl rs c<nild noi mge tl1em -fonrnn1. 'l'heY \ried e,·pn·
cl i<l :-:et rn_,·~clf up a an _\tlonif', but ai, the ~ame time I mellwd. C\'<'n u~ing their \\-hip;., Im!, it was of 11q 11,-c, an~
nm not 11-iJJi11g to take a baeh: sPat for }[r. Hobert Mac- tl1c11, l eforc they rca,I izcd Jt, a deep, rnnfficd ,~jce said,
Ureg-o r. lfo's the last man i n tJte ,rorld l ·are for, and do::-c al hand:
"Wh,1· be in such haste, .fair maitlem_, when two gallants
J'm going i.o let him ;,ee 1.hat he can'l nm el'crytiiing this
arC' llPHl' nt hall<l to aicl \'Oll? IF \'Oil will girc us a ki~s .
side of Lake Ontario: '
'·\rell, for all that, he ~eems i.o run it pretty well;' and we will stand n~idc aml allow your 11oblc animals 1.o
Wamba laughed ,rickcdly, as he ~poke. "But 1.hat has pa.·s u,:.''
It wa,s Henn Selden ,d10 spoke, antl he managed to
nothing to do with the matler. (;omc, ler go bacl· to tl1e
c·ollcge. If· alr<'ady past ~npper-tirnc, ancl we y.-on't. get di ·gu i~c h.is Yoiee ~o that no one woulc1 erer hare recognizccl iL He, as 11·ell as his compan ion, knew who both
a >iingle bile if we are too late.''
Ho, a1111 in arm, the preeious pair slartccl back toward' the girls \Yerc, 'and they were determined not to let them
San Homo., whos<' l ights were alr atly beginning to t1.-inkle paf;~ quictl~·, for the~' knew they were the s,rnethearts of
0l'er the lake. T hey hail gone but a short di tance, when Hobert {acGregor and M:mray Roberts. They had been
the sounc1 of g il'lish Yoi<.:es, chatting menily, accompanied well aware of the fact for a long time, anc1 their jeal01rny
by the clatter of iron - ·hoc1 hoofs, rn t their ears. 'rhcy hacl known no bounds.
"Lefs make them ~top anl rrivc 11..<\ a kiss?" Rino lcl
lv1ltecl, lictening intently, and then they recognized the
Wamha whispered. "That jade Barbara has rnubhecl me
,oic-c$.
' ·Papa will Le worried, Bab, on aef'onnt o.f'. our being too more than once, ancl no,I' I will ta.kc au oath that rJ l get
late," a sweet, silver?'• girfah ,·oi~e said, aecomp~nied J_i · 1 even ~ith l1cr. 1 l _hHte lier, ye~ ~it the sm_n e time -~ am
a. happy laugh . "I d1c1 not dream 1t wa, so late, did you?" fond o~ her. Comc along, and "c ll sec a lJlt of fun.
With i.ho:;e ,runh; ihc t ,ro bullic, sprang fo n rarct. and
'·Xo. f.!itl, l had no idea it was ·o late,'' came from the
girl addrcs._ed in lower, deeper tones. "'l'imc does fly o eizctl i!tc ponies by the bridles.
. \ wild shriek of: [right burst from Sidney \Yorth's li ps,
swi.f'.tly "·lwn we arc together, and, saY, I never had so
much fun in a ll my li fe, rlid you? Wh oa, there, Prince;· bnt Barbara Y o~s 1rns firm and .·tcm.
"Let go of those hor,es' bridle:-;, whoever you arE' !'. Rho
what'.· t he matter with you, anyway?''
For the resi.lc,;s pony she was mount"cl 11pon · had snd- c::ll led out stcrn l:v. "You c·omncls-you ,:coumlrel. ! H ow
cleBly F<bie<l to one, sidl:), nearly unRcaiing hi fair rider. dare You do a thing like thi~? I will g iYc you jmt one
'l'hc Teason was, he had caught sight of the t1ro dark moment';; warning, and then, if you do not ob y me, I
\\·ill let you feel this whip about your $houldcrs !"
figure lurking in the shadows of the hedge .
,\ mocking burst of langhi.er greeted her ears, anc1 with
" l-'rinc·c is gcttiog to he a regular fool-horse, Riel,"' tlw
girl'f: musical Yoic·e went on once more. '·I am sure I her an7er aroused, she raif:ccl her whip on higl 1, cleter(;annot Pee what ail him, but he does not act one bit as milled to puni~h the coward as he cleserrnd. She clid n ot
he used to. Go on, you silly, what on earth i the matter know who he was, for he had cleverly m anaged t o change
his yoice. But slie knew it m ust be a mortal enemy, else
with you?"
"Perhaps h e sees sonwthing to frighten him ," t he first why should he stop her in the middle of the l'oad on that
speaker r emarked, her light, sih er y voice in direct con- dark night? She felt his str ong finge rs close about her

or
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a smile of sati~fHetion hoYering ahout his firm month.
"For the lesson he has been i.aught to-night will erve
him for manv a claY.''
l\IacGregor, more than T can tell,"
"T thank ;,on,
the beautiful girl answered, her fair face flushillg . "You
were just in time. How clarccl that sc:ounclrcl a<lrlress me
in those terms?" slte added, with fl.ashing eye~. ''If I told
my father of his conduct of to-night he would shoot him ."
"Well , Miss Siclney, if you have very much knowledge
of human nature, you may rest assured that from now on
he will never try it again," ancl Robert came closer to her
pon~· as he spoke. "If you ,rill allow me I will escort you '
home, if you have llO pa11.i<·ular objl'di 11.''
The louk qhe gare him was sufJiC'iellt to let him know
tilat !,he had no objection, and as he walke<l along be,;ide
her they talked of the ball crn mc so near at hanJ.
'·] hope the ]fob Hoys will be honored by your fair presence, ::\Iiss Sid11ry, arnl also Mi~s Barbara," the .rouncr captain of the popular team remarked, "and I must confess
that I also hope to see you wearing our colors. I should
feel very much disappointed were I to see you in the black
and ~·ellow of our rirnls."
"You need ha ,·e no fear of that. :'.\Ir. :'.\-IaC'G re!!,'or," the
pretty girl replied, "for l S"ide with the Hob Hoye; cYery
time, and so doe· Bab. I shall most assuredly wear the
.
plain ribbon of the MacGregors."
"Thank you, :MisR Siclney, I appreciate it more than I
ean tell,'' and he stroked the pony'. n tk caressingly. "Ah,
herr we are at last. I hope you are no longer nervous,
and now shall I not e:::cort you home, Miss Barbara?"
"I am going to remain with Sidney all night, Mr. MacGrcp;or, so there will be no need of that, yet you are very
kind,' ' Barbara amwerecl. "And ii the Rob Roys fail to
win I slrnll he the mo. t disappointed person upon earth."
"HaYe no fear for the Rob Roys, Mis· Barbara," and he
laughed softly. "'l'hey have never yet been conquered, and
I do, not intend that they eYer will. We are too well known
to have any such idea. I shall expect you to throw us a
big bouquet of flower,. when we come out victors at the
encl of the battle.''
"A big bunch of thist le~, vou mean," Rhe relortecl. "Yes.
you will get them, never fear."
"Thank you, Miss Barbara, and good-night," bowing
low all(l raising his cap. "You rna:v have your buneh of
thistles on hancl. for the Rob Roys are sure to win. Never
doubt them for a single in , tant. Again I will say goodnight to both you and M:i s Sidney."
'rhe next instant he had disappeared in the shadows of
the November night, and the two girls were alone.
" I sa:r. Sid. hut he'f; a regular llaisy,'' Barbara remarked,
as she dismounted from her pony, and ran lightly toward
CHAPTER III.
the house. "I wish there were more in the world like him.
,,rhy, upon rnv worcl ancl honor, he's almost as handsome
A SCHE~fE TO DEFEAT THE ROB ROYS.
as Tufurra:I' is. Of courRe it would be quite impossible for
him to be really as handsome, you know, Sid_."
'rhe cowa1·dly bully was never so surprised in all his l ii'e
"You wretch," Sidney laughed, running after her friend,
as he was when he found himself floundering in the ditch, "how dare you slander the dauntless Rob Roy? Why, he
and he lost no time in scrambling to his feet and taking is as bold and fearless as hi famou, ancestor, and I am
himself away out of sight.
sure he proves it on every occasion."
"I hardly think that overgrown rascal will trouble you
(To be continued )
again, Miss Sidney," our hero said, lifting his hat politely,

wrist in an irrn-likc grip, and she also realized the fact
that l1e had clutched her pony by the bridle in so strong a
grip that she toulcl not break the hold, and then she cried
out in tenor, sinec ~he could not help herself.
"Uvlp !'" ~he sliriekrd, wilc1l)'. "Help! \r ill not some
011c rnme to me iu rny 1ionr of need?"
Both girls were absolutely helpless, for the bullies had·
their hands over their mouths, while the others held the
rearing, strnggling ponies. Ko matter bow they struggled,
they conlcl not free themsclYes.
"Gire us a kis~, my beauty, then ,re will let you go!"
the voit-e of Hrnry Selden cried, hoarse anrl excited.
"Corne. 110w, my girl, do11'1 be n fool, but kis~ a d\ap and
you ma: go!''
"Let me go . vou sconnclrel.'" the girl cried aloud, struggling madly to free herself. "Let me go or I will kill you!
As sure ns there is a l1 eaYen aboYc, I ll"ill kill vou !"
'·.How ll'ill you kill me, weetheart ?" was ·the mocking
retort. "How will you kill me? \\'ith kisses? for I am
sure you haw• no other weapon."
'·Help, help, help!" again rang out that cry. and the
young villain could not stop her. "Ah, heaven, will no one
he1p me? \\'hat shall ( Jo? \rhat shall I do?''
"Y cs, there is some one to help you," a stem, ringing
Yoiec c:11llcd out. and the uext instant there was a rush of
flyin.rr fe>et, and before the pair' of astonished bullies
rcalizerl what had happened, they found themselves trying
1'e1.1· liarcl to gd out of the thorny hedge where they had
bPrn thrown, their faces torn and bleediug from the thorny
briers, their hand,; badly lacerated, "and if I can get my
hands on the scoundrels, I will make it cost them their
liws."
But the pair of . counclrels were wise enough to take a
"quiet sneak," and not show themsehcs a.gain that night.
How they managed to do it is more than I can tell, but
nevertheless they e~caped the vengeance of their pursuer. .
"Miss Worth, :i\fiss Yoss, can it be possible that you are
th e ones insulted by those scoundrels?" Bold Bob exclaimed, a moment after he had toRsecl the cowards over
the hedge. ''It . eems well-nigh impossihle !"
"Ancl yet it i.- so,'' Sidney repli ed, with a hysterical
laugl1, "and now will not vou and your friend kindly escort
to go alone?''
UR heme, for we are too frightened _
and the handsome
pleasure,"
of
greatest
"With the
young captain of the Rob Roys gave the fair girl's hand a
very tender squeeze, which she didn't resent. "You are
safe so long as you_ are with us!"

Mr.
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TIMELY TOPICS
ProL Virgil Wiley, a teacher in the Franklin High
School, Columbus, Inrl., found one of his Barred Rock
hens, which he believed had been stolen. The he~ was under the reservoir of a kitchen range, which hacl fallen over
her nnd imprisoned her. For thirty da:\'S the hen was
without food or water, yet she was alive when found.

walls down to the window sills will be enameled white, so
as to provide excellent reflecting surfaces. Bowl-fro::;ted
tungsten lights will be used ' arraiwecl
in a single
row
0
~
along the neuter line of the ceiling. The cars are !) feet
wide inside and 6ii feet long, ancl there will be fifteen of
these 56-watt tungsten lamps supported in 6-inch opal reflectors. 'I'he effect of this illumination is to give a soft
and "miformly distributed light. The eyes of the pas8engers will not be exposed to th~ glare of the glowing filaments. The power consumption of this illumination will
amount to under 1.15 watts per square foot .

A story from Sarasota, Fla., say that C. E . Ringling
and otliers -went ~shing and caught a shark that had to be
landed with a mule team. It weighed 1,100 pounds, and
after it was landecl ancl weighed and the glory and pride
of the big catch properly recorded, the next step was to
bury' the dead. A number of negroes were em ployed and
Gathering the spear-like leaves of the wild bear grass
that grows profusely over a large area of western 'l'exas
the cost was !];7.
ancl baling the fiber that is obtained therefrom is a llew
Mrs. 0. G. Shaw, of Electron, Wash ., the only woman i!1<lustry for this part of the country. A. large plant for
hunter of the county who tackles wildcats in their lair, preparing the fiber for market has been established here.
hrought her first trophy this season to County Auditor The product is sl1ippecl to Chicago, where it is manufacMorris' office and received the bounty of $5 allowed under tured into rope, corclage, matting and other products. The
the law. J\Irs. Shaw brought in a dozen pelts of wildcats available suppl:v of the raw material is said to be practilast year and was paid bounties on them. One of the- cats cally inexhaustible. Up to the time it was discovered that
she killed while driving along a country road in her auto- the leaves contain a valuable fiber bear-grass was considmobile. The animal stepped out in front of the machine. ered worthless by the ranchmen . It is now proving a
Throwing on the brakes, Mrs. Shaw brought out her rifle source of considerable revenue for the land owners and the
men who are employed in marketing it.
and killed the cat.
avy officers indulge in some criticism at the expense
of the method of conducting the attack by the Al1ies on
the Dardanelles. They suggest that the a11ied fleets should
have been cliYidrd into relays of vessels, each of which
would keep under such a constant fire some one of the
Turkish forts i;o that its garrison would have no m,t day
or night, anrl would have no opportunity to repair the
damage done clurinrr the bombardment. A shell dropped
into one of the forts at intervals of, say, half an hom:
would accomplish th is re~ult without snch an expencl.iture
of ammunition a$ the Allies have indulged in in their present method of atbc·k.
Electric Confectionery Shops are to found in St. Paul
and Minneapolis. The owner of these shops is a great
believer in electricity and he has equipped his tables with
candle lamps and de, k telephone sets. A customer ·eats
himself at the table, looks a1 a lrnndy table directory or
menu, finds the number of the particular dainty he desires
and gives his order by telephone . A minute later the order is placed on his table bv a waiter. The system saves a
great deal of time Lecause the waiters do not have to make
a trip to the table to find out what the customer wants, nor
do they have to wait while the customer is deliberating
over his choice.

Bridge Patrolman McHugh was ~tanding in his kiosk
at the Manhattan encl of the Queensboro Bridge. X ew
Y oTk, the other night when he saw an automobile slowly
coasting down the roadway toward him. 'l'he car wobbled
a little and he saw that it clicl not slow up as it approached
a wagon tra,eling ahead of it. The rnr hit the tnil encl
of the wagon and stopped. McH ugh found the clriYer unconscious. simk far back in the seat, both hands clutching
the wheel. Dr. Burkmeister took him to Flower Hospital,
where he died soon. In his cap were the iuitials "C. L. P ."
and in his pocket an automobile owner·s identification card
on which was the name of Charles Leon Penny, Flanders, L. I.

Ignoring all blandishments, a Skye terrier guarded an
empty basket for 24 hou're at Taylor and A.dams streets,
Kirkwood, :M:o., until finally a boy made friends with the
clog and coaxed it to his home, to which he also took the
basket. Persons living in the neighborhood first observed
the dog at its vigil the previous afternoon. It refused to
let anybody touch the basket and could not be hued away
by tempting offers of food. Mrs. J. J. "\Vilkins c· rried
food and water to the dog and gave it a sack to lie upon.
King· Ambler, 14-year-old son of Arthur Ambler, made
overtures to the terrier for a long time before he won its
confidence sufficiently for it to permit him to take the
After a series oi' experiments the New York Municipal basket. · Who owns the clog and the basket would not be
Railway Corporation has rleci led upon a new system of ascertained, irncl young Ambler said he hoped the owner
illumlll i!tion for its subway cars. The head lining and would not turn up.
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The motion picture has invaclccl the realm of medical
school in truction. The specialists in diagnosis have cliscoYei-ecl that there is no other wav in which they can so
~ ~EW YORK, APRIL 30, 1915.
viYidly pre, ent to medical stnclents the difiercn~e in diagnosis between similar physical appearances as by means
of the moving picture. Dr. J. Ivan Dufur, professor of
TERMS TO SUBSC R I BERS
ncn-ous di~eases at the Phi.laclclphia College of Osteopathy,
is the originator of this method of teaching which, it is
.0 5 Cents
Sin gle Coples .... .. . . . . ..... .. ............ ......... . ... . . .
Lclieved, will revolutionize medical instruction. Dr. Dufur
. 65 Cents
One Con:v T hree Months ... ..• .. . ... •••• ••••.• .• .. •.• •••
1.25
One Copy !--Ix Months .•.•• ••••••• ...• •• . .... ...• ... •••.
has, as the result of a year's labor, succeeded in preparing
2 . 50
One Co py One Year ...... .. . .. ........... . .... ..... . ... . .
a e~ o.f rctils, inclncling demonstrations of actual cases of
Postage Free
HOW TO SEN O M ONEY-At our risk send P.O. Money Order, Cbeok
every one of the principal nervous diseases. Harrowing
or R egistered J..1etter ; remittanoeG ln a.ny Other ,vriy arc n.t you r risk.
w e a.crept. Po!\ta)i(e Sta.mps t h e ,;a.me ::t9 en.sh. Wbcn ~euding silver
experiences were necessary in the preparation of some of
wrn. p the Coln 1n a separate i,fooe of pape r to avoid catting tbe envelope.
W,1te 1,1ou1r· 1uwno an d nddrea~ plainLt1, .Acldress letters to
these reels. Dr. Dufur ancl the photographer were locked
}
H A..11T B. W OL1"V, Prewlden t
Frank Tousey, Publis her
for four hours at one time in a room with a dozen insane
R OT L. ) ( cOA.nlHU,l, , Vlce•Pret1l1!e11I
N . HJ.8TJ ~ai. \VoL r ,., 'l'reM nrer
168 Wes t 23d St. , N. V.
tJJU Rl,U ~- .NTl, A. NDKR., Secretftry
epileptics waiting for a characteristic fit. 'l'he osteopathic
practitioners are greatly intere ted in thi methocl of diagnosis and these reels are being exhibited at State convenGOOD CURllEN'l1 NEWS ARrrICLES
tions of 1.hat school of practise and are being used in their
Lieutenant Gregor Piotrowski, attaehecl to the Aero
colleges.
f 'orps of ihe Imperial Hussian naYy, will arriYe at San
Diego, Cal., from Petrogracl shortly to inspect the military
GRINS .A.NH VHUCKLES
aerodrome and equipment at Xoi-th Island. rrhe Hus ian
Guest-What a splenrlicl dinner. It isn ·t often I get as
officer came to this country to purcliase a number of flying
boars aml hydro-aeroplanes, ,rhich arc reported to be far good a meal as this. Little Willie (son of the host)-We
rnperior for recom1ai,:~ancc work than uuy type yet rnanu- clon'i., either.
fact urecl in Europe.
"It's simply impossible for me to find bread for my
Rxpcrirncnls mar1e in the Ocrmau army show that the family," Raid the loafer. "Same here," rcjoineJ the
a rerage soldier can recogaize an intimate fri-:md at five hustler. ''l have to work for it."
lnmclrecl feet, an acquaintance at three ltundrecl feet, a perMr. Gayman (laying the paper asicle)-Well, thcre·s no
~on whom the soldier hacl seen only once before at eighty
foet. .An expert rifleman can c1i,;tinguish the parts o.f a fool like an olrl fool. Mrs. Gayman-What particular
man's bodv and any decided rnoYcnH.' nt at three hundred folly are you meditating now?
feet. .\. n{an Reems but a spot on the landscape at eighteen
'•Jt look you an awfully long time to pull that fellow ·~
lnrndrcd fret, aml, ::is a rule, he cunnot he Pen i[ he keeps
still or if his rlre~~ docs not eontra~t 11·ilh the harkgrountl. tooth," Faid the a~Rif'tant. "Yes," ans ,rnred the dentist,
grimly. "Ile married the girl I loved."

Wild West W eel<ly

L incla. a pm.:;Qt llial ,ms suppoFccl to be more them J 2.'i
year ' olcl and c-iir11c into lhc pos~<'tiFion of the late Gen . 0.
l•crry in J8-lil, cluriug the .i\foxiran War, rlied of , ohmtary . tana1 ion IH•cm1;:c of grief 0H'r the dealli oI her two
mistresses in ~onth Xorwalk, Conn. )[re. F1\rry died on
) Iarch 1 :3 ancl n1is~ }'crry <lied on :'.1,Inreh 18. l<'rom the
lime o.r }Ii~~ l!'crry> <lcath the panot ]'(>{u,;cd to cat, clying
after fifteen d.a~-~- Limla could sing entire hvmns, both
in English and , 'pan i~h. ~he 1wrcr k11e"· "·hat a r·agc
· wa~ ,u1<I ore:upic,l a place o Chonor npon all o<·c·asio:i-:. Her
table manners ,rcre bryond criticism.
,rillie Hoppr. the ,rnrlcfs greai.est billiard pla~·er, says
it i, ju~t a~ 11rc-e,sary for n billiard pla~-cr to keep in e;ondilion as it i, for a boxer tu ]Jc in shape fur a hard bout.
Hoppe claims th;1t if one's pbyRical e;ondition i~ good one·s
11e1Yes are bound to be steady. ] t is c-lcan liYing that
makes the ~tar more ccrtaiu h here tban in any other
branch of sport , he say~, and. in thi~ rc~pect Hoppe holds
to a rigicl tli~cipline . Ever.,· d,n· h• takes a. long m~lk, aud.
this, in connection 11·illt -the fal't tlrnt ueYcr in his liie
has he touchetl any kind oI in[o\icating drink and iw,·cr
smoked, keep:,; him in lhe bc,;t of C;Omlition at all time~ .

"I don"L like to ~a)· such long prayerR," said a little girl
the olher nighL ''I want to sny nice, short 01tcs li kc
nur~c.,· doe~."' '' \\'hat kiml dorH 11 ur1<ey say;" inquired
her mother. '·Oh, she just says, 'Oh, J,orcl, why do I have
to p:rt up?' ·,
J:l,famma-1\"hrn that bad boy threw stonrs at you, wh_v
dicl1,·t YOU come a11<l tell me instead of thro 11·ing ,;tones at
him~ 'J'ommv (aged six)-Pshaw ! 'I'hat wouldn't harn
liclpt•d any. You coulcln't hit the f'idc of a bam .
'· \\"hat clo }'OU mean by accepting a cal low youth l ikc
Jack. ,1·ho 's just out of C;Ollege? 1Yh_v, he·n ncYcr make a
noise in the world!" "Oh," ~aid Mabel, "you j u.:t ought
to hear him gn-e his cute college yell and you woulcln 't
think so."'
"] >arl ing,'' cried the Product of the Effete Ea. t, "I loYe
>·our wi ld, frpc life. You arc the i'tar of my cxislene;e;
_yon--·· "Sn1·,"' said rrcx:18 'l'essic, as 1:,]10 c-arelcssl_y cov e ,·cd him, "T don't like your look:;. So kindly canter, or
you "Jl ~cc a :;hooting si.ar. ''
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A TERRIBLE LEAP.
By Kit Clyde

I went rip from X ew Orleans to collect some he,l 1·y demands wl1id1 our house had again t a few of the Arkani::a~ pin n ter,;.
Jt wa;i early in :March when I :;tarted, and I took this
sea;:on for two re::i··ons.
Fir~t, ,re were anxious for settlements. as it had been
whispered that one of our creditors at leai;t was about to
~ell out and morn to California; and secondly, I wished,
iJ' po~sible, to avoid the spring freshets, which would be
sure to come in a few week at the .furthest.
At Napoleon I had the good fortune to find one of our
creditorfl, with whom I made an easy settlement.
I th0n went up the Arkansns River to Bellevilk, where
1 found another. From here I was oblige<l i.o go across
i.he ronntry towards Manchester.
My intention lu!d been to follow the river up as far as
Little Rock, and theu strike down from there upon the
.Archadclpbia-Washington highway; ht1t the meeting with
the man at X apoleon had rendered it unnecessary for me
to go to Little Rock; so ] decided to take the shorter
route. trusting that I should make my way without much
trouble.
I purchased a good stout horse, and set out from BelleYille, taking nearly a western cour e.
On the second clay the weather was very warm, and toward the middle of the afternoon it began to rai11; it uid
not r::iin hard, however, and I kept on, reaching a hamlet
of some lrnlf dozen dwelling-houses before dark, where I
found ar,commocl!!tion for the night.
Between th::it time and morning it rained c;msiderable,
arnl I could hear the heavy drop patter upon the thatching- aboYe me. 'l'he sun did not rise clear, but as the day
broke 1t had ceased raining, and I detei-mined to set forth
011 my journey.
At noon I reached a hut, where a rough specimen of
humanity, named Binks, kept. a store, a post-office, and a
tavern.
I ~aw no other dwelling, but supposed there must br
, omc nut far off. Here I got dinner, and had my horse
fed .
As I called for my horse, after di11ner, Binks asked me
how far I was going.
I a ked if he knew how far it was to Colonel Mm-tier's.
"Yes," he replied. "Mortier lives just beyond Big Incl ian Creek. You ain't going there, are you?"
J !old him I w:1s.
"It ain't safe, stranger," he added. "The colonel's prace
is a good twenty miles away, right 0Yer the lowest of bet.tom land."'
'"But why isn·t it safe?"'
'·Why?"' he n•peatcd, ,-eeming to wonder at rny que.>tion.
"f"II tell you wh_v. ~traugcr. Ifs bern raining, and it's
hl'l'll wnrm. and 1·111 rntltcr oC the mind that the snow's
been melting and running 011 the mountains and bluffs.
You sec we don't cakh it l1ere right off, hut when it l1oe8
tome it comes with a nish . ] f you don't find water enoug_b
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hefor<' ~·ou get to Colonel Mortier's, then my name ain ·t
Tom Binb. that'~ nil. "'
There wa~ soma. n'a,;on in whai. the fellow said. but
still .[ <lirl not :1pprc!ienrl ihe danger which he pictured,
:11,d L re~nl red to keqi 011.
Ile to ld me that l wouJ<l find h11t one more l1ouse before
1 rame to ~fortier·s.
.[ thanked the man for hi~ i11forrnation, ancl then f'et
forth.
ln an hour I c·ame to the house which liul1 been m rn tionecl, where l found i111 old worn,.m aloue at home, the
men h:1vi11g gonr off with their gulls. 1 got a drink of
water .fur myself' and lwr;:c, and pw;hed on . Haif an hour
aftenrar<ls the rain. began to fa11 in good earuc.,;t; and by
and by l came to a small stream which, from the appear:mce of the banks and tl1e color of the water, I knew must
be ronsiderably 1<wollen.
However, I forclccl it without diffirnlty. and kept on.
'l'he laud wa.- nmr lower, and the tree~, as Bink;; had sa ic1,
grew thir·k :111cl Jr:rgc'. 1t was :1 low. dismal forest, and the
great raindrops c.1me clown with a pattering anything but
omfo1 table or mu:ical. Still the path was plain, and I
urged my hor e forward.
Ere long (he f'Ouncl of rushing water broke npon my
ear, and soon I came to a point where a broad sheet was
washing across the road, bnt I could tell by the trunks of
the trees that it was not deep, ancl I waded my horse
through it.
Shortly after this I met two men on horseback, and
learned that they belonged at the hut wl1cre I had last
stopped.
.[ a~ked them how far it was to Colonel )lortier·~ "It's only a conple of miles away, but you ain·t going
there to-night, str:1nger ?" replied one of them.
"Ycs," 1 told him. "If it's.only two miles off I'll soon
reach it."
"It can't be done, I tell you. The creek's rose, and
the log-s and trees are sweeping down awful. The biggest
horse that was ever made couldn't cro~s that creek now.
We',e been there, stranger, and we know. Tum back with
us.·'
Bnt I wns not to be turned back so easily, ancl I told
them thnt I should push on and rnn the risk.
So on I went, and ere long the sour cl of rushing water
struck my ear.
In a little while I came to the margin of a turbid, swelling stream, which came sweeping down from the gloom of
the deep forest. I wondered if my horsr. could breast the
current. . It was not wide; not so formio:1hle as I had expected to find it from what I had heard of the creek.
While I was reflecting upon the matter, I cast my eyes
up and saw, at no great distance aboYe me, a place where
several large trees and logs had become ja.mmed in a narro,r part of the channel, forming a complete bridge across
the stream.
H I could reach that point I could walk across, and
guide my horse by the rein while he wam.
As I moved a.long towards it I glanced over my left
shoulder and saw, in a distance made dim by the driving
storm, a high bluff with buildings upon it.
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When I reached the j:im I at once c1i mounted, arnl having Qlipped the rein from my horse's neck, I graRped it
firmly in my hand a11Cl stepperl upon the logs.
At first the horge refused to follow, but finally he
plunged in, and, as he was under the wake of the jam, he
swam without much difficulty. The rushing water bore
heaYi ly upon the frail bridge, antl swayed it to and fro with
fearful power, while the white foam clashed over it the
whole length.
I had reached the middle, trying every step before I
made it, when I thought I felt the fabric giving way beneath me.
Another step, and the surging and creaking of the logs
told mr, that they were going.
On the next moment the part behind me went with a
crash. A huge log struck my horse in the breast and
swept him away. 1 could not hold him; I could only look
out for myself. With a bounding step I leaped forth,
reaching the shore just as the last log of the jam went
tearing away .
I looked for my horse, but I could not distinguish him
amid the mass 1.hat bore him clown. 'l'he poor beast was
gone. and I was left alone to battle my way.
I said, when I escaped from the logs, that I reached the
shore. Ah, but it was a treacherous, sunken shore. The
water was almost knee-cleep among the great trees, and
moving dow1?- with much force; so that every step had to
be foken with the utmost caution; ancl at times I was
forced to catch at the urooping boughs to steady myself
against the rush of water.
I heard a loud roar, which seemed to increase in volume
as I advanced, but at first I did not pay much atttention
to it, as I thought that the stream behind me was rising.
At length, however, a terrible truth began to break upon
me.
'rhe roar not only increased in volume of tone, but I was
assured that it came from the direction in which I was
going.
_\ little while longer, and I saw it all. A large stream
was before me. I reached its margin and found it to be a
broacl, deep, dark river, plunging its mau fiood along,
bearing trees . and logs, and snags upon its foaming bosom.
How sadly had I been mistaken ! This was Big Indian
C1 eek. allc1 the other was only a course which hacl been
rnnc1e by the freshet. What was I now to do? H I turned
bavk I was surely lost, for the stream which I had once
u·u.,ser1 could not be cros ed again, even if I had had a
home.
The Janel all about me w3s submergecl, and I stood in
the midst of a wide-rolling sea .
Oh, how I ,rishecl I had listened to the men whom I had
la,;t met.
But ii, 1rns too Ide now.
Death seemed inevitable.
The ficod was rising every moment higher and higher.
It was uow above my knees anywhere, and I could hardly
stand against its impulse.
But J would not die inactive. I would exert myself
while life lasted. A natural instinct led me to oppose the
cnncut, 80 I mored against tl1e Btream.

By and by I came to a point where a· huge tree, c1ose
upon the bank of the creek, bent its great branches far
over the stream, while upon the opposite side grew another tree, the meeting branches of both forming an arch,
below which rolled the dark waters. When I saw 'this,
I saw my only hop!:). I reached the tree upon my side, and
finally succeeded in climbing it. I went up as high as I
thought necessary, and then worked my way out upon one
of the longest limbs. I went as far as I could, but the
prospect was a uubious one. As the branch bent beneath
my weight, I found that the connection of the arch was
broken. The branches of the tree upon the opposite bank
were not far off, but I could not reach them with my
hand . 'rhe thought of leaping out 0\'er the dreadful tide
gave my heart such a throb that for a few moments I was
almost powerless.
And yet leap I must, i£ I would be saved. And, moreover, there was no time to lose, for the gloom wa:,; fast
gathering upon objects about me, and shutting them from
my vision. I was two-thirds of the way up the tree, and,
as near as I could juc1ge, some sixty feet above the water.
I could make the 1eap, and I might catch some brand1 of
the opposite tree.
I placed my feet carefully, and made sure of my holcl
upon one of the boughs above me. Then I waited a moment to get breath and to utter a prayer. Then, with all
the energy 1 could summon to my aid, I macle the leap.
I caught at a branch of tlte other tree, aud I grasped
it with the energy of a dying man, an<1 my hold was good.
But my weight bent it down, down, down, until I hung
suspended so near to the boiling, hissing flood that one
huge log grazed my feet as it went sweeping down.
In the startling agony of the moment I cried aloud to
Heaven to save me. With my death-grip upon that limb
I grew calm again. It clicl not break, it only benL I
summoned my strength back to me, and pulled myself up
with my hands. Higher, higher, until I coulcl u e my feet.
I gained the body of the tree, and then, when I hacl again
taken breath, I lowered myself to the ground. A few
steps brought me to land which the sur~ing waters did not
reach, and in a little while longer I had dragged my way
up the bluff to the door of the dwelling.
I remember that the servants picked me up, ancl that
Colonel l\Iorticr camr and t!8llec1 me by name . ln the
morning I hacl ~o far recu, erecl thal [ wa8 aLlc to nri~e
antl drcs~, ancl when l iuld to my host the ~lory of my
adventure, he c·ould hardly creLl it it. When I looked in
the mirror 1 saw the reflection of a pale, haggard fae:e,
looking :l score of years older than the face with which I
lrnd set out from Belleville.
,When 1 g,tzecl out upon the way by whieh I hacl come
the night before, l saw a wildly rmihing stream, tearing
up great trees in iti- mad frenzy, while beyond lay a forest
seeming to grow np from the bo,·om of a great ea.
The water cowred the bottom lands as with a deluge,
and the work o( rlc~trnc:tion was fairly commenced.
I saw it all, and, as I slrnddere<l again at the sigl1t, I
firmly resolved that I would ue,·er undertake auothe;· journey across lhc bottom lands uI .\rkan::;a~, anywhere ucar
the season of the spring frcshei.s.
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NEWS OF THE DAY
Fearing the game Jaws would result in his arre. t if lie
shot a I.Jig blae;k i.Jl)ar which i1ristecl on hanging around his
barnyarcl, .,}mos Paul, a Cami.Jria township (J'a.) farmer,
confined hi. objediom to shooing the bear away. according
to the story he told Lester Larimer, county treasurer.
Pau l came to ihc treasurer's ofTie;e to learn what he could
do to the bear if it in~istccl on hanging aroun<l. "My folk
are p-ctting scared of that bear,'' Paul told Larimer, "and
I'm getting tired of clrn~ing it away. l dcn't know but
it'll turn on me some of these day and chaw m_e up . What
am I going 1.o d0 ?''
Albert Yictm: Swoa, a private in the medical corps of
the J3riti ·h army, has received bol11 Lhe Cross of the Legion of Honor and the )Iedal 1\1 ili tare for his heroic deed .
The first decoration came to him after he rese;ued a Fre11e;h
captain wbo la_,. wcnndccl 1riU1 ·hrapnel lnmting all about
ltim. ,\ lbert went through a storm of shot and brougltt
the captain back to .:;afety. 1n the batlle of the Aisne a
British g-un had been put out of aC'tion Ly superior lferman artillen and fhe wounded men Jay about it. With
the Oerman; still firi llg on the positiou, :\lbert ca1 ried the
men to safety.
I

1t bars been decided to order the Great Lakes ~aYal
}lil itia , csscls out for the annual e;ruise on August 2, and
the e.·ercif:es will extend until A'ugust 15. The fleet will
renclezvou. at Erie. The program has not I cen worked
out. hnt in all probability . horc leave will be granterl at
Tlutfalo, o a;: to give' the officers and men an opportunity
to , iew the ... Tiagara Falls. After rendezvousing at Eric
the fleet will work back through Lake Erie and the Dei roit l{iver, probably as far as the head of the lakes. Target
p rnd ic:e wi ll be 0;1e of the main features of th i~ :·car'~
i n,truciion . Tlte time of the cruise has been 'Xten<led oo
n,; to give the XaY:JI 'Militiamen time to hol<l their annual
tnrget prnctie;e.
Reduction of postal rates from the United , tates to
South and Ce11frnl Ameriean 11atio11.- was di::;e;ussecl by
l ';·esident \\ il. on with hi.· Cnbi11et recently. The Post
Ofiice Department has made offcrn to ·red ue;e the rate to
i.wo ·en s. 8omc of these <'OUJ1tries have replied thev e;annot afford to mak · this nna11gement ~t present. El'er:v
C'fforl will be made to irnlnce the nations of :-,outh ancl
Central .\ rneriea to agrrc to the rcdu<·ed ra~es to f'acilitate
C'ommcrtinl interconr~e. 1\ro C'ents, ii1~tcnd of fivr C'C'nt~
was the postc\g(' 1ate en letters beginning .\pt'il 1 bet ween the United ~tates and the Bril.i,d1 <·olonies of Barbatlo · and the LPCl'.-ard I ~lnnds in the Briti~h We,-i I nclie~,
the l'o:,;t Offic·e Department announced Marl'h :rn.
\Yr now lial'c in this e;ouniry an opportunity to secure
an diivinl ~i.nnclnnl of that <'onunodity ~8nte(irncs <'ornpa cd to lilOlle,\' in the ofleu rcp~nred '·fon;J is money ...
1

The Bureau of f-lbnclanls, the Offiein l Measmcr of the
Unitl'd ::ltates, 1mdcrtakc~ for a .fixed foe rang iJJg from
fifty cents to fl vc dollar~ to report on and cert ify as to
pocket 11·atches. 'l'he most elaborate test, kno,rn as Class
A, iuvo_
lves the running of the wate;!i for :fifty-four days
in a series of periods in Yariou" positions and at different
temperatures. The subjed is treated at length .in the
Bureau of Standards Circular X o. ,; I, ll'hich inc-ludes treati~es on the ha1iclling of a ,nitl'l1, its wind ing and the manner in wh ie;h it is carried, and 11·ill be found of much in·
tere..,t to those who ft]Jprec:iate a timepiece aeematc to the
highest degree.
Henry Perthus, sixteen . son of August Perthus, of N"o.
235 West 'rhirty-seYenth ~ti·eet, X cw York, \\'ho tole, it
i.~ c-h:1rgecl, 8:650 of hi,· father' monc,· ten days ago, ha~

bel'n · pi<·ked up by the \:ewark, X. ,T., police v.-it h only
of tlte bankroll left. they . a:r . The boy bought a
cY<:le uu for ~1'<!-5 , s !cl it the next clav for $50, and then
l;onr;!tt an auto for $~.'HJ, and sub~eq~1ently traded it fo r
anotl-er. Tie also bcngl1t two bicycles ;lJlcl disappeared.
Then his fnther inspected a hiding-place iu his hmt1e where
he kept his monPy and l1isr:oYered his los '. 'rite other day
the X wark police le.1rncd that H hoy who had arri Yed at
the Yelodrorne. \\'anting to Le a bicycle rider, was spending considc·rable money. They questionecl him. H e broke
do1rn. they say, and told how he had robbed his father to
be('ome a bic-ycle rider. His father ,ms notified th rough
the _'ew York police. Hu went to - 'e1rark and brought the
lad hack home.

~2,

011L-of-tow1~ gunners wlto take pa rt in t he tenth an nual
amatrur e;hampion,hip o( .'\mcrie;a at cla:v birds on April
;30 am!' on }fay 1 will be ,huc:k with thr wonderfu l improl'enwnt .that the Xcw York .\thletic Club ha made in
its sho0t\ng groni1ds at Tm \'Cl's T~land . Du ring the winter more than $50,000 hns Leen spcJnt in improvements,
ancl the rrrounds now a.re undoubted lv the be 0 t in ~he countrv. Tb; old shooti11g hou,e by the ·,l'aters of Pelham Bay
ha~ bee11 enlarged ar.cl now is Ufed by the nimrods in prefere1H·c to thr bjg clnbhome on the island. It has been
imuclsomclv fnrnishPd ill a manner that appeals to the eye
of gunner~. IIends of (le~r, moo3e and other large game
arP upou the \\'alls, as al,;o ar pictures of hun ting and
shooting. cene~. ILmdt1-ornr ~kins arc 1.hrown OYer the floor
anc1 th~rc i~ a hig open fireplace, in whic-h blazing logs
1·:,Hm th.' /!Umwr~ when they C'Ome from the firi ng line.
Fom set-; of trap· ham been used throughout the winter at
Tnwer;; Island. .\ ~ a result the Xew York Athletic Club
lias b•"'l;' l1 nhlc 1.o \rnncl le an unmnall)· large number of gunner~ end1 , 'ntmdaY. It has been no uncommon thing to
ht \'C rnorr than firtl' nimrods on the firi ng line. All this
l1us wonclerfully hei°pcd the . port, and indications point to
the shoot at tltc encl of the month being the largest evtJr
held for the importrnt title.
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INTERESTING ARTICLES
A XOTJ.. BL~ 'l'RER
R ctrni ts arc now drilling upun what -i::; dedared to be the
fi1ll'~t c-.:pan:;c of gras,; in the l1ca11 o[ London-that in the
gal'dcns of Uray'f' J nn . l.n the,;o ganlens stands a remarkab le tree, a c·atalpa, wliidt was bronglit from the United
Ntatc::; by Sir \\'altl'r Haleigh in 13!J8, and wa:; planted at
(: rn_l'°,; lnu by L ord Franc:;i~ Bac.;011, then a re::;ident (lie re.
.\ ,:hoot ,1·11~ lat<::t· b1ken from the parcJit tree, U1i,; shoot
Jll'uduc.;ing an c\'en finer ht·e than tile RaJeigh . pe('i 111tw .
Fru rn tliis .~ernncl tree a ~hoot wa,.; abo taken, tlris shoot
bei ng shipped to il:e United .::Hate,; aud planted in Philadelph ia, where it i~ no,v a fiourisl1i11g i.rce. 'l'he grandson
ot' the Ha l,,ig il free ha~ t ln;s c.;ume l>aek tu the home of
i(,: f::UH)l'S.

same night he ,ra~ able i.o escape. But merely escaping
was not enough for this boy. rie wa,; so bold as to stea l
u, Uemrnn ffag from where ii. lay beside the s)ecping soldier~. ancl keeping do~e !Jc~icle ]1im slipped through tlte
German liJJe~. When almost batk to the Russian lines
he got in the line of a nu~sia11 ~cartltlight aml was noticed
by the ~entries, who opC'JJed Iil'e aml wonncJed the I.Joy in
l he ~ide. . \ lexandcr d u11g i o t11c ~tandanl, howeYer, arnl
staggered to {be Jtu~,;ia11 tre11thc:;. , 't. (;porge'::; Cros,; hacl
been awnrde>d to him.

'l'bc '·Du Pont. HaJH] Tr:ir·· [or lhrcmi11g day pigron~ or
target~, a~ tltl;_1· are c.:allcil, Jo i· i.lie plea~nre ,urd in~truc·tion

of cho,;e clr,;iring to bec·ome proficient ·hootel's in the fiel<l,
and at the trap, i::1 the moi-i pradical anu the hancJie~t
device of thi::; character cleYi;;ed. This hand 1.rap wliie:h
•\ party of Jlarrnril ~tlHlenl~ w!io ha Ye been ,;tu<lying
is uumufud11recl by the farnun~ E. I. du Pont-de Xemour,;
geology in Cambri<lgc will tnu1~fcr their ,;tudies to the
l'owcler Comp:rn:,-, 1Yilmingion, Del., weighs only six and
mouni.ain~ of C'olol':,do in .\ ugu~t. IfoYing- had the tl1eory
a tjm:rter pcn1ml~ and c-au he easily carri d in an ordinary
expounded by da~~room lec-turc and textbook, and by sul:h
suitc.;11,-e or t.rnYeling bag. 8pctial cauva~ or leather cases
specimens as- the 1.reolop;ical laboratory afford~, they will
are al,.:o mnlle to carry the l1aml trap. 'J'hc trap i fired
B[JCncl seYeral weeks ol: the :-:1m1rnt r in field work. Colo·tt
t t· ea~c
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1 11p tu
1 1 0111 han,1 trap e:an hf' ust•rl ,rhrrewr ancl
.
crn,1 .o 1 t.11s
tm1c t 110 young- /!l'O 1oµ-1:-t:J nan rcgmn. . t l.le
11·!Jr•11,,rer a :-hot1rnrt c-an be 11~ctl. lt i" wry pOJJnlar and
will go on a long- trip tl1rongh till' higher m011111ain,.: oC
iu <·nu~t>i,u n:>r at rna11r irnp~hooti11g duh.~, or l)ic-ni(·,-,
( 'olorn,clo and will make o:ome fir.,l-ha11cl i11\'l'~tiµ-at ion,; into
01-1ti11f!°" :111cl ltunt ing- partie,-. l'rom motor boat;:; ;Jrn[ the
the strnci.m:c. and layout o[ the had,li011e ot' tlw c-ontine11L
clol'k~ oJ' ,rndit:-: ,Ille! :-trnrn~hip~, and J'umi~hes a JlC\'l'l't•rHli11g ;;onrr-~ of ple,1.;urc> nncl rnjo_, meut 1o pari.ic·ipant;;
'J'f fl {RE [fEHO I C' HOYft
:wtl ,-.p1'l'1;1tors. \otliing yr! (lp,·i,r<I npprnac·lie,; (he hand
Forenw,J n1r,011i:r tile 1lci,,<1,- of lit•1·oi,-,11t perfornH·d on t.he trap !'or prnrlict' f'or liunli11g and trapslwoting, a;; an
hnttldiclds of Eurcpc arc the ac·liicYPlllents of tl1rce boy,, e1tcllP.-- l'ill'i01y lf lli_!.d1b ;111(] nngl1•s. as \\'ell a~ "t1ri,,tn,."
,rho :ire fighting with thr nrmie,- o[ the .\llir:;:. ~Hr:; tlte · ',:ki111ml'l'<' ' ·inn·rt<·d· · l,ll'/.!'l'l-, .. l'lirnhcr,:· ancl l,1rgl'l~
. \ mniean Hoy. Ou:-b1re l'liatain 11·:i::; IirlcC'n ,·car~ of age, "on l'd!.!e .. uu1 lit• 1iirlllrn 1ritli it. .\oYil'e nnd ,·cteran
and 1-1. prini.c of the XinPt_,·-•c·c-oml l?egiment or ibr li11c 1nq1,:hnt>IC'1, !incl it jn:>t 11H' thing with whic·h to kc•ep i11
111' the Jfreucli ,trmy. 'l'lit> regiment wa.., ~tut iu11t'd 011 the pra<·l i<·C'. 1111d t ht>i r ~C"ore~ at Ll1r trap,hoot i11:,.; C"h1 Ii ~boll'
front line . neae Fontenoy. J)ul'ing- a hill in the 1iglt1ing i111pn11t•111C•nl nl'ler 11-:iJJg il.
Uusfawe pnshell ahcac\ quite alo1w. and s11cldcnly eamc
On h1rniin;.r nip:; tbr lrnml trap ,rill afford the Le~t
upon seYen German solc:liC'rs mC'nily fen~ting in a collage. kind of pmditc for field :::hootillg, and J'urni~li all kinds
Gustave . dashed forward, got betwren the GermaM mHL o[ 011,io_nnt'nt for the party 1rlw11 g-,1mc is scare:e. On
the ir weapons, anrl so took tl1crn by surprise t hal thry · virn ic·-- nncl ot1li1tg"i-1 h'ap~hoof i Ilg' ll'il Ii the hand t.rap will
failed to notice that their young enemy wa~ alone. _\ frw lrnrl rnri •ty to thr oc·ca.-i(>ll. 1''.Yen the women ancl cllilmoments l~ter
soldiers of the \"inety-~econd He~iment Idren 1rill he gla~'. to lum.'. 1111 ~p~orlnnily o[ joi~ing in lltc
were checnng wddly as se\·en crestfallen German prisoner~ I""poi t allumi,\t. oC 1rhl<'h, it 1:-; more tha.n likely, the,v
marched into the French lines followed by a single boy h,11'<' hcanl muth, but in 1d1ic·h the." may hal'e had 110 opwith a leveled rifle ready.
podt111ity o[ participati11g. .:\Ian_,. motor boatF, lnunc:he .
. \ lcxru1clcr Chcrria.tkin is fourteen yea1;s of age-Rus- and ~-ad1b are equipped \\'iih :t ilarnl trnp or twu, whielt
sian, as you may guess, At v\'arsa,w he enlisted in a troop nn· prl'~~l'cl i.11lo ~erric·e on ~hort notive to help entertain
of ,scouts. and was ortlerecl to reconnoiter dose to tltc Ger-· the ,'.!'ll('-l~. .\ncl it lll:l_\' be ~iflted tlial shooting from a
m an liirns. Approarhing the German trem·be;; urnler c:or-cr mo,·i11µ: motor hoat. on a dwppy ~('a, at c·Jny h1rgets tln·own
of darkness he was captured . Becant-r. of hi,, extreme J'rorn :-t hand trap, is one of 1he rn,,tc,i. game~ that c:;an be
:rout.h the_ Genna11s paid little attention to him,, and tbar inu1gi11ed.
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MAGIC l\lIRROB.
Fat and lean funny face•.

By

looking in !hese mirrors upright

W
'

!foU:g!f!J~reto~icot~fo nitr~~de::!s~

and ),.,ur phtz broadens out in
the moat comical manner. Size
3~~x2¼ Inches, In a handsome lml·
tc.tlon morocco case.
Price, 10c. each, postpaid.
WOLl<'l•' NOVETJrY CO., W W. 26th St. , .N. Y.

,JUM'l"IN6 CARD.-A
pretty little trick, easy to
perform. Effect: A •elected card returned to the
deck jumps high Into the
EJ
atr at the performer's command. Pack Is held in one
~
hand. Price of apparatus,
with enough cards to perform the trick, 10c.
C. BEifi, 150 W. 62d St., 1"ew York City.

THE PHA.,."l''.rOl\1 FINGER.
As these fingers are cast in
moulds in which a person's fingers have been encased, they are
a lifelike model of the same. The
finger can be made to pass
through a person's hat or coat
without Injury to the hat or Kj<r·
ment. It appears to be your own
finger. A perfect illusion. Price,
15c.; 2 for 25c., postpaid.
·
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St., N. Y.

4

BUMANATOH.
The Improved HU·
manatone. This flute
will be found to be
the most enjoyable
article ever ottered;
nickel plated, flnely
polished; each put
up In a box with full
instruction how to
use them.
Price,
18c., postpaid.
FRANK Sl\U'l'll
883 Lenox Ave., N. 'y,

~

TRICK CUI'.
Me.de of nature.I white
wMd turned, with two
compartment:5;
a
round,
black be.JI flt• on thoae
compartments; the other
Is a stationary ball. By a
little practice you make
•
' the black ball vanish; a.
great trick novelty and Immense seller.
Price, me., postpaid.
WOLFF NOVEL1.'Y CO., 29 W. 26th St., N. Y.

!

TRICK COIN
HOLDER. '.l'be
coin bolder Is at-_,
,- : ·
tached to a ring
me.de •o as to flt
anyone's ti Jl g er.
The holder clasps
tightly a 25c. piece.
When the ring Is
placed on the !Inger with the coin showing on
the palm of the hand and offered In change It
cannot be picked up. A nice wa.y to tip people.
Price by mall, postpaid, 10c, each.
WOLJ•'F NOVELa:""\' CO., 29 W. 26th $t., :X. "\',

&

Thl1 11 no to:,, but a HSI
whisk-broom, fl'i!i lnchel !Ush, U
le made of Imported .Japancoa
brlatles. neatly put together, and
co..n eo.stly h& carried tn the veal
pocket, rea1ly tor use at any mo ..
ment, for hate or clothtnc, etc:.
Price 10 cont• oacb, b;v mall.
l)OOtpald,

I

Chas. Uoger, R, P. D. No. I, Dept. 5, Catskill, N. Y.

THE CANADIAN WO:l'mER CARD TRIC:K.
.Aeton!ahlng, wonderful,
and perplexing!
Have you
seen them? Any child can
work them, and yet, what
they do Is so amusing that
the sharpest people on earth
a.re tooled. We cannot tell
you what they do, or others
would get next and spoil the
fun. .Just get a set and read the directlone.
The results will startle your friends and
utterly mystify them. A genuine good thins
lf you wish to have no end of amusement.
Price by mall, l0c.
C. BEHR, 150 W. 62d St., New York City,
VANISHING PACK OP
CARDS.-You exhibit a
neat black card case, you
request from the audif!llCB a. ring, a watch.
bracelet, or other jewelry
articles. You propose to
fill the case with a pack
of cards. After doing so,
the pack of cards disappear from the case. and
the jewelry novelties ap-

pear instead.
Price by mail, postpaid,
35c.

one

kind

c.:

coin,

HANDY TOOL
Every boy shdul<1 posse11s
one of these handy little Instruments. It consists of a
buttonhook, a cigar-cutter,
scissors, key-ring and bottleopener, all In one.
The
steel ts absolutely guaranteed. Small catches hold it
so that it cannot open in the
pocket. Price by ma.ti, postpaid, 15 cents each.

iFRANK SMITH
.383: Len~x Ave.

New York C1ty

EX0ELSJ:OR NOTELTT 00 .. D~pt. C,
Anderson Realt:, Bldg.,
Mount Vernon, N. \'

NEW SURPRISE NOVELTY.
Foxy Grandpa, Mr. Pee.,,.M
o.nd other comical face1 arUstlce.lly colored, to which
is attached a. long rubber
tube, connected with a. rubber ball, which can be lilied
with water, the rubber ball
being carried In the pocket,
a slight pressure on the bulb
causes !', Jong stream, the r•1ult ce,n eaally ba seen,
Price, llle,,
Postpaid.
Jl. Ji'. I,ANG, 1815 Centre St., B'kl;vn , ~. Y.

NORWEGIAN l\lOUSlt.
A very luge gray moult,
measuring 8 inches from Up
of nose to end of tall. The
body of mouse ls hollow.
Place your flrst !Inger In hi•
body, and then by moving your
finger up and down, the mouse
appears to be running up your
sleeve. Enter a room where
there are !&dies, with the
mouse runn·,1g up your e1eeve.
and you will 1ee a rapid scattering of the fair oex. Man:,
practical joke• can be perpetrated with this small rodent,
Price, 10c.: 3 for 25c. malled, po1tpald,
FRANK SMITH, 883 Lenox Ave., N. Y.

WOLF}' NOVELTY CO.,
29 W. 26th St., N. Y.

One or latest aud beet
novelties on tbe market. H

wboreas this one takes t,hree
kinds. The three coin bank
Is ha.ndsomel:, tlnlobecl, Is
gu:iranteed mechanically perfect, operates wltb eaae
and accuracy, and does not get out ot order.
P1•lce, by expre•e,Sl.00
U. F. LANG, 1815 Centre St., U'kl~·n, :N. Y.

NOVELT'IES-tii~~s~~~l~:~~t~Y;:~:·f~!!l'
0

THE DEVIL'S CARD TRICK.-From three
cards held In the band anyone is asked to
mentally select one.
All three cards are
placed in a hat and the performer removea
first the two that the audience did not select
and passing the hat to them their c:ard has
mysteriously vanished.
A .-reat climax;
highly recommended.
Price, 10c.
FRANK SMITH, 388 Lenox Ave .• N. Y.

THREE COIN RECISTER BANK

hold

~b!:~;~~i :h~~:1i~~::~:p~~1?:r:~~r1r~~:~~o::;:, ~~~

tmtta.te htrds ,md l)e.1u1ts offle1d a.nrt forr:,t. LOADS OF
· FUN. Wonderru1 Invention. 'fhonunds so\11. rrlre
only .10 cc11t~. 4 fer ~5 cents or 12 for 60 cent.a.

PIN l\IOUSE.

through the same slot. It
holds coins to the amount
of 'J'en Dollars, and then
opens Itself automatically.
One lever a.ction does all the
work, Otber banks :inly

p~g;,t

WRITE

~:;!~ri1::-Y•E:c~~..,~~d1'.."c~ert
Teu Lessons for 25c. "~ Movie Plots" Worth $25.0U
for i5c. Souvenir. Fllmo,rru.ph Co., Syracuse, N. \.".

LOTS Of' F'UN F'O. R A DIME
Yentrlloqalst's Doable Throat ~:·:;;-:;;>;.,;i'b~,0
;;!~,;;,

It ls me.de of cast metal and
has the <'xact color, shape and
size of a live n1ouse. Pinned on
Y~ur or somebody else's clothe s,
will have a startling ert'ect upon
the spertators.
'l'he screamln,..,..
fun had by this little novelty, especially In th':.
presence or ladies. Is more than can be imagined. It a cat happens to be there, there's
no other fun to be compared with It.
Price, 10c. each by mo.ii, postpaid; 3 for 250.
.lfllANK SMITH, 383 Lenox Ave., N. Y.

adds n.nd registers Nickels,
lJimoG and Quarters put

GREENBACKS

lllINIATURE COMPASS CHARM,
A bellutlful charm, to be
worn on the '?.ratch chain. It
0

~~~~~:s, ~oa !~ui~ha~~
ed,

by

a

fttr;;i~~

pivot, a nowertul

f[i~~! Ki;s~.iosrf:e:;,sig;

1
1n use the magn1¥;,f~;
the compass and is not seen. The compass is
protected by a glass crystal, and Is hand30me1y sitver-ntcket plated and burnished, presenttng a very attractive appearance. Here
you have a reliable compass, a powerful mag•
nlfylng glass, e.nG a handsome charm, all ht
one. It fs a Parisian novelty. entirely new.
Price, 25c, by ma.ii, 1>03tpai(l.
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 20 W. 26tb St., N. Y.

THE MULTIPLYING CORKS. - A small
round box is shown to be empty and one of
the spectators ts allowed to place three corks
In It. The cover Is out on and the box Is
handed to one of the spectators, who, upon
removlns the cover, !Inds six corks In the box.
Three of the corks are now made to vanish as
myaterloualy a.o they cllme. Very deceptive.
Price, 15c:.
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St., ~- \.

THE DISAPPEARING CIGAR.

~~

trl!k.ne;-oua'!~k •1at":i'~~!
IC he will have a cigar;
THE MAGJifl CIGAR CASE,
it he says yes (which I•
A beautiful e.iu\ peru•ually
the Cllse), you
fect cigar case. made
take from your pocket
of lmlta.tlon alligator
cigar case. a.n ordinary cigar, and ha.nd it
and sealskin leather; or
t p him. As he reaches out for It, the ctsar
worth a ·quarter as a Instantly
disappears right before his eyes,
cigar case alone.
It tnuch to his
astonishment. You can apotoca.n be shown full of _glze, saying, you
very sorry, but that tt
cigare and Instantly was the Ja.st cigarare
you had, and the chances
handed to a pereon, are that he will Invite
to smoke with him
who, upon opening It, flnds only an empty If you wlll let him Intoyou
secret. It I• not
"!ase.
The box haB & secret spring and a done by sleight-of-hand, the
but the cisar actudouble ca.se, and can be operated only by one ally
disappears
so
!Uddenly
that
Is lmpoulIn the secret. Full printed Instructions sent ble tor the eye to follow tt, and It
where tt haa
with each case. Every smoker should have gone, no one can tell. A wonderful
illualon.
one. Prlce, 20c.; 2 for 85c. by mall, postpaid;
Price, lOc.; 3 for 2ilc, by mall, po1tpald.
"'le dozen by express. 11.50 .
ll. 1' . LA.."'iG, 1815 Centre St., Il'klyn, :!\, Y. l[, l', J.A.1"G, 1815 Centre St,, B'k17a. N. L

THE BURNING OIGAll:ETTE.

- -re..

~

:·:e

j;,rk~e o~~~at_rt

J'

0

p,m~~

1!~~~l;

derlng cl;arett<:1, with b/i':~ia;~ fl~~- a
the wisest. Send 10c. and we will mall lt,
WOLFF NOVELTY CO .• 29 W. 26th St., N. Y.

THE TOIII-TOM DRUM.
Hold the drum ln one hand
tnd with the thumb o! the other

resting against the elde ot the
drum manipulate the drumatlck
with the finger• ot the 1an,"
hand (as indicated In the cut).
With practice lt ls posalble to
a.ttc,in as great skt11 as with a rea.l drum. The
mova ble sounding board ca.n be adjuated tor
either heavy or light playing. They are uaed
extensiYely tn scho('IIB tor marchinC',
Price, 10c. each, delivered free.
C. BEHR, 160 W. 62d 8~., N<ew York Olt7.

•

TRICK PUZZLE PURSE.
The first attempt usually made
to open it, is to press down the
little knob In the center or the
purse, when a 3mall needle runs
out and stabs them in the fln-

ger, but does not open it. You
can open lt before their eyes and still they
will be unable to open it.
Price, 25c. each by mall.. postpaid.
O. BEHR, 130 W. 62d St., New York City.

-

-·

•

NOISY HANDKERCHIEF.
A great deal of amusement
.
mo.y be had with thlo little
article. It imitates the blowtnc- ot the nose exactly, except
that the noise ·, magntned at
and
Umes,
dozen
least a
sounds like the bass-horn in a.

TRICK CIGARETTE BOX.
This one fs a corker' Get a
box right away, it yo~ want to
have a barrel of joy. Here's tho
It looks like an ordtsecret:
nary red box ot Turkish cigarettes. But it contains a trigger, under which you place a
paper cap. Offer your friend a.
i/C"-~!.;;i;;;_...-.:;~: smoke and he raises the lid ot
the box. That explodes the cap,
and tr you are wise you will get
out o! sight wlth the box before
he getg over thinking he was
Price, 15c., postpaid.
shot.
WOLFI' NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th ~t., .,.
THE PRINCESS OF YOGI CARD
TRICK.Four cards
are held ln
the form of a fan and a
apectator is requested ~o
mentally aelect one or the
The cards are now
four.
shuffled and one is openly

German band. This device ia
used by simply placing It between the teeth
and blowing. The harder the- blow the louder
the noise. Price, 10c. each by ma.II. -postpaid.
H. F. LANG, 1815 Centre St., B'klyn, N. Y.

l!IAl\IAS.
This interesting toy la
one or the latest novelties
It Is ln great deout.
mand. To operate lt. the
stem ts placed in your
mouth.

You

can

taken away and placed lu

his pocket. The performer re1narks that he
ba11 taken the card mentally selected by the

spectator. The three cards are now displayed
and the ee!ected card ir. round to be missing.
Reaching In hls pocket the perforaer removes
Price, 15c.
and exhlalto the chosen card.
FRANK SMl'rH, 38a Lenox Ave .. N. Y.

blow

into it, and at the same
time pull or jerk lightly
The mouth opens, and It then
,n the string.
~ries ''Ma-ma," juat exactly in the tones ot. a
r en l, dve baby. The oound la ao human that
It would deceive anybody.
Price 12c. each by mall.
WO~l,F NOVELTY 00., 20 W. 26th St., N. Y.
NEW YORK IN A NUTSHELL.
25 Colored Vlewo of the
Big City In an English
prettily
shell,
wo.Jnut
hinged with ribbon, to
which a. small te.g Is atnut conThe
tached.
te.lns 25 bea.utlfully lithographed views ot the
principal points ot interest In and around New
York City. You can address the tag, put on a. stamp, and mall It. A
nice souvenk to matl to your distant friends.

~bci:~YN8'{:'~'I.:t~·O(',~~h29

W. 26th St., N .. Y.
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8NEEZDrG POWDER.
The g~ateat tun-maker ol
them all. A email ap,ount
O! tbta PoWder, ~ D b)own
wtlt cauae
reom,
Ill a
e'V'erJ'OJH to aueese without
&D,Tone

kM,wlnc

where

tt

com"" trom. It 11 ••17 light, will lloat In tlae
air tor 1ome time.. Uld penetrate er~wy nook
a.nd oorn•r ot a Nem. It ta perfeot Jy harm•
leu. Oachoc, lo put up In bottlea. and one

~r:1~::.nt~~~"1:a1~~

THE AUTOMATIC RUNNING MOUSE
This mouse is so
nearly a perfect lmltatio n ot the live ani mal as to not only deceive the ladles, but
to even deceive the
- :
cat. Inside each mouse ls a set or clock
work which you wind up with a key, then
place the mouse on the floor and it will run
rapidly in every direction in a circle across
the :floor backward and forward as 1! to ge't
Suddenly set It agolng ln a room
a.way.
where there are ladles, and l{OU wlll have the
tun ot hearing them scream and jump upon
the chairs to escape th e little rodent. This
mechanical mouse fs well worth 50c but we
it tor 30c., and send lt by .,.;;all post•

1\e.:. u:::i. ~:"to: 0.~~' ;~J~.•ell

WOLrF NQIRmfl 00., st 'ff.. 28tll flt., N. Y,

WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St .. N. Y.

WE WANT YOU
TO READ

''
Stories
"Movin g Picture
..
AWeekly Magazine dmted to Pbetoplays and Players

..

Absolutely the finest little publication on the news-stands

5 CENTS A COPY
ISSUED !:VERY FRIDAY '
BIEAUTIFUL OOLORIED COVER Dll!SICNS
New portratta of aotore and aotreesee every week

,DJ

THIRTY-TWO PAGES
FINE HALF-TONE FRONTISPIECES
Qet a oopy of this weekly magazine and see what It Is

EVERY NUMBER CONTAINS

Six Gripping Stories, baaed un the latest and best films, each profusely illustrated with ftne halt-tones of scenes in the
plays.
Photographs aud Btograp~iee of the most celebrated Ph'o toplay actors and actresses. ,
Special Articles relating to Moving Pictures, written by the greatest authorities in the film bustnes!!.
News Notes from the studios about the doings or everybody of prominence eoanected with the Photo·plnys.
~cen11rlo Hints and the -aamee of all the companies who may lmy the plays you write.
l'oems, Jingles, Jests and every bright feature calculated to interest bath young and old.
GET A COPY NOW from your newsdeaier, er send us 5 cents in money or poi.tage stamps, and we will mall
rou the latest number lssued.
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-LATESTlSSUE S616
617
618
61 9
620
621
622
623
624
625
626
627
628
629
630
631
632

63 3

63 4
636
63 6

Young Wild We s t and the Mad Miner ; or, Arletta and th e Sec ret
ot t h e C liffs.
You n g Wild W eec and "Gold Dust BIil"; or, The Man With the
Ye ll ow St r e ak.
Yo u n g WIid W est and the D e a t h Brand ; or, Arl etta' e Gre at Risk.
Yo ung Wild W est's Paw n ee Purs uit ; or, The White F lower ot
t h e R edskin s .
Young Wild W e s t and t h e M ex ican M an Tra p ; o r , Arietta in
t h e R o bbe r s' D en .
Young Wild W est's Live ly L a ri a t ; o r , R o ping th e Rustl e rs. Onlv
,
Young Wild W est's Du e l Wi t h a Doze n ; or, Arl e tta' s
Chance .
Young Wild West Tra iling a Tre a s ure; o r , Outwitting th e Road
Age nts.
Yo ung Wild W e s t Ru li nK 11 Hanch , or, Arl e tta and th e Cowg irls.
Yo un g Wild W e st's S trai g ht S h o t ; o r , Corne r ed In a C hasm.
Yo u ng Wild W e st' s Mexican Mine: o r , Ari etta Breakin g a Sieg e.
Yo u ng Wild W est' s H ottest Trai l : or. Winning a Big R e wa r d
Yo u n g Wild W e s t 'rra ckh1 1? a H ors e Thi e r ; o r . Ariet ta and th e
Wlltl G irl.
Young Wild W e st' s Apac h e Fri e nd ; or. Th e Hidden Gold or th e
P ecos.
Yo un g Wild W e s t' s Th ree S botR : or. Arie tta and th e Rattlesnakes
Yo un g Wild W est and t h e .. Sky Pilot ; ;" or, The Ropers ot R o u1eh
and-R eady R a n ch .
Yo u n g Wild W es t's Luck y D ro p : o r , Arl etta and the Out1awa.
You ng Wild W es t 's Wild West Show : o r . Ca ught In th e Europea n
Wa r .
Youn g Wild W est a nd th e Kaiser ; or, The Big Show In Be rlin .
Young Wild W est Unde r Fi r e; or, Skirmishing on th e Fren c b
F r ontier .
You ng W ild West H e lpin g t h e R ed Cross: or, The Crown Prince'•
Gratitud e.

6 37 Young Wild W est and th e Servlan; or, The Shot That Saved a
Gen eral.
638 Young Wild W est ' s Neutrality; o r , Accu sed by Germans and Allies.
Wild West and th e Fren ch Spy ; or, The Honor o! an
Young
639
Am eri can,
640 Young Wild Wes t at the Forts ; or, Outwitting a Russia n Captain .
641 Yo ung Wild W e st and the Sharpshooters : or, Arletta and the
Hl n doos .
642 Young Wild West at th e Flooded Trenches; or, Saving a Belgian
Town .
6 4 3 Young Wild We st Alo ng the Yser ; or, Arletta's Wonderful Shot.
6 44 Young Wild W est and General Von Klu ck; or, The Treasure of
th e Ruins
645 Young Wild West's Luck : or, Striking It Ri ch at the Hills.
646 Young Wild W es t's Vi ctory ; or, The Road Agents' Last Hold Up.
647 Young Wild West' s Plu ck · or, B o und t o B eat the ··Bad" Men.
648 Young Wild W est' s B est S hot; o r , The R es c ue of Arletta.
649 Young Wild \Vest a t Devil C r eek : o r, H e lping to Boom a New

'l'o wn .
650 Yo un g Wild •W est ' s S u rpr ise: or, The Indi a n Chief's L egacy .
651 Yo ung Wild W est Missing; o r , Saved B y a n I n dian Prin cess.
652 Yo un _g Wild W es t and th ~ De t ective; o r, The R e d Riders of the
Range.

653 Yo ung Wlld W est at th e S t a k e; o r , Th e J e al o usy of Arie t t a .
654 Yo u n g W ild W est"s Ne r ve; o r , T h e Nine Go lden B ullets.
655 Yo ung Wild W est and the Tenderfoot; or, A Ne w Yo rk e r In the
West.

656 Young Wild W est's T ri u m ph ; o r , Wi nning Agains t Grea t Odds .

For sale by all new sdealer s, or will be sent to any address on receipt of price, 6 cents per cop y, In mo ut~ or postage~, a mpR. nv

168 West 23d St. , New York.

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher,

IF YOU WANT .ANY 'BACK NUM'BERS

or our weekli es a nd cannot procure t h em fro m newsdealers, they can be obta ined from t h is offi ce direct . Write out and
fill In your Order and sen d It t o us wi t h t h e pri ce of the week lies you want and we will send 1 hem to you by ret urn mail.
POSTAGE ST AMPS T AKEN THE SAME AS MONEY.

. 168 West 23d St., New York.

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher,

No. 46. HOW TO l\lAKE A N D USE Jo::L ECTRICITY.-A description of the wonderfu l
uses o r e lectricit y and electro magnetism: toge th e r with fu ll tnstruct1ons tor making E lect ri c T oys, Batteries, etc. By George T r ebel,
Containing over ftfty lll ustraA. M .. M. D.
I0
47. HOW T O BREAK . RIDE AND
t
DRIVE A UORS ..-;.-A complete treatise on
the ho r se. Describing the most useful horses
fo r bu siness. the best horses for the road;
also ,·aluab le recipes for diseases peculiar to
the horse.
No. 18. HOW T O B UILD A ND SAIi,
CANO E .-A handy book tor boys, contain mg full directions for constructing canoes and
the most popular mantter of satllng them.
Fu ll y llluotrated.
HOW TO D E BATE.-Glvlng ruleo
No.
to r conducting debates. outlines for debat~s.
questions fo r discussion. and the best sources
tor procuring Information on the question

N!:

•o.

R A PHE R.-Contalnlng useful ln torme.tlo n regardln!" the Camera a n d h ow to wo rk it ; a ls o
how to make P h otogra phic Magic Lan t ern
Slides and ot h er T r ansparencies. H a ndsomely
illustrated.
N o. 112. HOW TO BECOl\lE A WEST
POI N T !IJIL JTARY CAD E T .-Expl a lns h ow
to gain admittance, course or Study, Examl na tfons. Duties, Starr or Officers. Post Guard, Police Regu lations, Fi r e Department, an d al l a
boy should kno w to be a cadet. B y L u Senar ens.
No. 63. HOW TO B EC OME A N AVAL
CAD E T .- Complete Instructions or ho,., to gai n
11dmtssJon to the Annapolis Naval Academy.
Also containing the course or instruction, descrlptlon or grounds and bui1dings, h istorical
ske1c h , and everyth ing a boy shou ld know t o
become an officer In the United States Navy.
fly Lu Sen arens.
N o. G-t. HO\V TO A-lA.KE ~; L E C'l'RI CAL
l\l AC HIXES.-Contatnlng fu ll directions tor

with ftgures a nd the magic or nu m bero. By
Fully Illustrated.
LETTERS
WRITE
TO
N o. 74. HOW
Ins truc ti on s
full
C Olt H ECTLY.-Con t al nl ng
for writing lette r s on almost a n y su bject ;
a lso r ules for punctuation and composition .
with specimen letters.
N o. 7a. HOW TO B ECOME A CONJ URER.
-Containing tricks with Dominoes. Dice,
Cu ps and Balls. Hats. etc. Embracing t h irtys ix i11ust r atlons. By A. And erson.
No . 76. HOW TO TELL FORTUNES 13\'
TH E IIA1'D .-f'ontal nlng r u les for telling fort unes by the aid of lines or the h and, or
tthe e nsgec~_eutturoef eP,~elnmtslstbryy. aldAls of mth e ss,ec,rneutrko r_
111
0
0it 0
8
s cars, etc. I llustrated.
N o. 77 . H OW TO DO FORTY TRI C l{tl
\VITH CARDS.-Containlng deceptive Card
Tricks a8 performed by leadi n g conjurer s and
Arranged for home amusement.
maglc'ians.
Fully tllustratf"d.
A. Ande r son.

M'J.;

~i~ta1~·1n t ~ Wc~p1~:! '1J":~r~~1~~K0
:rvanka'::ii;,s,el;~~rl~!n;'~~~~ 1e~oy~n1~ci~nwocr'(:~~
glv;::: 50 . HOW T O S'l'l'FF BIRDS AN D ANmysteries or Magic and Sleight-of-Han d. toby electricity. By R. A. R. Bennet. Fully
IMA 1,S,-A valuable book, giving Instructions
geth er with many wonderfu l exper hnen ts. By
ll lu~trated.
In collecti ng, preparing, mounting and preIllustrated.
A. Anderson.
most
-The
ES.·
JOK
S
'
ULDOON
M
'li.3.
.
No
Insects.
and
animals
serving birds,
No. 70. HOW TO 13E COME AN ACTOR.
original Joke book ever published, and It Is
N o. 51. HOW 'l'O D O T RI CK S WIT H
-Containing complete Instructions how to
It contains a
brimful ot ~-It and humor.
CARDS.-Conta.tntng explanations of the genmake up for various characters on the s tage;
large collection or songs, jokes, conu ndrums,
eral pl'lnclple9 of sleight-of-hand appltcable
t ogether wJth the duties of the Stage l\lana~er,
etc., or Terrence Muldoon. the great wtt, huto card tricks·, or cnrd tricks with ordinary
Prompt er. Scenic Artist and Property Ma n.
day.
the
of
Joker
practical
and
morlst,
of
sleight-of-hand:
requiring
not
and
car ds,
No. 80. GUS WILLIAMS' JOK E BOOK, - .
N o. 66 _ HOW TO D O P UZZL ES,-Con t r icks Involving sleight-of-hand, or the u•e
Containing the latest jokes, anecdotes and
talntng over th r ee hundred interesting puzzles
of specially prepared cards. Illustrated.
stories or this world-renowned Ge r man
funny
comA
same.
to
key
with
and conundrums,
No. 52. HO\V 'l'O P L AY CA RDS.-Givlng
1
p:g~s:i\r-~~~~s~r;;~10coif
~~~ed~~~~r.
plete book. Fully illustrated.
khuech;~,1ccrf::;~ge,r~~sl~~ :e~~~t ;_F~~~.
the a u thor.
E L ECTRICAL
DO
TO
No. 67. HOW
Pedro Sancho, Draw Poker. Auction Pitch,
ESME RJZ E .-ContalnM
O
T
HOW
RI.
No.
inor
'l'RIC l{S,-Contalnlng a large collection
All Fours, and many other popular games ot
Ing the most approved methods of mesmer8 tructlve and highly amusing electrical tricks,
cards.
OI', magnetic h ealmagnetism,
imal
an
Jsm;
Anderson.
A.
By
illustrations.
with
together
No. 53. JIO\V TO \ VU.I T~~ •~E'fT.EU S.-A
In g. By Prof. Leo Hugo Koch, A.C.S. aut hor
No. 68. HOW T O DO C H E MI CAL TRI CK S.
wonderful little book, telling you how to write
of "How to Hypnotize," etc.
-Containing over one hundred highly amust o your aweetheart, your rather, mothe r , sisNo. 82. H O W TO DO PAL~USTRY.-ConIng and Instructive tricks with chemlcnls. By
ter. brother. employer; and, In fact, everytainlng the most approved methods or r eadHa nd somely illuS t rated.
A. An<lrrson.
body and anybody you wish to write to.
the lines on the hand, together wi t h a full
Ing
D.
llAN
ll'l'-OFG
SLEJ
DO
TO
HOW
69.
No.
N o. 54. H O W T O K EEP AN D M A NAGE
explanation of their meaning. Also explain-Containing ·over flfty or the latest and best
P E'r S .-Gtving complete information as to the
lng phrenology, and the key f'or telling chartricks used by magicians. Also containing the
manner and method of ralsing, keeping, tamacter by the bumps on the head. By Leo
secret of sP.cond sight. Fulty illustrated.
ing breeding, and managing all kinds of pets;
Hugo Koch, A.C.S. Fully Illustrated.
No. 70. HOW T O MA K E MAG I C T OYS.also giving full Instructions for making cages,
N o. 83. H O W TO H YP N OTIZ E.-ContalnMagic
making
tor
airectlons
full
Containing
Illusetc. Fully explained by twenty-eight
in_r; valuable and Instructive Information reToya and devices or many kinds. Fully lll uatratlons.
the science of hypnotism. Al so exga.rdlng
trated.
STA)Il'S
LLECT
CO
TO
N o. 5,;. HOW
plaining t h e most approved methods whic h
TO DO M EC HAN I CAL
No. 71. HOW
AND COI NS.-Contalnlng valuable lnformaare employed by the leading hypnotists o r
1.'RI CI\. S.-Contalning complete instructions
uon regarding the collecting and arranging
the world. By Leo Hugo Koch, A.C.S.
for performing over sixty Mechan ical Trick s.
o! stamps and coins. Handsomely lllustrated.
No. 84. HOW TO B ECOME A N A UTHOR
Fully Illustrated.
N o. 56. HOW T O B ECOM E AN ENInformation regarding c h oice oC
-Containing
S
TRICK
XTY
SI
DO
TO
HOW
72.
No.
to
how
Instructions
full
GINEE R .-Contalnlng
subjects, the use or words and the manner o r
" ' I T U CARDS.-Embracing all of t h e latest
become a locomotive engineer; also directions
Also
p r eparing and submitting manuscript
and most deceptive card t r ick s, with illusfo r building a model locomotive; together
containing valuable inforn,ation as to th e
HO\V TO
tratlona.
vdt h a fu ll description of everything an ennd ge n e r al composition
0
a
~ra~:~~isc~1:~~lllty
s t M.·e i ii:s .-Showln g i~y T~~~i'~!s 'fr~,{~!
g l'i-:':.r i~~ul~o~ 'i'o BECOME A PHOTOGFo r s a le by all n ewsd ealers. or w ill be s ent t o any add ress o n r eceipt of price, 10 cts. per copy, or 3 tor 25 cts. , In money or p ostage stamps, by

~~,8l~~:.

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher,
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